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ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON,
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Vol.
AatuTtiarnuftt*.

the

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

Burrill National Bank
OF

James Foley—In bankruptcy.
Geo H Hardman —-In bankruptcy.
Fannie B Fierce—Notice of foreclostir*.
Geo F Newman, Jr—Road wagon for aale.
W J McHugh—Notice of foreclosure.
Adrar notice— K»t Gilman .Iordan.
Frances L Armstrong—Notice of foreclosure.
H F Bailey—Heed oats for sale.
0W4PC Mason—Insurance.
Whiting Bros— Meats, vegetables, groceries,
dry goods, etc.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

to commence business

October 24,1887, the pioneer National Hank
of Ellaworth, Maine.

Authorized

WE SOLICIT ACCOUNTS OF

CORPORATIONS,

INDIVIDUALS,

OFFER EVERY
CONSISTENT
WITH SFAE
AM) LEGITIMATE BANKING.
Correspondent*, National Shawmut Hank of lloston ; National Comand

FIRMS

and

J

ACCOMMODATION

Floyd—Market.

it

P C Burrlll—Insurance.
C C Morrison—Cows for sale.
O A Farcher—Apothecary.
J A
Oeo H Grant—insurance.
O W
Tapley—Insurance.
0 W Gnndal—Groceries. meats, etc.
J A Thompson—Stationery.
Ellsworth Falls:
M M Moore-lacqnerrt.
Sedgwick, Mn:
Francis B Gray—Caution notice.
Boston, Mass:
Karl H Barnes—Young men wanted.

Haynes—Market.

mercial Bank, Albany, New York.

A in* you Insured In Reliable

4I»VKKTl»KM»lfr*» THIS WRBK

NEW

Companies ?

SCHKIHJLK OP MAILS
at an.sworth post orries.

In

F. Carroll Burrlll, (ieneral Insurance Agent,
Copies of Telegrams Received by
from Companies Represented by him.

effect December J, 1906.
MAILS

RECEIVED.

rnoM Wert—7.18 a m. 6.13 p m.
Prom Kart- ll.f« a m, ft JO and 10.17 p

m.

MAIL OLORER AT PORTOmCI.

“If Han Frsncieoo la wiped ont the Continental's loss cannot exceed two
and one half million dollars. After paying our losses we will have at least
fifteen million dollar* of M*eU left, etc."

going Kart—7 a m and ft.80 p m.
Going Wert—II JO a m, ft and • p
No Sunday mall.

m.

CONTINENTAL INSURANCE CO.,
A. W. King is attending court at
Henry Evans, President.
Mach las.
Information from San Francisco. Our Company losses
Pearl B. Day and wife are in Portland

“Absolutely no
as promptly as can be adjusted and if entire city la destroyed our
fond will not be exhausted.’’
and
contingent
sorplns
INSURANCE CO. OF NORTH AMERICA,
Kimball fit Parker, Managers.
“If newspaper report* are correct, the HOME’S loss will not exceed *2,000,000 and after paying all claims upon ua the surplus remaining will be
Bpwarda of seven million dollars, etc."
HOME INSURANCE CO. OF NEW YORK,
E. O. Snow, President.

will he paid

Insure with

an

Companies

above.

■ORAL:

as

Old

Established

Agency representing

for

a

week.

Mrs. L. F. Giles entertained
friends last Friday evening.

a

group of

The 0 o’clock whist club will meet with
Mrs. O. W. Tapley this evening.
Mrs. 8. T. White, of Bangor, is the
guest of H. L. Crabtree and wife.
I. L. Hal man, of Boston, was In Ellsworth on business last Thursday.
Mrs. Lorenzo D. Foster la visiting her
George and Walter in Portland.

sons

such

in

Barlow Hall, who has spent the past year
Washington, D. C., is in Ellsworth.

The
Maine

F. C. Burrill, General Insurance Agent,

Rev.

Amateur press association of
will meet in Ellsworth June 8.
J. P. Bimonton officiated at the
Mrs. George Oakes, at Hancock,

funeral of

34 Main Street, ELLSWORTH, ME.

to-day.
Mrs. Wellington Haslam and her daughAlice left last Monday for Massachusetts for a visit of a few weeks.
ter

n

BPOBTS from

our

losses from the

paid in

Insurance

conflagration

companies

at San Francisco will b®

The graduation exercises of the Ellsworth high school will be held Thursday,
June 14.

full.
out in the Balti-

companies represented by us paid
conflagration over six million dollars $6,000,0flo), and

The
more

E. T. Salisbury has purchased the farm
of B. F. Phillips on the Partridge Cove
road, Lamoine, and will move there to
work it.

state that all

and will

keep on doing

Moral:

Springs,

business.

Your business is perfectly safe in

our

hands.

Place your business with the

leading

agency

in Hancock county.

The GEO. H. GRANT CO.,
ELLSWORTH. BAR HARBOR

|

where he

has

a
forest reserve for the White
mountains and the Appalachian range.
The other delegates are Hon. F. N. Jones,
of Bangor, and Austin Carey, of Bruns-

and Bl'CKSPORT.

The senior class of the Ellsworth high
school gave a reception to the juniors at
Lygonia hall last Friday evening.

to

Congregational
Wednesday evening was a

mittee of the

NOTICE.

church
success

last
in

as

has been evident from

the moment the rehearsals for the opera
began. Mr. Parker has had considerable
in

amateur

productions

opera, and his singing of 4I am the
pattern of a model major-general,’ is

of

very
sure

bring down the house.”
The- Helpsomehow society was entertained by Miss Corinne Smith at her home
on
Franklin street Tuesday evening.
There was a good number present, considering the storm, and the evening passed
pleasantly and quickly. The refreshments added much to the pleasure of the

To Ovr CrsTOMEBs :
| every way.
.......
L. M. Moore, teller at the First national
We are pleased to state that we are in receipt of advices, from the several
me
occasion, and were most appetizing,
Companies represented bv us, stating that their financial standing will not be bank, was called to Prospect Harbor by most interesting matter before the society
the sudden death last Thursday night of was the
seriously impaired by their losses in the San Francisco conflagration.
coming of Emory F. White, the
That they will be able to pay all losses in that tire, In full, and still have his mother, Mrs. S. O. Moore.
tenor soloist, who was to have given a
liabilities.
to
meet
all
other
ample surplus
E. E. Joy has rented the Levi B. Wyman song recital in March, but had to cancel
C. W. & F. I.. MASON.
Ellsworth, April 34, lbOfl.
Mr. Wyman and his engagement on account of illness. He
house on Main street.
family expect to leave Saturday for North is now booked for May 9, in Hancock
TIIE SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER
Conway, N. H., where they will live.
hall, under the auspices of the Helpsomecommittees were apRev. J. P. Simonton, pastor of the Meth- how. The usual
IS A TERRIBLE REMINDER.
odist church, will leave to-night to attend pointed to have in charge the matter of
the
1
largest.
represent only
Large Companies are safer than small ones.
refreshments for that event.
There will be
_

_

Hates

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

Kllsworth-Swan’s Island Steamboat

Frank Holden, of Bar Harbor, spent
Tuesday with her mother here.

Operation.

j

Ellsworth.

Killed Deer Out of Season.
Joe Oubut, of Tank Pond, was arraigned
in the Ellsworth municipal court yester-

day charged

with

killing

deer out of

sea-

higher

than small

companies.

O.

W.

no

TAPLEV.

day.
Mrs. Rebecca Hale and Miss Katharine
are in Ellsworth on their way from Boston to their Hancock Point cottage for
the summer. They will leave for Hancock
Point to-morrow.

_

WATCH CONTEST.
The contest for the gold watches to be given away by the
Floyd Market to the roost popular bo., and girl in Ells-

Mrs. L. F. Hooper has given up her
house here, and expects to leave
Her daughter,
this wreek for Brooklin.

boarding

Mrs.

j

The contest is open to any boy or girl
attending any Ellsworth school, and there is a watch for
the boy and another for the girl receiving the greatest
number of votes. One vote goes with every teu-

worth, is

now on.

purchase at this market. The watches
exhibition in the window of A. W. Greely’s jewelry
will
store.
They are worth striving for. Next week we
announce the standing of the contestants for the .prizes.
cent cash
are on

with us, and help

by trading
boy or girl win a valuable prize.

that
in

he had killed

December

Dyer

Warden

last.

M.

HOOPER,

DRESSMAKER

and

LADIES* TAILOR,

some

8 ^hool
St.,

Ellsworth.

SEED PEAS.
The

local Postal Card

time

deer after close

a

serted and

soon

found evidence which he considered suffi-

Passe

cient to convict, and when confronted
with it, Oubut owned up.
When arraigned in court, Oubert pleaded

tains

Chase, har gone to Waterville, where

employed.
Dr. C. C. Morrison, of Bar Harbor, is to
dispose of his tine herd of registered and
grade stock from his dairy farm at Mariaville. The herd will be brought to Ellsworth and sold at auction May 23.
Hamlin E. Chilcott, of Boston, son of the
late James C. Chilcott, formerly editor of
she is

Blanquefort commandery, K. T., of
city has contributed |50 toward the

this
San

The contribution
was ordered by the eminent commander
of Blanquefort commandery, in response
to a communication from the grand commandery of Maine which included the
following telegram from Grand Master
Moulton: “Th** awful calamity which
has befallen many fair cities of California,

paper.

distress sure to result
most limitless
among our fraters in California, therefore
request immediate contributions by and
through commanderies of your jurisdiction to be sent to W. Frank Pierce, very
eminent grand junior warden, San Francisco,

Grad us and Thomas

Lax ton Varieties.

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

making

a.'

and frame, con-1

quire, with

envetl

25 cents.

THOMPSON.

Franklin Street
PARCHER’S

POOL ROOM,

ALMOND CREAM

E. E. DOYLE, Manager,

FOB

Chapped Hands,

Franklin Street,
Face and

After

Delightful

KLLSWOKTH.

Lips.
Up-to-date appointments.
Conveniently located.

Shaving.

25c.25c.

Drop tn and enjoy yourself.
a full line of Cigars, Cigarettes and

We carry
Tobaccos.

PARTICULARLY

PLEASING

PICKLES

Cal.

Odd Fellows Anniversary.
American, was in Ellsworth MonLejok lodge will observe the eighty-sevIt was his first visit here for thirteen
enth anniversary of Odd Fellowship at
years. Many old friends were glad to Odd Fellows ball to-morrow
evening.
greet him.
The lodge opening will be followed by a
Rev. J. D. O’Brien will give a banquet minstrel show by members of the ledge.
to past and present members of the choir L. C. Dennett will be interlocutor, Walter
of Bt. Joseph’s church at the American J,Clark, jr., J. Harry Brown, Winfred E.
house to-morrow evening. This banquet Clark and Roscoe H. Smith, end men. In
has become an anuual affair, and a very the circle will be H. B. Estey, H. W. Lamenjoyable one.
son, W. A. Alexander, A. L. Frazier, L. E.
C. Woodward, J. B. Holmes, J.
The schooner Wesley Abbott, which has Treadwell,
A. Cunningham, G. P. Smith, L. F. Giles.
been on the marine railway at Curtis’ yard
There will be solos by J. A. Cunningfor repairs, came off Monday. The schoonham, Winfred E. Clark, W. A. Alexander,
er Otronto will go on the railway to-day
and WTalter J. Clark, jr.
for slight repairs. The schooner Lavolta
The second part of the entertainment
is in the dock at the yard being recaulked.
will consist of specialties.
A dance w ill
A.
W
is
EllsP.
of
Chief Justice
well,
follow.
been
Cobb
appointed by Gov.
worth, has
one of the delegates to appear before the
MOSES, FLORIST, BAR.HARBOR.
of
the
House of Representatives F.stablisned for many years.
committee
at Washington to-day on the matter of
Open all the year 'round.

A.

be in-,

first-class,! linen-Gnish,

opes,

J.

can

a

ittrtjrrtiannmtB.

Francisco relief fund.

especially San Francisco, dear to every
templar heart, Justifies a general appeal
throughout the country to relieve the al-

one

which

the top done in

Partout,
mat

pretty

and settled the tine of |40 and costs
imposed by Judge Peters. L. F. Giles appeared for the State.
There is a smile on the face of Oubut’s
father-in-law', E. L. Seymour, the Tunk
Pond Frenchman, who, on evidence furnished by Oubut, was convicted of netting ducks a few months ago.

guilty,

POPULARLY PRICED.

day.

FLOYD MARKET.
ALICE

Souvenir Boxes in

Oubut was arrested by Game Warden
George U. Dyer, of Franklin, who on a
recent trip to No. 10 plantation learned

The

Get in with the starters.

Save money

BOX_
STATIONERY.

son.

conference at

no

Mrs.

_

Vinalhaven.
services at the Methodist church Sun-

17.

Mrs. Alpheus Moore is home from Bar
Harbor for a stay of a week or ten days.
M. Ingersoll, of Machias, will move
Roscoe Sargent and wife are receiving
ere soon and open a bakery in the store
and auspiciously congratulations on the birth of a son on
recently vacated by Silvy & Scott. Mr. returning Wednesday,
Tuesday.
Ingersoll Las been in the bakery business opened the business of the summer.
This year the boat will leave Tuesdays,
in Machias several years. He expects to
Harry T. Laffin, who has been in Lynn
have his store here open by the middle of Thursdays and Saturdays, returning Wed- for several months past, is here for a visit
nesdays, Fridays and Sundays. The boat with relatives.
May.
will lay off Mondays this year instead of
A small power launch owned by AdelEugene Carlisle has rented a part of the
Wednesdays as she did last year, and on Charles A.
bert Hodgkins, of Marlboro, sank in tbe
Higgins house and moved hia
that day is available for excursions and
river here last week. The launch was tied
family in this week.
fishing
trips.
up at a wharf, rolled on her side at low
Miss Ashie M. Cottle came home from.
On the first trip out she was accompawater and filled with the rising tide. Some
nied by the manager of the line, O. W. Stonington on Friday of last week, called
fittings were lost, but the launch was only
here by the serious illness of her mother,
Tapley, R. B. Holmes, B. T. Sowle and a
Mrs. Moses Cottle.
alightly injured.
Mrs. Cottle’s condirepresentative of The American.
The fair, sale and supper of Sunrise
At Bluehill she took on a crew of twelve tion shows some improvement, although
council, Daughters of Liberty, will be stene cutters bound for Black Island, and it is considered critical jet.
given at Odd Fellows hall Friday evening. later in the day landed them there. At
Negotiations are well under way toward
Bu >per will be served from 5.30 to 7 every landing from Ellsworth to Atlantic the engagement of Mr. Prigmore, of New
o’c.ock. There will be a sale of fancy passengers were taken aboard; and these Haven, as pastor of the Union Congregahome-made with the
articles, Maybaskcts and
heavy load of freight both ways tional church at Ellswprth Falls. Mr. and
candy. A short entertainment will be made the initial trip of the season an in- Mrs. Prigmore expect to come about the
the
given during
first of June, when a furnished rent can
evening.
teresting and auspicious one.
Mr,
The boat thin year is commanded by be given them for housekeeping.
Mary E., widow of Charles W. Jellison,
died suddenly of heart failure Friday at her Capt. Harry C. Smith; John H. Patten is Prigmore comes highly recommended,
home on Water street, aged sixty-three mate, Hugh Havey is engineer, James and it is through the personal efforts of F,
years. She leaves a son, Martin J. Jelli- Savage is fireman and Jasper Kane is E. Hartshorn and J. A. Scheuerle that his
services have been secured.
son, of Ellsworth, and a daughter, Mrs. steward.
Landings are made at South Surry (on
Myra Anderson, of Bar Harbor. Funeral
services were held at the house Sunday, signal), Bluehill, South Bluehill, North
MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
Rev. J. P. Himonton officiating.
Music Brooklin, West Tremont, McKinley and
James Garland was in Portland recently
was rendered by Mrs. Harvard
Greely, Atlantic. Freight connections are made on business.
at nearly all these landings with the BosMrs. Fred Kingsbury and M. B. Gerrisb.
Frank E. Swett has gone to Bar Harbor,
The postponed Easter concert at the ton, Bangor and Bar Harbor steamers.
The outlook for business between Ells- where he has employment.
Methodist church Sunday evening was
Henry C. Ray, Jr., and family were the
well attended.
The programme was as worth and these bay landings is good, and
follows: Organ voluntary, Mrs. Harvard it is earnestly to be hoped that merchants guests of his parents Sunday.
here will patronize the line as much as
A. B. Fullerton has gone to Bartlett*!
Greely; singing, school; scripture reading
and prayer, Rev. J. P. Simonton; anthem, possible. This route places in close touch Island to work for George P. Ray.
sections of the county that heretofore
choir; recitations, Hazel Moor, Frances
H. H. Pratt has shipped with Capt. John
have been separated because of the lack of
Fullerton, Grace Taylor; duet, Miss Addie
Jordan, of the Wesley Abbott, as cook.
facilities.
transportation
Tinker and Mrs. Marion Fullerton; recitaMrs. Carrie Fullerton Hall, with ha*
tions, Alvin Barron, Sula Snow, Annie
three children, of Brewer, is with he*
For San Francisco Sufferers.
Brann; solo, Ernest Kingsbury; recitaparents, George Fullerton and wife. She
At an informal meeting of the Ellsworth
tions, Delia Barron, Grace Young, Walter
is in very poor health, and all hope the
Barron; duet. Miss Tinker and Mrs. Ful- city government last evening, a move- change will be a benefit to her.
lerton ; recitations, Nellie Treworgy, Earl ment was set on foot which will afford the
Snow, Ethel Young, Lucy Stevens, Roy people of Ellsworth an opportunity to
COMING EVENTS.
give substantial expression of their symDrake; singing, school; benediction.
ELM WORTH.
The services at the Baptist church last pathy for the San Francisco sufferers.
The following general committee was
Thursday, April 26—Anniversary cel*4
Sunday were unusually interesting. President White, of Colby college, was the appointed: Alderman Frank R. Moore, brat ion by Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F.
preacher morning and evening, and was chairman; Mayor A. C. Hagerthy, C. L.
Friday, April 27, at Odd Fellows hall—
listened to with keen appreciation. The Morang, John O. Whitney, E. E. Brady, Fair, entertainment and supper by Sum*
rise
D. of L. Supper, 25c.; admisright hand of fellowship was given to George A. Parcher, C. E. Monaghan, Aus- sion council,
to hall, 10c.
four new members at the morning service. tin H. Joy, John H. Bresnahan, L. F.
evening, May 2, at Odd FelWednesday
The pastor, Rev. P. A. A. Killam, leaves Giles, Fred E. Cooke, E. G. Moore, R. M. lows
hall—Snirt waist party by Ellsworth
this week for a missionary trip to the I Campbell, Charles P. Halpin, F. W. Rol- “telephone girls”.
Tickets, 50 cents a
The members of couple; extra ladies, 25 cents.
eastern section of Washington county. lins and W. H. Titus.
Wednesday, May 9, at Hancock hall—
The pulpit next Sunday will be occupied this committee are requested to meet at
Song recital by Emory F. White, of New
morning and evening by Rev. 1. B. Mower, the aldermen’s room at 7.30 this evening.
York, under auspices of Helpsomehow soDetails have not yet been arranged, ciety of Raptist church. Tickets, 35 and
F ate secretary of the missionary convention. Secretary Mower will also fill the and cannot be announced until after the 26 cents.
committee gets together, which probably
appointment at Surry Sunday afternoon.
Send your order* for FLOWERS for any
will be this evening. The suggestion on
Elvert E. Parker, formerly of Ellsworth,
pnrpo** to MOSES, BAR HARBOR, and
wnich the committee is now working is you will l»e pleaded.
appears this week in a leading role in an
that a subscription dance be given at HanOprn all the year’round
amateur production of the opera, “The cock hall at as early a date as arrangecan
be
made.
ments
Pirates of Penzance,” at Lewiston. The
&tibmisnnmu.'
The plan will doubtless meet with ready
Lewiston Journal Saturday printed a |1 and
generous response from the people of

experience

com-

No

i

|"17ES

THE PERCY V.

Line Now in

A.

Mrs. A. H. Carlisle has returned from a
weeks with her sister, Mrs.
Orlando Brooks in Hartland.

supper of the April

190G.

The steamer Percy V., of the Ellsworth
and Swan’s Island line, started on its first
trip of its second season last Tuesday,

wick.

‘Major General',

j visit of several

2.3,

getting

Dr. Abby M. Fulton returned Tuesday
from her trip South. She is at present the
guest of Mrs. O. W. Kent.

The sale and

INSURANCE

APRIL

Monday for Stockton
employment on a
new electric light plant.
Max G. Newman, of the University of
Maine, Orono, spent the Easter recess
with friends in this city.
photograph of some of the leading charFrederick 8. Smith and wife, of Gardiacters in the opera, Mr. Parker being
ner, are visiting Mrs. Smith’s parents,
among them. The Journal says: “Mr.
(’apt. S. L. Lord and wife.
Parker will be admirable in the role of
E. A. Lermond left

may have to pay ten million $10,000,uoO) in San Francisco,

I

American.

My special
Pickles
fore

as

priced

week for

a

this week is Pickles—as delicious
ever you sunk a tooth into—hereto25 cts. per

large bottle; offered

this

“record” close-out, at

15c per bottle.
Don’t

put

off

buying!

You’ll have to

if you want to make
in this Pickle bargain!

quick

/\#
JA
•

HA VNJPJC,
l/\ I

I

sure

speak

of your share

The FL0YD 4 HAYNES store,
34 Main Street.

MAN

KNDKAVOR.

fnyfr MpoiIuk Topic For I he Week
BoKtnninK April
By REV. S. H. DOYUE.
Topic.—Ho'.rse missions among foreigners

BIBLE

LEADINGS.

Ezra vi, 8-10; Neh. 11, 1-5; Ps. II, 18;
CXlvli, 20; Prov. xlv, 34; Jer. xxix, 7;
Matt, xxvii, 24-27; Acts 1, 8; 11, 5-11;
xvil, 22-28; Rev. xxl, 24-26.
A

Tram pet

Call.

Dr. Francis A. Clark addressed this
message from Munich, Germany, on
Christian Endeavor day to the young
people of the globe through the Christian Endeavor World:’*
A MESSAGE FOR THE NEW QUARTER CENTURY.
Fellow Endeavorers—Twenty-flve years
of God's abundant favor are behind us.
A new quarter century is before us.
What will it bring? It is for you and for
me to determine.
Past mercies call for
new endeavors.
The past can be made
•ecure only by greater zeal and consecrated effort in the future—more prayer,
more praise, more unselfish service, more

WORKING WOMEN

"Helpful and Hopeful

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—it is for the mutual benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful. Being for the common good, it is for the
common use—a public servant, a purveyor of
information and suggestion, a medium for the
interchange of ideas. In this capacity it so-

in America.—Eph. ii. 13. 19.

The population of the Uni tent States,
According to ti>e census of 1900, uot
Including our insular possessions, wis
78353,387. Of this number 10.460.os,">
were f r g.i l>oru and 15,687.322 the
children of foreign born pa routs. Thus
every third person on an average in the
United Stales is f.*-vigil bom or tlie
And
child of foreign born parents.
from 1900 the tide if immigration h.-.s
In 1901. 487.918 foreignnot receded.
ers arrived on our shores, and iu 1905
they came a million strong!
vmious numbers of
Nor »■ * t!:*> ir
our inert*.t'dig f >«\*ian population alone
Appall us. Their character i- a feature that must be taken into consideraThe tide of immigration from
tion.
-mi tries as Great Briteau
such Ee. Germany and Gre ce h is
ain. Fr
1 largely in comparison with
decrea
the pa- aud these armies of new p >pulation are coming from Russia, Austrui-Hu. gary and Italy, and especially
southern Italy.
They are illiterate,
morally in ?....ny cases far below our
Standards of morality and with practically no conception of the principles
of our government or the essentials of
true Christianity. They crowd into our
large eastern cities, into our great industrial sections and are in no small
sense a constant menace to the American government, and especially to
American institutions. They cling to
their native customs, their native
speech and their native religion, or the
Absence of any religion, which are as
far from American as the east is from
the west.
The dangers from this undesirable
■lenient in onr midst must not be overlooked by state or church. Both have
•
grave responsibility upon them.
Stricter immigration laws should be
aoacted and strictly enforced. The Chinese can be kept ont of our land and
ought to be. Any one who has bad the
least opportunity to study the life of
the Chinamen already in our country
eannot doubt the wisdom of excluding
others of a similar character from our
land. The Chinatown of any of our
great cities Is a pest hole of dirt and
ilth and usually of vice and of sin.
Btit If Chinese can be excluded from
©Ur shores, why not the undesirable
hordes of the European nations? The
nation should at least have a breathing
■pell, which can be occupied In mission
■ry work among those wbo are here.
The government Is awakening to Its
responsibilities and vigorously enforcing such laws as we have and adding
Stricter ones to the statute books. The
church is also getting wide awake, and
missionary work among the foreign
population of our country Is most acIn New York.
tive and aggressive.
Philadelphia. Fittsburg and Chicago
much successful work is being done
This is also the
among foreigners.
case in the states where they have segAnd God
regated In large numbers.
Is blessing the work. In Philadelphia a
great work Is being done by the Presbyterian evangelistic committee among
the Italians.
A commodious tabernacle has been erected for their use.
The children are dally taught, and a
vigorous Sabbath school Is in operation.
A church has been organized which has
several hundred members. A number
of young men are studying for the ministry that they may preach the gospel
to their own people. This is only one
story of which many could be told.
God can save any human soul and
make Its owner no longer "an alien and
■tranger,” but "fellow cltlzeu with the
Baints and of the household of God."
But the work In America is a great
one and needs the heartiest sympathy,
prayers and co-operation of all Christians.
If you want to preserve the
character of the American nation and
Of its Institutions, If you want to keep
the American home what It has been.
If you want to safeguard the American
Sabbath and, above all, save immortal
souls, put yonr life, as far as you have
opportunity, into home missionary work
•mong the foreigners In America.

■nr

MADOE"

EDITED BY “AUNT
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Struggle Made Easier—Interesting Statein Boston
ments by a Young Lady

Their Hard

and One in Nashville, Tenn.

|

contagious

Happiness
implies. Many
sometimes in
in

a

a

sometimes

neighborhood,

as a

pleas-

ant-faced caller passes from house to
house, the atmosphere grows more enlivening, some unpleasant things have
lost their sharp edge, or have disappeared
entirely, and the general aspect of life
has

brightened perceptibly.

occasions when dire calamity, like that which a few days ago cast
its shadow over that city w hose golden
gate has been an entrance to wealth and
But there

are

many, falls

happiness to

on

those who feel

the “sorrow of others throw ing its shadow
Like other cities swept by
over them”.
fire or flood, it will rise to a new life, hut
it would seem now that a sense of security
would be weakened, and that to many
physically uninjured, the uncertainty of
life and its earthly possessions would bo
an ever-present thought
Now 1 will give you a poem which M. A.
sent.

It is

nature

from

that

looked

upon.

B. has

It

an

a

its title

is

SUNSHINE SONG.

A

Oh, the world's

just
charming

have

we

really

“spring song” though

view of

opposite

which
is

running

over

with

loving and

laughter.
With sunshine and happy song;
And spite of the clouds comes the
after.
The shadows are never for long.

shining

1

j

\f^»FrankieOrs^r^*
j

All women work; some in their
homes, some in church, and some in
And in stores,
the whirl of society.
mills and shops tens of thousands are
on the nerer-ceaaing treadmill, earning
their daily bread.
All are subject to the same physical
laws; all suffer alike from the same
physical disturbance, and the nature of
their duties, in many caaea, quickly
drifts them into the horror* of all
kinds of female complaint*, tumors,
uloeratioa,
falling and dis pi nee
ments

marshal

perhape irregularity

or

or

AlinPearl

AckerjJ)

rise refreshed and cheerful.
Hew distressing te see a wexnan
struggling te earn a livelihood or perform her household duties when her
back and head are aching, she is so
tired she cea hardly drag about or
stand up, and every move meat causes
pain, the origin of which in due to
some derangement of the female orto

ganism.
liiss F. Oreer. of 14 Warren ten Street.
Boston, tells women hew to avoid such
suffering; she writes :

BRCIFK PGK MAKING FK1KNOS.

sleep

phvkioisns

Miss Pearl Ackers,of SJ7 North SomStreet, Nashville, Tenn., writes:

mer

Mrs. Pinkhsm;—
111 suffered with painful periods, seven
backache, baanng-down peine, pains across
lbs abdomen; was vary nervous and Irritable. end my trouble grew worse every mouth.
"My physician failed to help me and I
deckled to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compeund. 1 soon found it was doing me
good. All my paint and ashes dleeppsered,
end I no longer fsar my monthly periods"
Dear

displacement

muscles,
herrora will

no more

all its

crush you.

Bask ache, dizziness, f elating, bearing-down pains, disordered stomach,
moodiness, dial Ike of friends and society
—all symptoms of the oaa causa— will
be quickly dispelled, sad it will make
you strong and well.

Vue a hail of right good cheer
For all you meet, both far and near,
hand-clasp firm and strong.
cheerful smile and song.
Forbearance and sympathy equal parts.
Home tears, too. for aching hearts.
Of kind deed*, full a score.
And kind words even more.
Then use forgiveness, full and free.
And one heart full of
charity;
This rule will old friends help retain,
And also many new ones gain.
reads the column can
above recipe whether or
cooks.
Auirr Madge.

Everybody
make
not

use

Hartford, Conn., April 14.
Dear Aunt Madge:
You have given us the most beautiful poem
in The American April 11—“While We May.’»
1 want to tell you that though I enjoy all you
send to the M. B. C„ I never was more glad to
see a poem in print than 1 was yesterday
Do you know I have
when I read this one.
carried a copy of that poem in my pocketbook for years, changing it from one book to
another, as the old ones wore out. You must
1 have read it
know the copy is well worn.
aloud to many people, and time after time I
have read It aloud to myself.
All this time I did not know that Frances E.
Willard wrote it, but I hope 1 shall not forget
that now. I hope others will enjoy it as I
have.
In my opinion it is one of the most
beautiful poems in the language.
1
I wish to extend ray kind wishes to all.
am not much help, but I come once in a while
Ere long I shall be
to tell you I think of yon.
Robins and
at home in Maine again, I think.
blackbirds are plentiful here, but the robins
do not sing to me as they do from my own
treetops, and the blackbirds scream in a very
saucy way whenever I go near them.
I saw a poor old lady digging dandelions toM. A. B.
day.

long, long silence yon have kept, M.
A. B.
It is nice to bear from yon again.
A

they

who

Appeal

are

Vesuvius and San

for

Fran-

cisco Sufferers.

The following telegram has been sent
from the American National Red

out

headquarters:

Cross

“I have been instructed by telegram
from the central committee of the American National Red Cross to issue an appeal
for the Vesuvius and San Francisco sufferers.
“All contributions of money can be sent
to F. E. Boothby, Portland, Me., treasurer
of Maine branch.
Mrs. Eugknk Hale,
President of Maine branch.
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each

glad

week

WALTHAM.

Jordan has purchased
used in his dairy.

W. B.

a

seperator

a

discussion of the

prohibitory

W.

Kingman

wife, who have
past winter, are home.
and

one

finds

comfort

It is
a new

a

She has

with

great pleasure to

member who

E. R. Tracy b on the sick list.
A. E. Clement went to his home in Beal
Harbor

brought

her

LAMOINE.

AMHERST.
me

signs

to introduce

herself “Ah”.

certificate of entrance

Miss jWinnie Rowe, of Brewer, ia in
visiting friends.

town

Mrs. Ervin Roberts has gone to Clifton,
teach.

where she will

Miss Ellen Berry has been engaged

stenographer

in

Mears’ real estate

as

the form

of

two

Mbs Annie Linscott has recently undergone an operation for tumor at the hospital in Portbnd.

Kthbe

_

endow the foreign work of Christian En-

deavor; but. when accomplished, this endowment will not only relieve some of us
of a great load of care, but will establish
Christian Endeavor principles in all the
world wherever the gospel is known and
will, with God’s continued blessing and
our continued fidelity, confirm the work
of the first twenty-flve years and cause
the seed planted to bear fruit for centuries to come. God help us ail to hear
His "Forward, march!’' as we step out
Into the new quarter century.
A Mlaaioaarjr Work.
Ours is essentially a missionary
.work. Christian Endeavor asks nothing for itself. It exists for the glory
of Christ, the enrichment of Christian
life and tbe salvation of the lost.—Edwin Forrest Ha lien beck.

a blackball, and I
will send two original recipes which 1 hope may prove useful
to someone. The one for pie 1 have given to
no less than twenty-five ladies, which proves

throw

that it is well liked.
I enjoy reading the letters and wondering
who all the sisters are. I am sure of “Ernes
Tine,’’ and I wonder if I recognise you. Aunt
Madge? I knew' Mrs. Griffin years ago, but
have not seen her for a long time, owing, not
to’distance, jbut lack of time. Hoping to be
Ah.
taken into the circle, I will close.
Lemon Pie—Put one cup of boiling water
into a double boiler with one-half cracker
rolled fine, then mix two eggs (reservingjone
white for frosting) one heaping cup sugar,
juic** and grated rind of one lemon, one and
one-haif tablespoons flour, and stir into the
boiling water till thick and clear; then add
piece of butter half as large as a walnut, aud
pour the mixture into a crust which has been
previously baked. Frost with the white of
If eggs are
egg aud brown in a quick oven.
very small, use three, reserving whites of two.

ATLANTIC.
Col. C. C. Bnrrill, of Ellsworth, came on
the Percy V. Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Mary Marshall, of Southwest Harbor, arrived Thursday to visit her
daughter, Mrs. B. F. Gott.
Percy V. arrived

her first trip
passengers,
Tuesday bringing
among them Messrs. Sowle, Holmes and
Editor
Rollins
of
The Ellband
Tapley
worth American. All are glad to see
boat.
the little
S.
April 20.
The

on

several

Feel languid, weak, run-down? Headache?
Stomach “off”?— Just a plain case of lazy
liver. Burdoek Blood Bitters tones liver and
stomach, promotes digestion, purifies the
blood.—Advt.

Bangor

on

with attacks of backache. At
tin*, it
a dull ache to a
most

varied from

acute

last election day I had

(lain,
severe

spells, could hardly

it

was

difficult

to

one

stand

stoop

of

the

the pain,
over

or

If f sat down it

Thursday.

A correction is called for in the number
of books donated by Ex-Mayor Springer,

which

was

vote of

tifty-three

tlianks

volumnes.

taken

was

A

by the

rising
school

Sunday.
Before the end of the month every
owner of an orchard, lie his trees few or
many, should see to it that personal in-

spection

|
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given for discovery and extinction of any brown-tail moth nests or
webs of any species of moth.
The district schools commenced last
week with the following teachers: District
2, Mrs. Nickerson, Caasiicna Springer;
3, Miss Chandler; 4, Miss Davis, Miss
Harrietts Blaisdel!; 5, Gladys Bragdon;
6, lola Dyer; 9, Miss Knowles; 10, Mias
Coolidge, Mrs. Sadie Wooster.
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Waring Ellaworth 7.16 a m and **.13 p
arriving Elb worth XI 56 a m. 10.17 p r,
Washington Co Ry.
♦Stop on signal or nolle* to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor with throoik
trains on Main l.loe, to and from Portland, Be*
Train*

m, and
connect

with

Mr. Church, violinist, of Cberryfleld, ton and Si. John.
Passengers are earnestly requested t<» pwf*J*
assisted the choir at the afternoon and
tickets before entering the trains, and wyecbLy
evening services of the Methodist church Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth. A.
F. E. BOOTH BY. li. P- A T.
last Sunday, and merited the many exGEO. F. EVANS,
pressions of appreciation accorded his
Vice Pres, and Genl Manager.
skillful wielding of the bow. All admit
EASTERN
Mrs. Pickett’s superiority as organist, and
their instrumental duets were a source of
pleasure. Mr*. Petersen was soloist at
both services, and with violin and
organ
accompanying in the evening, her solo
SPRING schedule.
was charmingly rendered.

Steamship Company.

C. E. Petersen preached the last
lor the conference year
holiday,
and so far as can be learned, his last aa
resident pastor, after a four-years’
sojourn
here. Pastor Petersen is a well-read
man,
spending much time among the books of
his Urge library, and has given his hearers
the benefit of his research in numerous
interesting sermons. The interior of the
church here, too, as in others of his
pastorates, attesU his interest tor the material,
aa well as the spiritual
advancement of
his congregations. Mrs.
Petersen, who is
a pleasing vocalist, is a
ready assisUnt in
music. Wherever “the powers that be”
order their
itinerary, the hearty good
wishes of their friends here will follow.

Dr. Fred Holden, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
was

in town

April

a

few

days

thb week.

21.

Anon.
________

Ability b measured by
by intentions.

deeds

rather

than

me

since.”

and I have remained well

It

ever

Hemorrhages, Chronic
Coughs, Settled Colds and Bronchitb, and
is the only known cure for Weak Lungs.
Every bottle guaranteed by E. G.
Moore, Druggist. 60c and fl.00. Trial
bottle

free.

23.

|)

WEST FRANKLIN.
Mrs. Newell Hardison feU from

mm m
_fc— warn
Steamer J T Morse loavea Bar Harbor M
Monday*. Wednesday* anus stmw*
for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor. Souths**
Harbor, BrookUn, Deer Isle, Sedgwick. 5U*»
xentvllie anil
Dark Harbor. eonwctlBg
B*»ckland with steamer for Boston.
u».
Steamer Julietta leave* Bluehlll *i
day*. Wednesday* and Saturday* for sow*
Bluehlll, North Brooklln, Stontngion. »uJ NbB*
Haven, connectlni al Rockland with »!«•*■
for Boston.

JJ

a m. on

*)«•*

RETURNING
From Boston
From Rockland at 5.30 a u>, 1 uesdsy *. *
and Sundays, via way landtags.
From West Tremont Mondays.
All canto, except live stock, via the
of this Company, Is Insured again*! nr*
marine risk.
F. 8. Sheehan, Superintendent.
Main*.
LALTia AVITU. Pntt A Oaa'I MacU".
Boaton, Maaa.

MondaysandThor«day*a»3p®*

Maawjj

_

__.

pUnk
attempting to cross Taunton stream,
receiving a severe wetting and losing her
pocketbook containing |7.
a

2towrtf«mrnta.

while

There will

be a specUl town
meeting
Tuesday to provide means for rebuilding
the bridges carried out
by the freshet.
Temporary bridges are now completed,
and the travelling
public can cross in
safety.
Newspaper reports in regard to the reoent washout have been
greatly exaggerated.

Mr. Scammon did not lose his
entire winter's
cut, only what he had at
the mill, the greater
part of which can be
recovered. Mr. Scammon has
the work

Human Blood Marks.
A tale of horror was told by marks of
human blood in the home of J. W. Williams, a well known merchant of Bac.
Ky. He writes: “Twenty years ago I
had severe hemorrhages of the lungs, and
was near death when I began taking Dr.
It
King’s New Discovery.
completely
cured

April

office,

Bar Harbor.

original
B. W. Silsby has gone to Bangor, where
recipes which are well adapted to our
i column. Besides all else, 1 have long de- he has employment. In his absence DudThe many friends and former pupils of
fellowship, more liberality, more study to [ sired to have Sedgwick represented^ the ley Sumner and wife will take charge of
Mbs Annie Roberts will deeply sym•how ourselves approved to God and man. column, so she is doubly welcome.
his farm.
with her in the sudden aeatn of
Our new era opens most auspiciously.
.Sedgwick, Maine.
r mother April 5 at her home in Anson.
Schools in town open to-day with the
The skies over Christian Endeavor were
Dear Aunt Madge:
H.
never so bright as today In all the world.
April 23.
following teachers: Miss Isa bell Gregg,
Please may I be a Mutual aud with the district
It does not become us. for personal rea1, Mrs. Leo Jordan, 2, Mrs. W. H.
M’KINLEY.
Mutuals stand? Although I can’t stand at
sons, to say much concerning the great
Hussey, 3, Miss Helen Jewett, 4.
plans inaugurated and carried out by my present on account of rheumatism. I hope to
Capt. Charles Dix b seriously ill at bb
D.
April 23.
honored colleagues in my absence to
be able to do so sometime. Please do not
home here.
her

in

annoy*

sermon

or

courage in the selection.

have been

Rev.

FRANKLLN ROAD.

Saturday.
been at Milo the
Roy McFarland, of Lamoine, visited
Almon Jellison and wife, of Ellsworth Charles Graves Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. Addie McCollum, of Boston, b
Falls, were the guests of Mrs. Mary Haslem Saturday and Sunday.
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Sadie GatH.

in

G. R. Lowell, of F.llsworth, was in town
Wednesday scaling log* for John W.
Blaisdel! at Donnell's pond.
The selectmen are adjusting taxes at
their office, town hall, and the recent
freahet doubtless calls for pecuniary consideration by the town fathers.

I

law, w ith an explanatory talk from one of
the lawyers in town.
Press Cor.

was

Miss Charlotte Macomber left Monday
Waterville, where she has a position.

Invite*

Y’s met at the
home of the
The
Misses Gilley Friday night. Several of the
comfort bags have been made, and it is
hoped the others will be brought in as
soon as possible. Number present twentyfive.
The entertainment of the evening consisted of an auction sale, which was very
humorous, the written description on
each of the articles sold being a “local
hit” on some member or friend of the
society, Rev. Mr. Skill ins, of Msnset,
was present, and gave a short talk.
At the next meeting, which is to be held
at the home of Miss Jessie Lawton, we
to have

I

..

for

dtolumn.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

are

three years

or

straighten up.

Miss Edith Perkins return* to her position in New York soon.

Other* ML

of the coincidence about

some

business

mmwlea of local union*
of the W. C. T. V. In Hancock county, an*!
white rlbboncr* generally, lo contribute to th!»
column report* of meeting* or Items that will !**
of lnterert to worker* In other part* of the
county. We would like tht* to be a live column,
but it need* tome effort on the part of W. C. T.
U- women to make It *©. It la a column of theli
making, not our*, ami will t>« what they make
it.
Item* and communication* should be abort,
and are, of course, subject to approval of the
editor. |

[The editor

Arvill Jordan and wife visited friends in
Brewer recently.
to be

When

fcccMdi

Walter Colby, who has employment comb.
The Sunday school will be organized
with the New' England Telephone Co.,
the poem, and when I read your letter I
spent Sunday w ith his parents, Asa Colby here next Sunday at 1 o’clock. All are corsaid: “How little we know where the poems
and wife.
ally invited.
in our column fit in.” Somewhere I hope
G.
H.
April 23.
April 23.
very

two

and

Mrs. L. Tyler Bunker

of the

RED CROSS.

am

for

ife entertained at

FRANKLIN.

Too can tell tbe story of year sufferings to a woman, and receive helpful advice free of cost. Address Mrs
Pinkbam. Lynn, Maaa. The present
Mrs. Pinkbam it the daughter-in-law
of Lydia E. Piakham sad for twenty-

*

A
A

themselves

together

w

Thursday. Or.

j

and oould hardly drag
I could not
without
I consulted two
around.
relief, and as a hurt resort, I trial Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and to mv
surprise, every ache and pain left me I
gamed ten pounds and am in perfect health,"

Lydia L PliUua'i V«*taMa Cm] •end

With thunder and rain and blast,
Surely will follow the glad, bright weather,
Sunshine will conquer at last:
—Dorothy Deane.

I

F. Ray and

The community was maddened on Thursto rise again. 1 read a good deal
shoot
day night to hear of the death of Mrs. 8.
Oscar Moore from heart failure. Although j Doan's
Kidney Pills curing bscksehe sc4
Mrs. Moore had been ill for some time, !
I wss quite free from the trouble until
tbs
toe news of her death came as a great
shock, ss it was thought that she was im- I fsll when 1 noticed symptoms of a recurproving and had dismissed her physician I rence. I went to E. O.
Moore’s drag mors
about a week before.
Few could be taken from the village who and got s bo* of Doan's Kidney PiU".
would be bo generally missed. She was j
They gave me almost immediate relief tad
warmly altachi d to those to whom she
warded off the attack.'’
gave her friendship, possessing a keen
sense of justice, generous to those less forFor mle by all dealer*. Price 50 cent*,
tunate than herself and a great worker
burn Co., Buftalo, N.
Foeter-Mil
both in her home and in the outside afY., w|«
fairs in which she took an interest.
afenta for tha United Bute*.
Much sympathy goes out tothehusband
Remember the name— Doan'e-aad take
and children, w ho feel their sorrow keenly, together with the large family of no other.
brother* and sisters, among whom this is
the first break.
ft*ataat> and XUimboiu
Funeral service w as held Sunday afternoon at the house, Kev. Gideon Mayo, of
Winter Harbor, officiating. The floral offerings were profuse and beautiful. The
family have the sympathy of a wide circle
Commencing Doc. 4, 1905.
of friends.
BAB HABBOB TO BAKttOk
an
r «
ra
C.
April 23.

suppression, causing backache, nervousness, irritability and lassitude.
They especially require an invigorating. sustaining medicine which will
Lydia E, Pinkham’s Vegetable Comstrengthen the female organism and
enable them to bear easily the fatigues pound is the unfailing cure for all these
of the day. te sleep well at night, and troubles. It strengthens the proper
and
with

Oh, the world’s running over with blessing
and beauty;
And we. as we pass along,
Will find in the grim old path called Duty
Sunshine and flowers and song.
may

Here is local evidence to prove
it:

and

And all the way is the heartsease growing
By paths where our feet are led.
Violet* low in the grass are showing
How blue are the skies o'erhead.

clouds

her way

to Corea where she is to teach.

OHtTVART.

Dear Mrs. Pin them
1 suffered misery for several Tears with flve years she has. under her direction
female irregularities. Mr back ached; 1 had and since her dcoeaar. been advising
bearing-down pains, and frequent headaches;1 sick women free of charge.

After the rain comes the bursting flower.
The fragrance of all things sweet,
Robins so glad of the dancing shower.
Larks in the tossing wheat.

Though

aching;

When urinary troubles set
in.
Your kidneys are “in s bod
wsy."
Duan'a Kidney Pills will cure
you.

party.
Miss Carrie Robertson, teacher of the
grammar school, spent the week end vacation with her cousin, Mrs. Joe Winslow,
of Birch Harbor.

the last line

of you have noticed bow,
social company, sometimes

Information.

When yoor bark give*
out;
Becomes tame, weak or

Searsport,
on

Ellsworth Reader Will
Fee|

Lucy E. Coombs, who has been
Frank E. Fernsld,
employed at c. J
; spending the w inter in Portland with her
saw mill, and
arrived
SaturN.
H.
Mrs.
Treworgy's
daughter.
Cole,
j
living a( Ku^
day.
worth. Falls, Me., says; “Off an() on

sentiments.

our
as

of

an

Grateful for this

ar-

dinMrs. Larrabee
and Joan 8. Coombs and wife were in tbe

know, my dearie.
news that's cheery,

poem true to

Many

I Badlay.”’

Mrs.

If the sunbeams cheer you.
Won t you sometimes tell?
If kind angel* near you
Whisper you, “All’s well.”
Let the angel-song* that guide you
Make another glad beside you.
—Selected by K- P- W.

is

ha*

Mrs. Ira. Work-

Miss Mabel 1. Nichols,

E.

Hopeful things, and

a

at

summer

jtassed through here Saturday

ner on

Any Joyfor grace.

Here is

teaching.
Mias Annie Handy, of .Steuben,

Miss Lotto Johns, of Ellsworth, has
I been spending a few days here with rela-

you’re happy, say so
With a smiling face;
Do not hide away so
to

“In

where ahe ia

rived for the
I man's.

Walcott fivtt.

wants

pa***

PROSPECT HARBOR.

If

Some one

^ther

(\rnnt*

tives.

MAKE ANOTHER GLAD.
F’rank

additional

Lula M. Bunker has gone to Franklin,

j

licits communications, and its success depends largely on the support given it in this
Communications must be signed,
respect.
but the name «*f writer will not be printed exwill be
cept by permission. Communications
subject to approval or rejection by the editor
of the column, but none will be rejected withAddress ail communications
out good reason.
Tub American.
to
Ellsworth. Me.

hy

iflttrical.

COUNTY NEWS.

S&btTtifcmtnts.

Jllntaal Dcnrht Column.

on

the

completed

upper dam and comthe lower one. Just as

work on
there U water enough to
drive,
the mill will again be in
operation.
menced

soon

as

April

23.__CH’E’m.
A

Lucky

S2H-^5fnd»l

cures

lib

gist'.

of

Cary. Me., who has

Ufc
to be the
tried for keeping the
“nd Bo’,eb in perfect
\ou 11 agree with her if
yon try
esa P^ers that
infuse new

r*“edS
order
order.

Postmistress

8he

Fourth Avenue and 21st St.,
New York.
Located in the heart of the
one block east of Broadway, two blocks south fro®
Madison Square. House newly

city,

decorated and refurnishedRates *1.00 per day and up-

ward, European plan.
Edward Coyne & Co.
F. S. Willard MSr'

ever

h’C'«*ver
A1“10

New Amsterdam Hotel

b‘V E-

The Ellsworth

»«>«. UrugrThe only county

America*
paper.}

Did it ever occur to yon that our
roads are
either too flat or too
rounding—so flat that the
water stands in them and cannot
get to the
ditch, or rounded so high as to he
dangerous
lor passing teams? I. this section flat
enough
to hold water? Is any
part of it-dlt«he*
included -dangerous to passing teams? Has
it ever occurred «.o
you that many of the
ditches are a great deal
deeper aud larger
than is necessary? Just call to
your mind's
eye, if you can. some tile or iron pipe, stone
or wooden box culvert laid In the
ditch under
a crossing from the
street, or country road,
Into some city lot, or farm.' Is it not a fact
tha<. in a majority of cases, the
opening is
not larger than a six-inch pipe?
Occasionally
we And an eight-inch
pipe, but I have never

ROAD MEETING.

COUNTY

-teresthm session

in ells*

WOKTH LAST THURSDAY.

]WTRUT

or

(TTATK

COMMISSIONER

DISCUSSION
A\^gOKSr’B
road-building
ADDRESS

points.

of

In E1Dcounty road convention
called out a reprei„t Thursday
gathering ol road-builders of
room at the
k county. The jury
court houae where tbe meeting

n,,,

Intative
ILt,,
”

Bekl

"trT

filled, about eeventy-five
Twenty towne
attendance.
by eolectmen or road

area

in

bring

yet seen
Now tell

of these flowing full of water.
If the side ditch can take care of
any more water than can pass through the
culverts at these crossings? If not. and our
crossing* have never washed out, is it not

„prrtente<l

fommiMionera.

!

!

were
County
tmong tboee preaent
and
Commissioner* Hinckley, Eldridge,
Newman,
Street Commlaaioner
trmK. J.
HMworth, Z. L. Wilbur, Kranklln;
H. C. Smith, Trenton;
HiDfklev, Blue bill;
L.
Oeorge
Selpm Stuart, Hancock;
Hancock; Sherman W. Daria,
Winter
nyeksport; E. C. Hammond,
W.8.
Harbor; Frank P. Greene, Bluehlll;
B. B. Reed, Tremont;
Hmckley, Bluehill;
C. Smith,
y r. Allen, Sedgwick; Irrlng
Joeeph J.
giny; H. D. Bail, Hancock;
J. M. Hntcbina,
gn^ri*. Winter Harbor;
F. Jbnea, Brookerllle;
PB^bacot; Chariot
J. Henry Wharft,
w. 11. Bell, Hancock;
W. Brown, Hancock; M.
Pagb.,,,; Jcaae
Newell C. Tripp,
1, Allen, Mt. Dcoert;
J. N.
Umoine; E. H. Higgins, Eden;
W. Herrick, Mt.
guatton, Haneock; J.
Cbarlea
Pawrt; A. W. Marshall, Trenton;
f. Paine. Eden; C. E. Johnson, Dedham;
llallia K Auatin, laamoine; <leorge E.
Snowman. Deer lale; Junta f*. Fernald,
Harbor; Ralph T. Young,
jk,o!h« *t
laaoine; Nathan 1). King, Ltmoine;
lalea;
Franria W. Bunker. Cranberry
(gerg E. King, Lamoino; Kiiaba T.
Hamer, Ki n; C. T. Power*. Deer Die;
(.karh H Power*, Hancock; 11. A. Butler,

one
me

good logic

to say that a ditch
large enough to
accommodate as much water as these
pipes
will vent It sufficiently?
I real ire there are exceptions, but I am
stating the proposition broadly and on the
lines that I know experience has proved to be
right. Miod you, these ditches as shown are
surface ditches, or gutters, and are not deto take care of sub-drainage.
To show you what proportion of the ditches
would be tilled with water when an area!
equivalent to thi.l of a 6 or an fl-inch
pipe waa in use. I have marked on the plain
lines supposed to represent the water surface
under those conditions.
When the water is
JJ inches deep and 31 Inches wide on its surface, the area of water-way is more than
equivalent to that of a fl-inch pipe; when the
water is 3 inches deep and M inches wide, the
area is more than equivalent to that of an flinch pipe. The amount vented under either
condition will depend upon the longitudinal
grade of the road. Note that with water 3 inches deep in each ditch there is still Itt feet of
roadway without getting into the water. This
Is an easy ditch to build and to maintain.
The sides of deep ditches are aiwayscleaviug
off and filling the bottom. In conseque nee there
is great danger of washouts and undermining
of the road. In this ditch there are no sides
to cleave off. It ia easily kept clean.
It
should, however, be paved on quite steep
grades, especially If the material is liable to
scour.

Above all. this ditch and general crus* section of road is the standard adopted by most
of the states that have made any systematic

progress l» road building-the only difference
being In amount of crown, none being more
than Is shown on our plan, and in most in-'
stances be tug leas; in width of road—some ;
-i with, I will tell yon what~l would
-T>
states catling for 20 feet and one that I know
do if 1 Acre elected highway commissioner »f of calling for not lews than 19. this width,
first
of
all.
that
I
I
would
remember,
• (own
however, not including the ditches; and in
bad been elected by the (tropic of that town width ami thickness of metaled portion of
Infill a tcry important office, and that I was, road, which varies for width from 9 to 19 feet
feet being the a tilths commonly
Wgpcaanhle to the whole people. I would re- ; —IS* 14 and
member that 1 had been elected to an office In use. and the depth varyiug from 4 to 19
i*
next
In
to
that
which. t« mind,
importance
inches.
ef caring for the aehoola. It i« important In !
We come to the consideration of surfacing
1
two way*: first, because the office carries with material, as affecting surface drainage, and it
It the responsibility of superintending the is only necessary to state that any material,
expenditure of a large percentage of the j which will thoroughly bind and compact, ofmoney raised by the tax-pay era; second, be- fering a surface which cannot become rutted
cause the reaulta of this expenditure ore felt
hold Its
or. tn other words, one that will
by practically every Inhabitant of the town.
crown, wltf be best adapted to turn water
Storting out, then, with the Idea of respon- from the surface of the road into the ditches.
Ability to the tax-payer, 1 would next re- Undoubtedly a crushed stone or macadam
member that I was under the authority of the road is best suited to do this, but few commu•electm* n. I would endeavor to have a gen- nities are prepared for this class of work.
eral uml'-mtanding with them as to where my [
Let us consider, then, whether we can have
jurisdiction over the roads should begin and this condition fulfilled without the necessary
end. ami upon what matters I was to consult
equipment for building those roads.
them; 1 would have an appreciation myself 1
From returns made to my office, it appears
of the value of working with the selectmen that over half of the towns in the Htate have
and not against them and would try to iingravel pits located within their borders, but 1
press o(«’u their minds the' necessity of suspect there are a great many grades of
BBited effort between us In order to produce
gravel represented in these several pits.
best reaulta. These point* settled, ami know- However, gravel road-* have been built in the
lag how much money ia available, plans can Mate which have ever appear a net- of macasow lie made for the season's work.
These dam road*. The gravel binds well aud wears
f course, wilt vary greatly with con- well, and I have seen some of these roads that
plan*
ditions found In the aevcral lowna. I shall hold their
shape well. To get the best satisindicate briefly some of the things it would j faction from a gravel rood it should be built
bt desirable to do, leaving to the gtxwi judgwith the same care that is necessary in buildment of each commissioner to say how far
ing macadam. The gravel should be screened
these suggestions shall be carried out.
Into sites and deposited in layers upon the
You ahould study the road* of your town a*
road, the coarse sire, preferably not over
a tv*tew u> learn which arc the most 1mlk inches in diameter. In the bottom, then the
poruut from the amount of traffic they carry,
j If or inch site, then the fine gravel— k inch
and which are of secondary consideration,
With good gravel and a roller a
and du«
Having determined this you should again good road will result aud one that will hold
*t»d> the roads as to their particular needs, ita crown and shed water into the side ditches.
taking into account the mean* at band for Indeed if no roller is obtainable, much better
owctiug these particular needs.
if it is
results will be had from gravel
<dve •.•moderation to the
following points I screened and spread in courses. In case a
of administration.
and a
Is
to
be
surfaced
road
bad
of
piece
very
Organization of forces.
large quantity of stone runs over 2k inches in
Proper time for prosecuting work, and
diameter, no better use could be made of this
Keeping record* of work done.
than to spread 4 or 6 inches of this coarse
Now let us see what a study of the roads as
inch stone.
slons under the layer of
to their needs will
develop. The chances are
We have considered the elements of a road
ten
one that, wherever the road commisLet us
which make up the surface drainage.
sioner looks, the ever-present need of drainbe
not forget that this drainage should
age win be first observed and I want each one
turned away from the road at every opportuof you to bear in mind that
proper drainage nity and that we must see to it that it has a
work will probably do more towards giving us
clear course to some natural waterway.
**>0*1 roads than any other one thing. The
We have .rehearsed briefly in this paper
»ator must be taken care of before
think
you
some of the leading points takeu up in our
«f doing
surfacing work. Good roads are specifications for Htate road building. A
seldom the work of nature; they are, like
which was prepared for aud
other construction work, the results of the specification
approved by the county commissioners, who,
of
man
ingenuity
!u controlling and combin- as
you know, have the laying out. supering the elements of nature for hla own use
inteudence and inspection of the Htate road
and benefit.
work. Is there a single recommendation that
surface drainage i« the most apparent and 1
cannot well be applied to our ordinary town
'he most
easily taken care of. Remember that work? Are we to go on forever in the same
the object is to
carry ail the surface water fail- old
way doing temporary work?
*®tt ou the road away from it and into some
Let each board of municipal oncers naving
»*tural water-course by the shortest ecocharge of highway work resolve that this
nomics] route and in the quickest possible
year something will be done in a permanent
Ulne
Remember also that great damage may
manner; that they will leave their impress on
^uR. particularly to roads located around
the highways so it can be seen for years to
'he sides of hills or on
from
sloping ground,
come. In recommending that you do permathe drainage of
adjacent land flowing into the nent work and that you do it aloug the lines
This water should be turned into surIndicated herein. I want to say that withiu a
ditches before it reaches the road.
month it was my pleasure to spend a few
The best time to
study your drainage hour* with the chairman of the Massachusetts
problem Is when a good rain storm is in !
highway commission. In referring to highProgress and plenty of water la flowing. Oo
way work in Maine he made this statement—
your roads at such times and you will see
and Mr. McCUntock knows conditions here as
plenty of work ahead of you for pleasant he waa
formerly a Maine man: “The first
weather. Make notes of what
see,
you
point to impress upon your people is the
°r *et a
stake wherever work needs to be
value of a good cross section. Cut out those
done. Then
following rule, deep, dangerous ditches. Next get your
apply the
which 1 believe holds
good in every de- people to study the drainage problem and
partment of road work:
Ft* the worst then have them do foundation work.
You
most dangerous place—the place have theu made
a^good start on permanent
that is apt to cause a
washout, with its con- : road work.”
•'■Mueut liability of a
damage suit against the j
Gentlemen, those were the points 1 first
town—fix that place first and the others iu the
took up with the county commissioners in
order of their
importance.
their convention at Houlton last summer.
An inspection of the roads
during raiu The commissisners approved the ideas. They
•terms aia<> affords the best
to
opportunity
have been embodied in the specifications
•«« if the
culverts are large enough and doing above referred to. We have a copy of this
'heir work
properly.
for every man who will have
^•ide* surface drainage, occasionally the specification
charge of road work in the 8tate this year.
will be found for subsoil drainage.
set
Follow the recommendations therein
° 5ocate
tbese places properly and surely it forth if for no other reason than as an ex8
only necessary to spend a few days going
periment.
o\er your
roads in the spring.
Wherever
Some people say our roads are growing no
«y break up and mire
up badly you may better. I believe they are Improving graduthere
this age.
t<K> much water in them.
ally, for progress is the watchword of
ether it is the result of
melting snow and If you will follow the speciflctions made up
•pnng rains soaking through the surface
for Stats road work, permanent Improvement
°n account
of improper surface drainage and
common-sense kind will be the
of a

j

1

<

j
■

j

j

?**-'*>•

*^*d

poor

good,

surfacing

material, you should be able
If not from this source,
*ab-drainage is needed- The water comes
rorn the same
source as does that In our
Pnng* and artesian wells—it is forced up
.underneath. The most of you have
wrhere springs break out
eur*lhl,r
“*

determine

at once.

ijom

fnth*V? *5*15Jjlacea

2.,!!;

short recess to enable those presget better acquainted with each
other, and when the meeting was again
called to order the discussion t>ecanie quite
general. Many good points on road building wore brought out, and the interest
continued until adjournment after more
than two hours’ s >s*ion.
K»»ad Commissioner Wilbur, of Franklin,
hit the problem which confronts the road
commission of the average town on the
head, when he compared the roads to a
large piece of bread with a very little
butter. “The butter has got to be spread
pretty thin to cover it, and some spots
don’t get much butter, and It’s there they
do the most chewing.”
v
The proper treatment of certain pieces
of road problems which individual commissioners have met, and the proper
season to work roads, were discussed at
ent

p“~*!

result.

Commissioner Sargent’s remarks were
illustrated by plans of a cross-section of
road, built according to specifications apof
proved by the leading road-builders
other States.
After Mr. Sargent s address, he sag-

a

jrrttftemr

to

BeginsBD,klnB

•-ssaS^B:
tAr°ugi.

length.

some

The road commissioners and selectmen
left with the feeling that the meeting had
been a profitable one.

itf-t

It Ends

Fire at the

Fort Hill

Chemical Co’e.

works, Romford Falls, last Thursday,
caused f20,000 damage.
Judson Briggs, of Brownville, a prominent citizen and former representative to
the
legislature, died recently, aged
seventy-four years.
Mrs. Alice F. Cooper, whose trial on the
charge of murdering Charles D. Northy,
jr., occupied six weeks, was acquitted Saturday. The jury was out two hours.

Company.
1

w#

Patents have been granted to Maine inas follows:
Henry ftiecks, Eastport, can-soldering machine; Amos G.
Fitz, Auburn, last; George S. Jewett,

^

iyiif1

ventors

Norridgewock, self-heating can.
William Bayle, aged twenty-four, of
Romford Center, and Henry Hoyt, aged
twenty, residence unknown, river drivers,
were drowned
near
Andover Monday.
Hoyt lost his life in an attempt to rescue
Bayle.
The toy factory of the Mason Manu-

large barn
Friday. The

three residences and

at South Paris
total loss

were

burned

a

§33,000.

was

The sale of

(To

this spring

farms

to people outside the State, as,reported by the farm agencies, beats all
records of past years. A list of twenty-

mostly

by

puiff*

Cure

a

•,,'l*'"w^wnf!w" '*',""1—_

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
Butter

Little

a

Easier—Old Cabbage
High.

a

few

exceptions

in the green

goods

line, retail prices in Ellsworth have remained unchanged from last week. Butter is a little easier. Eggs remain steady at

New York city and state, Massachusetts,
Ohio, Connecticut, Iowa, Nebraska and

cabbage is in the market at only one cent
higher. Spinach is dow n to 20 cents a peck,

Tennessee.

and radishes to 5 cents a bunch.
The quotations below- give the range of

Falls, having

pioneer of Island
settled there with his father

in 1842 when

nothing but

led to it from

Patten, died recently, aged

Sewall,

David A.

a

blazed]

a

He had held many
years.
town offices and had served on the Aroos-

county board of county commissionHe was a brother of Collector Wil-

took
ers.

liam W. Sewall.

that

news

the

Thursday

on

splendid

herd of

last sixty-nine of
eighty-eight head

the Carrabasset stock farm in
were found to tie diseased
and ordered killed by the State cattle comof cattle at

North Anson
mission.

Four mills,
at Gardiner

a

and large barn

residence
were

by

two

tire which in

ground
damaged Monday

burned to the

were

and several houses
a

hours caused

a

loss

§90,000. It was controlled with assistThe prinance from neighboring cities.
cipal losses were sustained by Gray & Hildreth, Joshua Gray A Sons, Gardiner
Woolen mill, and the Oakland Manufacof

turing Co.

COUNTY NEWS.
or

Additional County

fietet,

tee

other paget

were

held in

schoolhouse

the

Sunday by Elder Woods.

Angie Bray

is at

Bluehill

caring

for

Mrs. Herbert Gray., who is ill.
Capt. Prentice Friend starts to-day in
the Waldron Holmes for Portland.
Miss Mamie Candage is

Country Produce.

on

the sick list,

from

Bluehill and the Falls.

Susie
hill

Wood

came

Saturday.

home from East Blue-

Monday

she

starts

for

visit her mother, who is
North Bluehill
housekeeper for Colia Mayo.
Crumbs.
April 23.
to

GOTT’8 ISLAND.
C.

H. Harding has gone to Atlantic

on

business.

Dr.

E.

specialist,

H. Baker,
was

of

Ellsworth, eye

Mrs. B. J. Staples, of Atlantic, visited
her brother, M. V. Babbidge, last week.

Capt. L. S. Trask is much pleased with
naphtha launch, Grover Cleveland,
which he recently bought.
Miss E. S. Peterson, accompanied by
her mother, Mrs. Lawrence D. Peterson,
of Lansdcwne, Pa., arrived at their summer home, Petit Plaisance, last week.
Bert Harden and wife, of Cleveland, O.,
arrived last Friday accompanied
by J.
It is
Ames and wife, of Philadelphia.
have
engaged rooms at the
reported they
his

Woodbine cottage.

April

Boston,

particulars,
the New

Chips.

23.
________

write to 1715

England

Washington Street,

office of the Wabash.

($20

*25
i8($20

18

KINEO RINSES

Ill 812
h;

8

Loose.
Baled.
vegetables.
fl5<j75 Onion*, to
Potatoes, bu
25 Heel*, lb
Celery, bunch
10 Cabbage, to
Celtuce,
05
New cabbage, to
Rad la lies, bunch
01 Carrots, lb
Squash, to

are

ftl
15

depend upon

*3
“5
0*;
2

and

.069.08
Rice, per to
20 92-'
Vluegar, gal
.05
wheat,
.o*
36 Oatmeal, per to
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
Tea— per to—
.04
.460.65 Graham,
Japan,
.04
.300 66 Rye meal,
Oolong,
Granulated meal,to 02*
Sugar—per to—
Granulitel, 05<j05* Oil—per gal—
<i>
.650-70
Linseed,
Coffee—A 0 B,
12
Kerosene,
05*
Yellow, C
08fllo
Powdered,
gal—
Molasses—per
35

-35

Havana,
Porto Rico,

Syrup,

Tripe,
Veal:
Steak,

Roasts,

Cracked

-50

-60
Meats and Provisions.
Pork, to.
-13 4.S0
Steak, to
.12 9-25
Chop,
Ham. per to
X6 9-10
18
Shoulder,
Bacon,
.06008
Salt
20 9 22
Lard,

.100.14

Lamb*

C6
Tongues, each
12 #25
Lamb,

Fresh Fish.

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,
Oysters, qt
Clams, qt

06
06

12 018
50

Scallops, qt

easy.

*hrlmpe. qt

‘20 Finnan haddle,
Fuel.

Coal—per ton—
Wood—per cord
Broken,
Dry hard, 6 00 06 50
3 0005 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Egg,
Roundings per load
Nut,
1000135
Blacksmith's
5.00
Buttings, hard

25
15

BUCKSPORT.

16 to 0.

Edward Tripp, son of Nathan Tripp
30
10 ana wife, of this place, died at Rockland
Monday, April 16, aged twenty-six years.
The remains w*ere brought here for inter7 50
ment
7 50
Thursday.
7 50
7 50
7 ot

Flour, Grain and Food.
»
Oats, bu
4 75 06 00 Sborts—bag—1.3001 35
136 Mixed feed,
Corn.lOOR bag
^ ^
136 Mlddllnga,bag l SOgl 40
Corn meal.bag
135 Cotton seed meal, 165
Cracked corn,

bag,^

RSGARD1NO WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt shall
weigh 76 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and lit for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
ol apples, 44 pou nds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and fit for shipping, Is 63 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, fti
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 53
rye and
pounds; of carrots, FngPah turnips,
Indian meal, 5o pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
33 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
LAW

“So

Noyes

AIKEN, Agent, Ellsworth.
& Nutter Mfg. Co.,
Bangor, Me.

John, son of Sergt. O’Rourke, of Fort
Knox, broke his arm Friday.
Herbert Hutchings lost a finger on a
buzz saw at the Richardson mill Friday.
William Ladd has resigned as agent of
the Devereux Coal Co., and will work the
William Wilson farm which he recently
18 bought.
15
Henry DeCourcey has purchased the
160.22 motor boat built
by John Hall during the
10
1*020 past winter. It is fifteen feet long, and is
U
a
10012 equipped with two-horse engine.
The baseball season was inaugurated
here Saturday by a game between the seminary nine and the team from Bluehill
academy. The “sems” won by a score of
4

Flounders, do*
Smelts, lb

little FI utter by married Mias Dair-

1 never supposed he had any intenDrop by Drop the offensive discharge ing;
direction.” “He hadn’t.
caused by Nasal Catarrh falls from the back tions in that
of the nose into the throat, setting up an in- The intention originated with her.”
flammation that is likely to mean Chronic
Put away all sarcasm from your speech.
The certain, rational care for Never
Bronchitis.
complain. Do not prophesy evil.
Catarrh is Ely’s Cream Balm, and the relief Have a good word for every one, or else
that follows even the first application cannot keep silent.—Henry Ward Beecher.
be told in words. Don’t suffer a day longer
A Guaranteed Cure for Piles.
from the discomfort of Naaal Catarrh. Cream
Balm is sold by all druggists for 60 cents, or
Itching, Blind, Bleeding Protruding Piles,
Druggists are authorized to refund money If
mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New
I PA20 OINTMENT falls to cure in 6 to 14 days.
York.
! 50c.

sure

F. B.

Groceries.

.169*25

results,

sure

results are obtained from these ranges.
I’he dampers and admirable Hue arrangements in a
Iv ineo make cookintr

05
tb
1* Parsnips, to
20
Dandelion grns, pk -lo spinach, pK
35
30
Tomatoes, to
Beet green», pa
.0
Bunch beets,
Beans—per qt—
12
18915
Yellow-eye
Rhubarb, to
10
Pea,
Cucumbers, each 08910
05
>weet potatoes, to
Fruit.
20 Apples,(cooking)pit
Cranberries, qt
25 330
25 430
< 'ranges, do*
20 fl25 A pples, (table)pk 35 *45
Lemons do*
15
Grapefruit, each

Rio,

by experifor they

cooks

01

Turnips,

Coflee—per to

endorsed

enced

Flour—per bbl-

here last week.

RATES

straw.

or

News has been received here of the
marriage of Brooks Dodge, formerly of
this place, now of Waldoboro. This is
his third wife.

..18

Hi»)
Beet loose, yer ton.
Baled.

Candage. Many are having
Beef, to:
grip.
Steak,
Roasts.
Much anxiety is felt for Maine people
Cornell,
in California, a large number being there
Tongues,
colds

For

BeiUilalry (new).It
Dutch (Imported).y0

..

LOW

TO THE PACIFIC COAST AND OTHER WESTERN POINTS.

Creamery yer lb.25 <$28
Dairy ..2'sib
Ctaeeae.
Best factory (new) yer ft.18018

Freeh laid, per do*
Poultry.
Chickens.
row:.

FROM

IN EFFECT IN FEBRUARY AND MARCH

Hotter.

also Sewell
severe

VERY

in Ellsworth.

Mocha,
Java,

BLUEHILL FALUS.
Service*

prices

LINE

Tourist Sleepers Boston to Chicago.

Neufchatel.*05

of the agitation in Portland over the milk supply of that city and
the danger of the product coming from
tuberculous cows, corres the
startling
the heels

On

retail

DIRECT

NEW ENGLAND TO THE WEST.

Old

trail

eighty-one

THE

18 to 20 cents.

cabbage is getting very scarce, and
is now-selling at 5 cents a pound. New

one

The Wabash Railroad Go.

Scarce ami

agency shows that
seventeen of them were sold to people from

sold

seven

..fuiy

Seven Million boxes sold in past 12 months.

With

Maine

iyUr

Cold in One Day
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. JS
(V/J/
This Signature,
/SCc^l'

facturing Co., the grain mill of A. E.
Shurtleff, the S. P. Martin sash and blind

factory,

Right

when it reaches your table untouched by strange hands,
untainted by odor*. The quality, oven-flavor and freshness
are preserved in a dust and moisture
proof package, diitingushed by the trade mark here shown. It always appears
In red and white on each end of the
package and warrants
the perfect condition of the contents. For example
try
packages of
GRAHAM CRACKERS—possessing the rich, nutty
flavor of graham flour—unlike any graham crackers you
ever tasted.
FROTAWA—a temptingly delicious union of biscuit
and fruit—the newest delicacy of the National Biscuit

KITTKKY TO CARIBOU.

signed

Hanc«wk
Nahum Hinckley, chairman of the board
of county commissioners, preaided at the
meeting, and County Commlaaioner Koaa
rctary. State Highway Comacted as
mission! r I’aut D. Sargent waa introduced,
and addressed the meeting at aome length.
He Mid in part:

'o

Rested

PRETTY MARSH.
Mr. and

Mrs. Jones

house for the

are

at

the Freeman

season.

Dexter Smith is making improvements
on his house outside and inside.
E. P. Warner, who has been in
York all winter, arrived home last

Mrs.
New

week.
A.

Y.,

J. Daiber and

w ife, of Brooklyn, N.
visiting Mrs. Daiber at Pretty

are

Marsh inn for

April

Success

adapt

a

few weeks.

B.

23.
comes

himself

to

the

quickly

to

who

can

unexpected

con-

man

ditions.

MIAN US MOTORS
1906
NEW FEATURES UNSURPASSED
Drop steel forging for
necting rod.

Interchangeable
ings

can

be

pepsia, Dizziness, Torpid Liver, Kidney
complaints, General Debility and Female
weaknesses.
Unequalled as a general
Tonic and Appetizer for weak persons
and especially for the aged.
It induces
sound sleep. Fully guaranteed by E. G.
Moore, Druggist. Price only 60c.

bronze bear-

replaced In five

minutes.

1

Irridium
better.

r

We can deliver engines, mariue or stationary, 2 to 1500
H. P.—nothing better a ade.

H
[

spark points—nothing

Agents for Maine for Schebler carburetor
and fit

our

engines with the

same.

We carry

price

is

everything for Gas Engines and
right.
Tel. 1817-11.

our

G. D. THORNDIKE 0enSMSDre.
Portland

A

Pier, Portland. ris.

pE,«’e CATABB

Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
is
absorbed.
Gives Rsiisf at Once.

It cleanses, soothes
heals and protects
the diseased membrane. It cures Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Restores the Senses of_
liiste and Smell. Full size 50cts., at
Druggists or by mail; Trial Size 10 eta. by mail.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.
___

FOR

sale:

At HANCOCK HOUSE
Is the Moon Inhabited.
Science has proven that the moon has
an atmosphere, which makes life in some
form possible on that satellite; but not
for human beings, who have a hard
enough time on this earth of ours; especially those w’ho don’t know that Electric
Bitters cure Headache, Biliousness, Malaria, Chills and Fever, Jaundice, Dys-

con-

STABLE,

Soreral good business Horses, new and secondhand Carriages, Harnesses. Agent lor H.
a.
Moyer's Pine Carriages. Everything as re ore.
w
seated or no sale. Terms reasonable!
r. H. OOULD.

ELLSWORTH

Steam

Laundry and Bath Rooms.

"HO

PAT, NO

WA8HKH."

don* «
‘KJ11
®1fIiiu,,,dry
70rk
Goods called
for and
delivered.

short nottoo.

H. B. ESTEY *
CO..
WEST EN D BBIDQB,
ELLSWORTH, M

as

er.

L AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

AFTERNOON

KY WEDNESDAY
AT

ELLSWORTH.

the execuas it shall

MAINE,

BT THE

justice.

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
A
KokLInb. Editor and Manager,
w. H. Titus, Associate Editor.
-rion Price—#2 00 a year; $1.00 for six
h*; 50 cents for *bre>e months; If paid
in advance. $■ 50 75 and S8 cents
respectively All arrearages are reckoned
the rale of *2 per year.
ng Kates—Are reasonable, and will
An
be made known on application.
mo*

Business communications should be addressed
to. and all money orders made payable to The
EUs
Publishing Co.,
a couirrT
Worth Maine.
__

This week’s edition
American is 2.250 copies.

of The

That Governor Cobb will be renomAnd
inated goes without saying.
that he will have the support of a vast
majority of party on the policies already laid down by him we firmly
believe. If it is true that the republican reverses of this spring are due to
dissatisfaction with the Sturgis law,
it by no means follows that it was also
an expression of dissatisfaction with
the prohibitory law, or with its enforcement. And we feel oertain that

CONVENTION
FOR

be the

HELD AT

Tuesday, June 5,1900,

AT 10 O’CLOCK A. M.,
for the purpose of nominating candidates for
twt> senators, clerk of courts, judge of probrate. sheriff, county attorney, one county
commissioner, register of deeds and county
treasurer.
At

the conventions of

lowing resolutions

were

18*4

and 1886. the fol-

adopted:

Rewired, That hereafter the delegates in
all cases shall be voters in the town which
they res present.
Remitmd, That a renomination to any office
to which any person may have been elected
can not be claimed as a matter of custom and
usage; personal fttnes* alone being the te«t.
Rewired. That in future calls for County
Conventions, the committee are requested to
make the foregoing resolutions a part of the
same.

The basis of representation will be as folEach city, town and plantation will be
entitled to one delegate: and for each forty
votes cast for the republican candidrte for
governor in 19W. an additional delegate; and
for a fraction of twenty-five votes in excess
of forty votes, an additional delegate
The following list shows the number of
delegatus to which each city, town and plantation in the county is entitled in the convenlows:

tion:
Amherst,
Aurora.

Blue bill,
brotxkim,

Brooksville,
Buck sport,
Castine.
ran be rry Isles,

2
1
6
3
4
8
4
1
2
6
2
18
16
4
6
4
1
8
1

4

Uriao I,

Otia.
Penobscot,

4
5

Sedgwick,
Sorrento.

Southwest Harbor.

stoniagton.

a

plank

enforcement
strict
until
throughout the State, uniformly applied by the concerted action of all
the sheriffs, has been continued for a
be

not

HANCOCK HALL, IK ELLSWORTH.

On

folly to adopt

of

height

1
4

4
Sullivan.
3
Dedham.'
Surry.
2
Swan's Island.
Deer Isle.
6
Tremonfc,
Eastnrook,
1
Trenton,
Eden.
Verona,
Ellsworth,
Waltham,
Franklin,
8
Winter Harbor,
uouidsboro,
Plantations;
Hancock.
Isle au Haut,
Long Island,
1
No. 8,
Lamoine,
1
No. 21,
Mariaville,
1
5 No. 33.
Mount Desert,
The county committee will be in session at
Hancock hall on the morning of June 5. at 9
o’clock a. m., to receive the credentials of
delegates.
Per order of the republican county commitR. L. Grindle.
tee.
Chairman.

A Republican State Convention
WILL BE HELD IN

City Hall. Portland,

June 27,

sufficient length of time to demonstrate its effect. That enforcement is ;
possible in some sections all the time ;

j

The State Convention.

The republican State committee has
named Wednesday, June 27, as the
date and Portland as the place of the
convention at which a governor is to
be nominated to be voted for at the
September election, and this announcement may be regarded as practically the opening of the political
campaign in Maine for 1906.
Not for a generation has the republican party had more serious work to do
than it will have at this convention.
Never in its history has it, as the
dominant party in the State, been
subjected to more virulent criticism,
not only by its antagonist, the democratic party, bat also by many of its
own restive and impatient members,
as during the past few years.
To confound its enemies ontside its
ranks and to placate its own restive
members is the task set before it at
the coming convention.
That this
may be accomplished it behooves
every city and town to select as delegates to the convention men who
represent best and fully the senti-

of delegates

to

republican

conventions
especially to State
conventions— is dictated by the State
as
This
committee.
committee,
every thoughtful man must know, is
—

the

season.

the flr*t

dandelion of

_

That West Tremont hen which ha* been
two eggs a day, has died in the

laying
good cause.

entitled,

is

printed

elsewhere in this issue.

The total number of delegates is 142.

Rarely
a

has

serious

more

w

ork

county convention than is

confronted

now

in

sight,

j

years, the late George P. Dutton being the last Ellsworth man to hold
the office. The late Charles H. Drummey was elected to the office, but bis
death occurred before hia term of

Important offices are to be filled, and the
office began.
responsibility of placing in nomination i
men in every respect qualified to fill them
County Road Meeting.
rests upon the delegates soon
to
be ;
The county road meeting held in
chosen. It is in the choice of delegates
Ellsworth last week nnder the directhat the voters have the opportunity t-o tion of State
Highway Commissioner
express their views, and it is here that I Sargentand the county commissioners,
great judgment should be exercised.
brought together a representative
some
There is little occasion for doubt that the gathering
of road-outIders,
nominees of this convention will be suc- twenty towns of the county being

law.

effect.
Of course the same treatment cannot bs given every piece of road, and
As
Hancock county has ail kinds.
Commissioner Sargent aptly put it,
the same medicine cannot be admin-

pledg'd to enforcement, and he
pledge. He will doubtless tore-nominated by hie party. Will the republicans who voted for him two years
ago vote for him this year? There is no
istered for every disease.
question but that the sentiment of HanWe need to get away from some of
cock county is overwhelmingly for enthe old ideas of road-bnilding, or
forcement, and there is no reason for sup- rather road
treatment, for in many
posing that those republicans who voted cases it is
anything but road-building.
for Mr. Mayo two years ago will not do so
The interest shown in this, the first
again unless they are afforded an opportu- road convention, is an augury for
He

has

was

kept

his

nity to vote for

a

candidate of their

party whom they believe

liquor

w

own

ill enforce

the

better things.

A full report of the
elsewhere in this

meeting appears
issue.

law-.

_

If any of the candidates

already in the
requirement, he can be
Mr. Mayo; if none of them

FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY.

field possesses this

elected

over

do, it is “up to*’ the convention to seek
such

a

and nominate

man

him.

He

can

be elected.

Hardly
nominees

less

interest atucbes to the

ac-

for

the

other

county offices,
and their importance demands unusual
care in the choice of delegatee.
--

Sun

The

Giles, of Ellsworth, Announces
Candidacy for the Office.
L. F. Giles, of Ellsworth, to-day an-

L. F.

His

nounces

his

nomination

tion of the convention in relation to the

direful

Francisco.

calamity

—

vidual effort. Municipalities large and
small took it np, and the government,

through the war department, aet its
machinery at work, helping to subdue
the Urea in San Francisco and starting

HOUSE CLEANING TIME
is at hand, and painting and papering are In order. There are
several rooms you have been thinking of "doing over", but
you have put it off from year to year on account of the cost
You tiave no such excuse this year ; here is the golden opportunity you have been looking for. Whiting Rro*. offer

_

COWS AT AUCTION.

which last
Wednesday visited Sau Francisco has
dwarfed all other news. The magnitude of the disaster can hardly yet be
realized—the effect was stunning.
But dark as is the pall of smoke
which hangs above the Golden Gate
a
city, there is a brighter side
glimpse of the great tender human
heart of this nation, which too seldom
we see beneath the surface rush of
avarice and selfishness. The news of
the San Francisco disaster brought
this better element to the surface, as
have other great calamities. An apments of their constituents, and who peal for aid from the smitten city was
are competent to give them adequate unnecessary.
While the wires were
expression.
yet telling of the disaster in the first
Never did a better opportunity brief bulletins, relief work was inaupresent itself to disprove the ever- gurated in all sections of the country,
reenrring, but utterly groundless and generous purses were opened.
The work was not confined to indicharge of the democrats that the selection

_____

Bueksport report*

j

cessful at the

«

rotten!

has been proven; that it is possible in
all the sections some of the time has ;
also been proven; but that It is possiFor County-Attorney.
ble in all the sections all the time has
Another candidate ha* entered the
A puny child is always an anxiety to the
not been tested, and until it is, re* j
There *cem* generally no reason
field for the republican nomination parent*.
why ihe little one should be weak when it i* ao j
submission is not to be thought of.
for the office of county attorney— j well fed Hut the fart I* that it does not mattakes if the
The situation suggests, in fact, deter h«*w much food the child
Mr. stomach cannot extract the nourishment from ]|
Linwood F. Gilea, of Ellsworth.
mands that for the best interests of
it. No benefit can be derived from jo«t ratGiles was out for the nomination two
ing That is the condition of many a sickly
the party, and that means for the
but withdrew before the child The stomach and organs of digestion
best interests of the State, men of year* ago,
and nutrition are not doing their work, and
convention.
the body is reallv starving. It ia little use to
high character, sound judgment and
give fish foods, lice cod iiver oil or emulsions,
L. l. tines was born in wannam, in such a case, because these also have to be
wise counsel be those who shall be
digested:
they may lighten the stomach’s
and educated in the public schools of
sent to Portland to name the next
labor but they don't strengthen it.
Htrrngth
hia native town and in Castine nor- it. u hat the stomach need*.
I>r. IMerce’s j
governor of Maine, and frame a plat(ioldt-n Medical Discovery strengthens the j
He studied law in the
mal
school.
nourishes the nerves and increase* ]
form in keeping w ith the tradition il
office of Hale & Hamlin, Ellsworth, t.h* action of the blood-making glands. It is
superior to every other preparation for chll- |
policy of the party in whose keeping and one
dren'- use. on account of it* body building
year each in the law depart
our grand old State has so long and bo
and also because it is pleasant to j
mentsatthe University of Michigan at qoaJiti.'v.
liu taste>and contains no alcohol, whisky or;
widely confined.
Ann Arbor, and the Boston university. other intoxicant. Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellet* are n valuable aid when the bowel* are \
He was admitted to the Hancock (.'regular. They are small.
Children take {
The County Convention.
them rtudllj.
bar in 1890, and has since been
The Hancock county republican con- county
practicing law in Ellsworth.
36fatrttsfmmts.
vention has been called for Tuesday, June
One of the arguments urged by the 1
Ellsworth.
The
at
Hancock
call,
hall,
5,
friends of Mr. Giles in his candidacy
showing the number of delegates to is the fact that Ellsworth has not bad
which each city, town and plantation is
a
county-attorney for twenty-six

1906,

fhe basis of representation will be as folws:
Each city, town and plantation will
be entitled to one delegate; and for each 75
votes cast for the republican candidate for
governor in 1904. an additional delegate: and
tor a fraction of 40 votes in excess of 75 votes,
a further additional delegate. Vacancies in
the delegation of any city, town or
plantation
can only be filled by residents of the county
in which the vacancy exists.
The State committee will be in session in
the reception room of the hall at 9.30 a. m. of
the day of the convention, for ibe purpose of
receiving credentials of delegates. In order
to be eligible to participate in the convention,
delegates must be elected subsequent to date
of the call for this convention.
All electors of Maine, whatever their political affiliations may have been, who believe in
the general principles and policy of the republican party ana desire its success at the
polls in the coming election in this State, are
cordially invited to unite under this call in
electing delegates to the convention.
Her order. Republican State onimittee.
Seth M. Caster. Chairman.
Byron Boyd, Secretary.
Lewiston, April 20. 1906.

The ice is
tackle.

Get out your fishing

of the case.
Many an “old home*’ in Hancock county
Sec. Taft said privately that he was
is waiting anxiously for letters from smiton the ground
had
an
officer
glad they
ten Ban Francisco.
who came to the front like Gen. Funsasked
auand
ton, did things first
There’s promise of better roads in Hanthority afterward. The emergency cock county one of these days. In the inappropriation bill giving $1,000,000 to terest shown at the road meeting in Ellsbe Immediately available for the relief worth.
work waa passed In reoord time and
This remarkable winter has furnished
sent to the President, receiving his another entry for those weather diaries.
signature, all within the space of six 8ix inches of snow on April 34. But this
is just another frost-puller, and a warm
hours.
and potatoes planted
Telegraphers have been on doty blanket for the peas man last
week.
a West Tremont
constantly at the war and navy de- by
partments, as In the days of the SpanJob H. Montgomery, of Camden, a Hanish war, and the secretaries of war cock
county boy, is slated for the honor
and navy and of commerce and labor of running as the democratic nominee for
have been in tonch with the depart- Congress against Congressman Littlefield.
elected
be
won’t
ments at all hoars.
Of course he
The cost of the disaster to the gov- his political complexion prevents that.
The de- But if Job had only been a republican It
ernment will be enormous.
that be would have been
struction in military and naval stores is a safe guess
near tbe “top o’ the heap” now.
In and around San Francisco alone
will be $2,500,000. In addition to that
Bravery helps to make a nation safe. A
the damage to buildings and equip- nation of coward* cannot be a strong
ment must be counted, and there are nation. Men and women who dare fling
themselves atrainat great odds for the sake
$7,000,000 worth of government build- of their convictions; who do not shrink I
ings within the area of the disturb- from crying out against any evil that may
The relief work, including the menace'the purity of the government;
ance.
who will, if need be, sever all political,
appropriation from Congress, will social and financial ties for love of country these are the heroes to whom a
also mount into the millions.
nation reaorta in her hour of need.— W’iflinm T. Ell*#.

polls. Two years ago Mr. represented.
The meeting cannot fail of good reMayo, the present sheriff, was elected as a
snlts.
As an experience meeting
AT 10.30 O’CLOCK A. M.,
democrat, not because he was a democrat,
alone, the ideas exchanged mnst
for the purpose of nominating a candidate
but because a majority of the voters befor Governor to be supported at the Septemprove of value, while the points given
ber election, and transacting any other busi- lieved he would enforce the
prohibitory- on scientific road-bnilding must have
ness that may properly come before it.

Wednesday,

S&btrtfarmntta.

COr\TY GOSSIP.

the

Bargains

Paints and Wall

in

Papers

Our entire stock of Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Brushes and
Painters’ Materials is being cleared out at cost A readymixed p*<nt which we have been selling at Sl.sn a gallon,
1 ..'tO.
is now
We have a large line of wail papers in new and handsome

it

st very low

designs

Also

prices.
an

Carpets

exceptionally

and

fine line of

Oil Cloths.

—

favoring it. If the time ever oomes
that it would be wise to do so. It will

THE

COUNTY OF HANCOCK,
WILL BE

for

__

this notion will be utterly dispelled
before the convention adjo'.rns.
2,313
Average for the year of 1905,
An honest difference of opinion
remay exist as to the wisdom of
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25, 1906.
submission, but for ourselves—and we
believe we represent the sentiment
THE REPUBLICAN
of this section of the Bute—it would

COUNTY

promptly

homeless ones.
At Washington the whole attention
in
the
be expressed by
any
majority
of most of the departments was given
reTo
arise.
circumstances that may
to sending and receiving news, hurrygard this committee as nroposing to
forward relief and authorizing the
“boss” the opinions of the party or of ing
officers on the spot to make all sorts
the convention is to do it a grave inof provisions to ineel the necessities

.-

——

a

forward

supplies

and accepted
vClbwottl) American. | regarded
tive of the will of the party

51

torney,

in

candidacy
for

the

for the

republican

office of county at-

the following letter:

Fli-sworth. April 15. iyo«.
To the Editor of 7*A* American:
Having been requested by many of the
leading republicans throughout the county to
become a candidate for county attorney. 1
wish to announce that I shall be a candidate
for the nomination of county attorney at the
republican convention to be holden in this
L F. Gilkb.
county, Tuesday. June 5.
————

N

Nominations by the Governor.
Among nominations by Governor Cobb

recently

announced

are

the

following

in

Hancock

county:
Justices of the peace and quorum—
George A. Lurvey, Southwest Harbor;
Arthur H. Sargent, Sedgw ick.
Mr. Wise
Johnny, can you tell me
why the little hand on my watch goes
faster than the big one? Johnny (after
mature reflection)—Papa, ain't it just like
why I have to run when 1 go walking with
—

you?
Ointments for Catarrh that
Contain Mercury,
as mercury will surely destroy the sense of
smell and completely deraoge the whole system
when entering It through the mucous surfaces.
Such articles should never be used except on
from reputable yhyslclans, as the
image* they will do Is ten fold to the good you
can possibly derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney A
Co-, Toledo, O., contains no mercury, and Is
taken internally, acting dtrectly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system
In buying
Hall’s Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genuine. It Is taken Internally and made in Toledo.
F.
A
J. Cheney
Co. Testimonials
Ohio, by
free.
Sold by Druggists. Price, 75c. per bottle.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
Beware

of

Srescrlptions

On

May 23,

at

Fllswonh,

Dr. C. C. Mori Ison will sell his entire herd of
about 45 hesd; over 33 cows the rest betters,
some of them registered Jerseys and Guernsey s. also one 3-ye^r old registered Guernsey
bull. This herd ts the result of ad *e years of
careful breeding with tbe best registered hulls,
two of them costing over tiQO e«ch when little
calve*. The present bull comiug from the
noted Smith herd of Pennsylvania; his mother
gave 14 qls. of milk as a two-year old.
Also a manure spreader, one (»*.,av*l *. parator. one Bab **ck (ester farm a agon, corn
pisnter. two mio*. milk cans. etc. nave not
sold « cow this year and will not st private
sale
AH must go under the hammer

Oriental Rug Works.
Beautiful, curly, fluffy Ruga made from old
Woolen. Tapestry, Brussels or Velvet Carpets.
Carpets cleaned

clean.

Bend for circular.

L. 1. MORRISON. SK0WHE8SW, ME.

fchottoeional Cart)*.

SEIDS,
Red Top, Red and Alsike Clover.
Seed Peas and Small Seeds for Vegetable and Flower
Cardens.

Timothy, Hungarian,

FOR STREET RAILWAY SERVICE.
WAGES—The highest paid by any company.
PERMANENCY—No discharge except for misconduct or inettlcicnov.
INCREASING PAY -Salary increases with length of service.
PROMOTIONS—Competent men promoted to official positions.
For further information apply or write to
KARL S. BARNES, 82 Water St, Boston. Mass.
ftention this paper.

GUARANTEED BY G. A, PARCHER.
Way to < urr C*«!arrh by llyomei Without Htomnrh Doting.
It is the height uf folly to dose the I
stomach with internal medicines to!
catarrh.
it cannot lie
cun>d except the catarrhal germs that ;
are present in the nose, throat and
lungs have first been killed.
The soothing air of llyomei heals
nasal

cure

the smarting and raw membrane of
the air passages in tile nose, throat
and lungs, kills off the catarrhal
germs anil rids the system of the last
traces of catarrh.
The complete llyomei outfit consists
of a hard rubber inhaler which can be
carried in the purse or vest-pocket, a
medicine dropper, and a bottle of
llyomei, and costs only one dollar,
while extra bottles can be obtained
for 50 cents.
G. A. 1‘archer positively guarantees
a cure when llyomei is MN in accord-1
ance with the simple directions on the
uaekage, or he will refund the money.
Tliis certainly shows their faith and
belief in the virtues of llyomei.

Office and Residence

(J. M. llale bouse).
STREET. ELLSWORTH. ME

SEED OATS.
Wc have

The most

fancy

purpose

t

For seeding {

only.

i
l

call awl

<

ua.

WliolcMile an<t Retail.

M.

F".

BAILEY

j

GO.

ELLSWORTH.

Proprtetors

ot

Brsdy

4

5

Grtclj'a

Grist Milt.

DRIVE BRIDGE

CARDS.

Bridge

Ether and

Gas,

Work.

|

full carload of

dental

Crown and

work.

Cocaine for rainless Ex-

1 EXT EACH.

traction.

H.

GREELY,

TKLKPIloNK.

DENTIST.
ilrgal ITotiroL

a

sce<l oats.

Porcelain Inlays.
SCORE
up-to-date

PHYSICIAN anuSLHUKON.

No. 60 MAIN

Men Wanted

Young

F. SIMON TON, M. D.

J,\

BROTHERS!

WHITING

ron HAi.r. at Tiir.

Ellsworth.

Main Street,

NOTICE

or rOKECLOBCKK.
Eben N. Stover,
his mortof February, a. d. l&H, recorded in tbe registry of
deeds for Hancock county, Maine, in boos 373.
page 38, conveyed In mortgage to Everard H.
Greely and Alexander C llagerthy, certain
real estate situated in Ellsworth. Hancock
Maine, aaid real estate being particucounty.
larly described by metes and houras in said
mortgage deed, to which mortgage deed and
tbe records thereof express refe>euce is here
made for a particular description of aaid real
estate, and.
v* nere-ta, me *aiu
tverard h. Ureely and
Alexander C. Hagertby by tbeir deed of assignment dated tbe seventh day of April, 1906.
and acknowledged April 23. 1906, an recorded
April 23, 1906, in tbe registry of deeds for said
Hancock county, Maine did assign and trans
fer to me, Frances L. Armstrong, said mortgage deed and the debt thereby secured, and,
whereas, the condition of said mortgage has
been broken and now remains oroken and un-

by
WHEREAS
gage deed dated the ninth day

THE——

CLARION.

NOTICK or FOKECLOSlKki
The McKay A Dix Verona Island shipbuilding Company, a corand existing under tbe
orgautzed
poration
laws of the stale of New York, and located in
said state, by its mortgage deed dated the
eleventh day of April, a. d. 1905. and recorded
in the office of the town clerk for the town of
Verona, in the county of Hancock, and State
of Maine, book 2. pages 127 12a and 129, mortgaged to me. the undersigned, certain personal property as more particularly appears
by the description in aaid mortgage, as follows:
Thirteen thousand (13,000) feet, more or less,
of hard pine timber acd forty thousand (40.000) feet, more or leas, of oak timber now upon
land of The McKay A Dix Verona Island
Shipbuilding Company in Verona, in the
county <>f Hancoek. and State of Maine, towill all and singular the other timber,
>ls and materials of every name and nature
now on aaid land belonging to the aforesaid
company.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken.
Now therefore, notice is hereby given of my
intention to foreclose the said mortgage of
said personal property for breach of condition
thereof, e «i I hereby appoint Davis B. Clay,
of said town of Verona, my agent to receive
satisfaction of said mortgage
W. J. McHugh.
Dated this eighteenth day of April, 1906.

WHEREAS

subscriber

notice that

estate

of Hanlate of Waltham, in the comity
cock, deceased, and given bonds as the law diAll persons having demands against
rects.
the estate of aaid deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imWaroBD B. Jobds.h.

Oiaeul.

Bcaain Teller

#|

Srkml. [Uvk Set,

CHIROPODY
Uygtenlc Facial and Scalp Treatment

Manicuring, singeing. Shampooing
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Appointment work. Leave order, with Mre.
George Porter Smith. 14 Franklin Street
Bangor. Sold by
Kill worth.

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Mandolin and Violin Lessons.

Ellsworth

Main Street.

#or Salt.
WAGON-Second hand robber tired

road wagon. Practically
ROAD
Apply
F. Niwmam. Jr.. Ellsworth. Me.
new.

to

(iio.

good house-2 tenements;
never-failing well near house; fine shore:
plenty of wood for family’s use. Good bargain. Inquire of M. D. Chatto, or Mae.
Fbancks M. Sinclaib. East Hurry, Me.

FAKM

—

from Orono strain, Rhode Island
EGG8
and Rose Comb Brown Leghorn, all

Ellsworth, Me.

WAYNFLETE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
63 State Street,

M.

Red

PORTLAND.

good lay-

to receive callers si my
D. Chatto, East Hurry. Me.

Always ready

hennery.

Ml** IDA L. HIGGINS,
1*» Water St..

hutching—Burred Plymouth Rock

lor

ers.

Am late from the .New England Coinerralory ol Music, and desire a limited number or
l»up!ls for the mandolin and violin. Cp-to-dat*
method, the higher positions and correct bowing
taughL Reasonable prices.

35 acres,

EH—Two weather vanes (horses) brand
direct from the manufacture.-.
fixtures complete. Will be sold
Inquire at Anbbican office.

Frim-iiiais
trmupais

VAN
Rods and

MAINE.

I “'»* Ca«ou»« M. CalsrULI),

j Ml„

AQSM low*ll.

new,

cheap.

MAN

to

look after oar business
A good permanent

in Hancock county.
RELIABLE
H. H.

position.

Gurney &.

Auburn, Me.

Insurance Statrmrnts.
COSDBN*KD STATWMBMT.

OTantrli.

Bther

gives
THEhe has been hereby
duly appointed adminisof Oilman Jordan,
trator of the

OFFICE.

ANNIE B. BAKEli

Whether it’s a range or a furnace—if it is a “Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.

performed,

Now therefore, I, Frances L. Armstrong, tbe
assignee of said mortgage, do hereby claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage for breach of the
condition thereof and hereby give this notice
of my intention to foreclose said mortgage for
breach of the condition thereof.
Pbancbb L. Abmstbobg.
Dated this 23d day of April, a. d. 1906.

AMERICAN

Co., Nurserymen,

Za 2.rt.
easy terms. None but honest,
reliable persons need apply. Inquire of
Will L. Saunobbs, Ellsworth Falls, Me.

FARM—On

£petfal Notuns.

BOSTON IN8URANCK COMPANY.
187 MILK HTKKST, BOSTON, MASS.
ASSETS DEC. 81, 180ft.
Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and hank,

Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,

Interest and renta,
All otder assets.
Gross assets,
Deduct items not

$4,450.**
20,811

admitted,

*j

W

Admitted awett,
.4,430,2d <3
NOTICE.
LIABILITIES DEC. Si. 1805.
wife, Katie A. Gray, has
Net
left my bed and board without Jus*
287,515 08
unpaid lowet,
.
cause, therefore, J hereby forbid all persons ! Unearaed premium,,
|,(fflISlS!8
from harboring or trusting her on ray account. : All other liabilities,
K>.«2 #
Ca«h capital,
Francis E. Guay.
1,000,000 00
Surplus user all liabllitiea.
gSedgwick, Me., April 21, 1806.
2,130.9,7 51

WHERE

AH my

8PKCIAL NOTICE.
not trespass In Cunicnlocna Park. 1
demand protection to life and property
from tbs county of Hancock, ike State of
Mnlaa, and tbs unite* States of America.
Mabt O. Pests Austin.

DO

Total

liabilities and surplus,
.4,430,20183
F. CARROLL BUBRILL,
OEO. H. GRANT OO.,
OMAR W. TAFLEY,

A.enta,

ELLSWORTH,

ME.

Libellant to recover
COURT. | 8.adultery.
(lark for libellant.
Robert L.
of

8. J.

HANCOCK

Sargent,

for the

adjournment

n

AlU

CASES

Of

NICHOLEON

ORDERED IN
CENTRAL CASK

DISPOSAL

CRIMINAL DOCKET.

ON

THS COCIST.
W,,'L,A"

J—

jUSTV. KffOWMOM.

^„tJ A«or«y-CH.»'

*'

P'

WH'"

r.s

u.ml

LRACM, Rocfcspoft; OatID

Fessald.

-J- » »IM. Cariboo
»?.«r.l-MrHahus
M adduces, Ellsworth.
”

nuisance,

mon

the term leet
finally adjourned for
One hundred end one
.ha,, afternoon.
There were
docket.
feme off the
Judgments, twelve divorcee,
entered neither perty, and two
There were elxty-eeven new

iisnissed.
seuie*-

3IICHOIAOS VE M. C. E. R.
vs. Maine Central
Tbe cese of Nicholson
of which
Soin»d Co., a brief summary
TBR American last week,
ns given in
clow last Wednesday,
nsie to an Abrupt
ourt directed the Jury to bring
.ben the (
verdict for the ptalntlB,
i, , general
a* follows:
eith S special verdict
the plaintiff's Ulle In the
rseiury Sods that
the possessloa
r|-.-i premie's and rt»IH;lo
to »n easement In faeor of
pa*,! ire suhjeet
for the use of that
Or gAfipitint eoepetadon
demanded premises for railroad
w(t| .o„f ibe
Imnej compelled hr Die Uiealloo made April
,ixi a {.proved by the county com ml*
1ST*, rsccpt

far

so

s- tbe

was

sentenced to

a

gfflO, or sixty days in the county
jail if fine was not paid in ten days. The
fines on both the above indictments were
paid. On Indictment for search and seizure, case was continued for sentence, sentence not to be imposed unless the respondent again violates the law against
the tale of Intoxicating liquors.

rl-two
oTr-cirM

is.

he

line of

(hart

MatvIi

Eden^ libellant,

The criminal docket was taken
up
Thursday a4ernoon.
John C. Herliby, of Bar Harbor, was arraigned Thursday on three old indictments continued from the October
term,
on all of which he
pleaded guilt}. On indictment as a common seller, ha was sentenced to pay a fine of flOO and costs
taxed at fl6.
On indictment for com-

H. How.
"OzZ, Ellsworth; E.Rowland
Wsmtss. Blu.hin.
Broosisllls:; Joss
Sosihwoot Harbor.

CHILD-BRAT1NO CASK.

Frank J. Nash, of Bar Harbor, arraigned
Thursday, pleaded guilty to an indictment for assault and battery. This is the
child-beating case which was prosecuted
by Miss Juliette Nickerson of the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children.
To acquaint the Court with the circumstances of the case, considerable evidence
was taken out for the State and for the respondent, County Attorney Wood appearing for the State and K. 8. (lark representing the respondent.
It appeared from the evidence that the
respondent had beaten his ten-year-old
stepson, Bernard Nash with a heavy stick

same

at the present time.
kreinvl by bulWtugs
and for
Jlolion for a new trial was Hied,
third lime this onso goes to the law

until the child

Dr

was

black and

blue

from

his waist to the calves of his legs.
Justice White house, in passing sentence,
said the law recognized the right of a pa-

SNOWMAN vs. tilt REN.
The case of 8- !'■ Snowman A Son, of
F.
yorth Bnwkavtlle, against Horace
(arvn. f Brewer, went on trial WedncsIn 1905 the defendant
4,v Afternoon.
bteght stumfmge i the vicinity of North
Bpatksvtllc, and entered into an agreeoen; null the plaintiffs, who own a small
aill, to sa* out bti logs, he to land them
St the mill slip. A price ol (3 per thou«nd (eet «a« agreed upon. Tho logs
paled somewhere about 300.000 feet.
After tbe lumber hud bean sawed out,
the defendant claimed there w as less than
Dti.au while plaintiffs attached tbe lumber and re fused to release it unless st-

ent

or

person

occupying

the relations of

a

parents, to inflict reasonable punishment
on his child.
Butin this case it seemed
to him the

punishment

In the Senate most of the members
have been doing the
The Advent of Spring—Looking for same work over and over
year after year
for a decade, some for three decades.
Adjournment Maine’s DeleHon. George D. Bisbee, of Kumford
gation Vlusy.
Washington, D. C., April 23 (special)
Falls, had a reunion here with Senator
These are typical spring days at the na- Kale and Pitman Pulsifer a few
days ago.
tional capital days that are particularly In 1879, when Mr. Hale was a member of
welcome to the Northerners who come the legislature and chairman of the State
down for a brief sojourn. The sun is steal committee, Mr.
Bisbee was the
shining bright and warm. The grass is clerk of the committee, and Mr. Pulsifer
was its
green on the broad lawns, owned by the
stenographer.
On a shelf of Mr. Hale’s
government throughout the city and
library in his
known officially as reservations.
The committee-room is a big volume, In brown
dandelions have poked their yellow heads covers, which is seldom consulted in these
to view on the gentle slopes of the
capitol later days. But it was taken down the
grounds. The trees are growing fresh other day, soon after Mr. Bisbee called at
green leaves, and it looks now almost as the committee-room. It is an account of
summery in Washington as it will in the testimony taken by that committee
Hancock county by the middle of May.
and also of its report. For the younger
That is why thousands of people from generation, at least, there is a lot of
New England come down to Washington mighty
Interesting reading in that almost
at this season of the year and get a little forgotten volume.
anticipation of their own spring and snmroer in the reality of the
capital. They
NO TRACK OK WHITTIKR.
have come this year in larger numbers
than ever. The past week the
Daughters Mariaville Man Who Disappeared
of the American Revolution have held the
March 29, Still Missing.
centre of the stage, but apparently they
No trace has been found of George D.
enjoyed the spring weather quite as much Whittier, the Mariaville man whose disas they did the sessions of their contiappearance on March 29 was reported in
nental Congress. There were a lot of Maine
The American last week.
people among them. One can generally
Whittier was manager of the Morrison
tell the visiting daughters by their badges,
farm in Mariaville. Some years ago he
but if they have no badges their new
purchased a farm in Eddington through
dresses constitute a pretty sure sign.
A. J. Merrill, of Bangor, paying for it
by
A little later the weather will become
installments. It was to make his final
hot.
The
is
what
piping
temperature
payment on this farm and receive the
generally sets Congress to thinking that deed that he went to Bangor March 27.
it
is
about
time
to
be
to
home.
;
try
getting
He drove to Ellsworth and took the
One has to live in Washington several
train here for Bangor. He registered at
Otherwise the Windsor hotel that
years to become acclimated.
night and the next
the late spring and summer are very opevening at 6 o’clock called at Mr. Merrill’s
because
of
the
heat
and
the office for his deed. This was
pressive,
already made
moisture.
out, not to him, but to his brother-in law,
Old timers, like Senator Halo and SenaGrover. He took it and left the office,
tor Frye, who have been in Washington
saying that he intended to go to Ellsfor
several
for
months
the
last
| every year
worth that night.
There was no train,
stand
it
more
with
j thirty years,
equahowever, so he went back to the Windsor
i nimity, but
every other year at least they and again registered. The hotel was full
get out of Washington soon after the close and he took a room with
George R. Crosby,
of the short session in March.
Therefore of Aurora, and R. C.
Tourtelotte, whose
Mr. Hale wilt be glad to get back to the
place of residence on the register is not
I cooler hr- ezes that are wafted about Ellslegible. He left the hotel the next mornbe
i worth. Mr. Frye will
glad to get back ing, and here all trace of him is lost.
to the trout brooks of Maine and New
When he called at Mr. Merrill's office,
Brunswick, where he wiles away many a he had quite an amount of money
pleasant hoar angling for the speckled with him, over £100 in bills, and it is this
beauties.
fact that makes his family and I)r.
Representative Burleigh, who has been Morrison believe that some harm may
in Washington nine years, has no liking have befallen
him. Whittier is a man of
f<»r its summer climate and will welcome
and
makes friends
genial
FROM WASHINGTON.

life.

had been want-

only and cruelly excessive. On the other
hand, the respondent had apparently been
a law-abiding citizen, and this fact was
taken into consideration in bis favor. The
law in such cases, he said, was made to

abbttti«emrm«.

appropriations

of

CRIMINAL CASKS.

K'lswnrth
H Wood. B.r

H KATO, Ellsworth.
“^r-RTSOSLeach.
Ilucksport.

Un^„<r

E.

from Rena Sargent, for utter desertion.
C.
H. Wood for libellant.
Mamie Reed, of Southwest
Harbor, libellant, from Lewis F. Reed, for adultery.
C. H. Wood for libellant.
Rena O. Kitchen, of Waltham, libellant,
from George H. Kitchen, for cruel and
abusive treatment.
Custody of minor
child decreed to libellant.
L. F. Giles for
libellant.

TERM on FRIDAY.
.„ICT

costs.

GRASS
OF

Good

men

STATF.

landing the lumber in Brewer, he
claimed there was much leas than 300.000,
is lad less than 300,000, and claimed much
Alter

against Mayo H.
Clement, search and seizure, on appeal
from the Ellsworth municipal court, was
taken up Friday. County Attorney Wood
appeared for the State and D. E. Hurley
The

spoiled by poor sawing.
Against tbe plaintiffs’ bill tor sawing be
of it bad been

pit in a counter claim which offset theirs.
Bis bill was for lumber which he alleged
bid been used in repairs about the mill,
!a machinery used, etc.
Tbs case was given to the Jury early
Thursday afternoon, and a verdict was relirnvd lor the plaintiffs for (850.42.
This was the last case tried on the civil
docket.
ASSIGNED

Following

is

the

LIST.

list of

cams

specially

Migned for trial, not disposed of before
Thb .American went to preas last Wed»wdsy, with record of their disposal:
**7-

Willey. Clark; Deasy. Referred
to Court. Judgment for plaintiff, #«0.
Burrlll Bank v* Inb of OitaBurrtll,
King, Banker, Fellows. Referred to Hon
A P W(swell.
Hupklss vs Clark.
!>e«ey A Lynam,
Wood. Neither party; no new salt,
Nicholson vs UCKK Co. Canolngham,
fellows; Woodward. General verdict
for plaintiff, together with special ver
diet received and sfflrmet. Motion for
»ew trtal filed
Snowman va Green.
Warren; Patten.
Verdict for plaintiff, $tSo.44.
Snowman vs Greeo.
Warren; Patten.
Plaintiff non salt.
Hatchings vs Harrlraan. Fellows; King.
>aow v«

HI4.
fct-

*21.
*®-

Continued finally.
HR- Clark vs Plneo.
Clark; Plneo.

Neither

party.

|

2*.

Sannders
er

lathe

ts

Plneo.

Clark; Plneo. Neith-

party.
case

of the Drew

Manchester,

Machinery Co.»
against the Bar

N. H.,
A Union River Power Co., referred
to the Court on
agrewd statement, judg^at was rendered for the
plaintiff for

*75.

DIVORCE*

following

at*4 in
ported:

divorces

have been de-

addition to those previously

!itma W.

James

‘ftim
*1V*

decreed.

re-

1.

Myriek,

for

libellant,
cruel and abu-

treatment and for extreme cruelty.
* Lyman for libellant.
Maud McOown, of Bar Harbor, 11^Hknt, from Wallace E. McOown, for

atrtjcrtusrnunU.

iMPORTUHTTO TlISWORTH.

ProBt by This and Kind
Safeguard
Against Many ills.

Nothing

is more important to Ells*orth than the
good health of her

People. How can they fill their place
n
*i's busy town unless they are welly
01>e trouble is
responsible for
D1°re nervous
ills, sleeplessness, ger-

V* debility,

weakness, backaches,
euraatlc pains, even ill-temper and

Peevishness, than indigestion.

ortunately, a combination of reme,ies’ oalled Miona stomach tablets,
as

been discovered that
absolutely

ares

indigestion

and

restores

to

e«lth and
strength the whole digessystem.
Peiiable is Miona in curing all
weakness and
trSi ®A stomach
A- Marcher gives a
signed^t lat P- that
the remedy will

f.S°

cures.
Miona
fni^ing un e®8
u invaluable to
Mmt£’ andwith
indigestion,
'iefvou.nho
weak stomach.
r’ousness, 8uffe.rs

sells
anyone

for

case

of the State

respondent.
jury waa drawn,

after evidence for
the State had been put In, respondent
withdrew- plea of not guilty, and pleaded
guilty. He woa sentenced to a fine of flOO,
with costa taxed at fl5. Fifty dollars of
A

|

but

of Old Orchard

as

a

delightful

He spends most of his Bummers
there, as it is but a short run from his
are tots ot otner people now
Washington, who look forward to sojourn on the Maine coast. As this has
been a specially busy season here, for
«ui mere

in

to

Bought advantageously, and
will be sold at narrow margin.

C.

work in

W.

and

Bangor

for the

Home with

If your Furniture, Woodwork
or Floors are old, faded, soiled
or

scratched

lacqueret
TRANSFORMATION

WORK A

ILL

SALE BY

POR

n. n. moore,
Ellsworth Falls,

Bargains

on

Maine.

...

Wheels

Runners.

or

Sniff around South street if you are in need of a

good

Secondhand Punt, Road

Wagon,

Bangor Monday

Ernest Smith

Brighten up your

r

Get
Seeds

GRINDAL.

n>(MTAkYOURSELF!

work.

Harry

STARCH

URGE SHIPMENT OF GRAIN OF *11 KINDS JUST RECEIVED.

WEST ELLSWORTH.
Bertie Meader went to

home town of Alfred.

Bushel.

A

25 Cents.

summer

resort.

Seed

Timothy

ribs. LAUNDRY

or

prices and

Wagon, Express
Surrey, Light or Heavy.
jobs.

terms on my 40

I am

closing

out at

have

Prices

summer.

Allen Kay and his sister, Mrs. Ada Bissell, of Brewer, were in town Saturday to
att< nd the funeral of their uncle, Allan

everybody from law-makers to social
butterflies, the exodus to the seashore will
probably be unusually large. Officialdom Caspar.
here has a distinct preference for the
Joseph Staekpole, wife and son Irvin,
the fine was paid, the balance to be paid
Maine coast over all other resting localiMiss Martha
Barron and niece, Miss
of
on or before the October term, 1908.
residents
ties. Many
Washington Martha
Caspar, attended the funeral of
have cottages on the Maine shore and
CRIMINAL DOCKET.
Allan Uaspar at North Surry Saturday.
from here direct to Maine in the
The disposal of other cases on the crim- they go
George Ober and wife, of Carmel, and
summer.
early
inal docket is shown in the record below:
Mrs. Kate McGown were in town Tuesday
Congress is now girding itself for the and Wednesday to attend the funeral of
Appealed Cases.
Slate v# Mayo It Clemeot, of Ellsworth, search completion of its legislative tasks. The Mrs. Ober’s
sister, Miss Bassie Staekpole,
From Ml-w rth municipal seasoned veterans of the appropriations
and seizure.
of Somerville, Mass.
Miss Grace Ober,
I’lea of not autlty withdrawn and plea committee are most interested in this final
court.
who had been Miss Stackpole’s assistant
of guilty entered. Sentence, flue of $100 and round of work. One of them is Senator
in the store, accompanied her aunt’s recosta, $15; $50 paid, ibalance to be paid on or Hale. Men like him and Senator Allison
mains to Ellsworth. Miss Staekpole left
before the October term, 14WS.
a close eye on the advance of the
keep
Sarah Sinclair, of
three
sinters—Mrs.
State vs Fred Feruald, assault and battery.
bills
or fifteen appropriation
From F.lisworh municipal court. Nol prossed fourteen
Surry, Mrs. Harriet Ober, of Carmel, Mrs.
of
the
end
towards
Senate
the
capitol.
of
on pavment
$15.
Kate
DeBeck, of Ellsworth, and two
State vs Dennis Hayes, of Bar Harbor, single That means they must be ready to go into
brothers—Sharington P. and Joseph A.
sale. From Bar Harbor municipal court. Con- action. Pitman Pulsifer, clerk to Senator
Staekpole, of West Ellsworth.
tinued
Hale’s committee on naval affairs, has

Before

Never

So

Low.

SEVERAL NEW JIGGERS.
First class order or job work.
If not

Tires set for 25 cents.

I

.

W

I

\

LJ

no

pay.

TWELFTH

I-\

I

SII

satisfactory,

IN

.

YEAR

BUSINESS.

_

State vs A L Stafford, of Bar Harbor, search
From Bar Harbor municipal
and seizure.
court. Judgment of lower court affirmed.
State vs ulendon Lunt, assault anu battery.
From George R Fuller, trial justice. Continued.

.Vfir Indictments.
State vs Dennis J Hayes, of Bar Harbor, single
sale. Nol prossed.
Stale vs Dennis J Hayes, of Bar Harbor, comNol prossed.
mon nuisance.
St Ate vs Frank J Nash, of Bar Utrbor, assault
and nailery. Pleaded guilty. Sentence, line
$50 aud So days In jail.
State vs Andrew L Stafford, of Bar Harbor,
common nuisance.
Appeared and recognized
In the sum of $50u for appearance at October
term. 1906.
State vs Jerry Staples, of Bar Harbor, forgery.
Arraigned Friday. Pleaded guilty. Appeared
and recognized In sum of $5CO for appearance at

Myriek, of Bullivan,

CLEMENT.

VS.

KINDS.

Northern

$1.85

|
easily
self-control, and he felt that a the time when he can open his cottage by with disposition
people on the street.
substantial punishment should be given Cobbosseecontoe
lake, a few miles out of
Mr. Merrill also said that he believes
this respondent as an example toothers
Augusta. Even Representative Allen, of that ho had placed all his property in the
to
guard against giving way to an the first district, who lived in Washingname of his wife and brother-in-law some
uncontrollable temper. A sentence of fGO ton most of the
year round for many years little time ago, which would seem to do
fine and thirty days in the county jail
before he came to Congress, and who is
They agreed to was
away with the theory that he had delibereeped at 300.000 leet.
then imposed, the jail sentence to be
understood to be immune against the
bare a surveyor measure tbe lumber, but
ately left his business and family and gone
extended to sixty days if the fine was not
scorching Washington climate, has to ad- away. The deed to the farm in Eddington
before this was done, the defendant agreed
paid.
mit that it is pleasant nowadays to think was not recorded at the court house.
to accept it at 300,000.
teach

SEED

ALL

State

vs

October

term.

Jerry Supine, of Bar Harbor, forgery.
proseed.

Nol

CHURCH NOTES.

watching the progress in the House
with the naval appropriation
bill for weeks. He gets copies of all the
hearings, indexes them and has the information easily accessible for Senator
Hale.
some
morning after the
By and
House has voted on that enormous budget
been

committee

of

fl00,000,000,

it will be

dumped

ator Hale’s committee-room.
committee are practically all

into Sen-

He and his

experienced

versed in the needs of various
men,
branches of the navy, and competent to
pass

speedily

on

the various

propositions.
or eight

The House committee takes six

weeks to pass upon and frame the naval

appropriation bill.
rarely takes as
eight days. To be sure

Senator Hale's committee

much

as

six

or

the work of review than
its work
theworkof constructingthe bill. But every
Important item in it has to be “sized up”
by the Senate committee, and a lot of information about the actual needs is necesis

more

!

_________________

Capt. Emery Joyce and wife, of Atlantic,
MARRIED.
spent Sunday at Dr. Small’s.
SAUNDERS
At Rockland,
GREENLAW
Ret. 8. W. Sutton, pattor.
A. O. Gross was in Bangor Thursday to
April 13, by Rev Robert Sutcliffe. Mra Valerie
M Greenlaw to Charles LSauuders. both of
take the Shrine degrees in masonry.
Sunday, April 29-Morning service at
Deer Isle.
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.
A few days ago Senators Hale and AlliMrs. Sarah Williamson, of Rockland, is PREBLE—ANDREWS—At Sorrento. April 21.
BAPTIST.
son began to gather every morning in the
and
by P L Aiken, esq, Miss Mary Alice Preble
visiting her parents, Uriah Morey
to George Ernest Andrews, both of Sorrento.
Ret. P. A. A. Kiltam, pattor.
great committee on appropriations with wife.
8IL8BY—JORDAN—At
Bangor, April 17, by
Morning service at their colleagues. They are framing up
Sunday, April 29
Rev John 8 Bewail, Miss Bernice J Silsby,
Charles Powers, road commissioner, was
of Aurora, to Ransom L Jordan, of planta10.30. Sermon by Rev. I. B. Mower, State another great appropriation bill, that proin Ellsworth Wednesday to attend the
tion No. 21.
secretary of the missionary convention. viding for the executive, legislative, and
road meeting.
EnChristian
11.45.
school
at
is
of
the
It
government.
Sunday
dikix
judicial expenses
Mrs. Henry Ames, of Thomaston, is visdeavor meeting at 7. Evening service at one of the largest of the appropriation
her sister, Mrs. Sarah Greenlaw, and ALEXANDER—At Deer Isle. April 20, Charles
iting
Mr.
Mower.
committee
House
The
bills.
spent
many
7.30;
Alexander, of Everett, Mass, aged 89 years.
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30 weeks in preparing it, summoning hun- other relatives.
CARTER—At Orland, April 21, Charles J
in an unusubeen
have
roads
which
Carter,
the
various
defrom
The
aged 24 years, 7 months, 14 days.
of
witnesses
evening.
dreds
Friday
CHAPMAN—At Bluehill. April 18, Miss Sylvia
are settled
MKTHODIOT KPISCOPAL.
partments, and taking testimony that ally bad condition this spring,
M Chapman, aged 19 years, 6 months, 16 days.
Ret. J. P. Simon ton, pattor.
tilled two large volumes. The House also so as to be fairly passable.
DODGE—At Providence, R I, April 19. Charles
Peters Dodge, voungest son of the late
Services omitted in the absence of the wrangled over the bill for about two
Marine lodge, F. and A. M., held a special
Addison and Mary B Dodge, formerly of
Fellowworked
the
weeks.
pastor.
meeting Friday and
this city, aged 66 years.
who
are
CONGREGATIONAL.
the
and
Allison
Hale,
Senators
GASPER—At Surry, April 19, Allen Gasper,
craft degree on two candidates.
aged 77 years, 11 months.
Ret. J. M. Adams, pastor.
two leading spirits in shaping this big
Guy Torrey and William Saunders, stu- GRAY—At West Brooksville,
at bill
service
29—
less
will
take
much
April 16, Mrs
Morning
for
the
Senate,
Sunday, April
up
Emma Gray, widow of George A Gray, aged
dents at the University of Maine, are
65 years, 4 months, 27 days.
10.30. Sunday school at 11.46.
time than the House did, but will do their
their vacation at home.
spending
HAM—At Waltham, Mass. April 20, Mrs
Prayer and conference meeting on Fri- work none the less thoroughly. They,
rtedelia Ham, daughter of 8 H kemick, of
Mrs. Lydia T. Greene will build a house
day evening at 7.30.
too, will examine numerous witnesses, but
Marlboro, aged 40 years, 10 months, 22 days.
Greene.
Allen
of
her
near that
son, Capt.
of
on
ROMAN CATHOLIC.
Congress
apthe greatest experts
JELLISON—At Ellsworth, April 20, Mary E.
D. W.Torrey is putting in the foundation.
widow of Charles W Jellison, aged 68 years.
are in the Senate and in
bills
Rev. J. D. O'Brien, pattor.
propriation
Rex.
MOORE—At Prospect Harbor, April 19, Ellen,
April 23._
Sunday, April 29—High mass and ser- the Senate committee on appropriations.
wife of Capt S Oscar Moore, aged 56 yeart.
NOLAN—At Stonington,
Benediction and Sunday Therefore they are able to get at things
April 9, Joseph
mon at 10.30.
The more a man talks the less time he
Nolan, aged 52 years.
more
school after mass.
somewhat
expeditiously.
has for achieving success.
j OAKES—At Hardwick, Vt, April 21, Maud
wife of
A
UNITARIAN.

sary in order to pass intelligent judgment
on the many paragraphs of the measure.

—

man’s conscience begins to
approve of his evil deeds, he has reached
the bottom.
a

the House the membership of
the committee changes frequently because
fewer men remain a long time in public
Over in

•omotlinel
BAR HARBOR
MOSKS, FLORIST,
Open all the year ’round.
You

will

want

Flower*

FARMING TOOLS
that will soon be needed.
will come the selection of

Wardwell,
Oakes, of HanGeorge
cock, aged 39 years, 10 months, 26 days.
POWERS—At Deer Isle, April 28, Murril
Emery, infant son of Mr and Mrs William
M Powers, aged 4 days.

And then

SEEDS==HELD and GARDEN.
Every farmer in Hancock county who plants
many as 7 or 8 acres of potatoes can save
time and money by purchasing an

as

“Aspinwall”

Potato Planter.

This machine spreads dressing and
operation. Sold on easy terms.

one

I

plants

a

agent for the

am

GASOLENE engines,

grav

2 to lOO horse-power.
G.

YOUNG,

W.

Ellsworth,

Maine.

CU5T0H

TAILORING
I have reopened my tailoring business in the rooms
J. A. Thompson's
bookstore recently occupied

over

by Dr.
hope

I

—

—

When

It is none too early
to think about those

HORN.

BUTLER—At Tremont, April 9, to Mr and
Mrs Jacob S Butler, a daughter.
BUTLER—At Tremont, March 30, to Mr and
Mrs Alfred H Butler, a sou.
CANDAGB—At Broolclin, April 11. to Mr and
Mrs Thomas Uandage, a daughter.
CHILDS—At Stonington, April 11, to Mr and
Mrs James F Childs, a son.
EATON-At Deer Isle, April 18. to Mr and Mrs
Fred D Eaton, a daughter.
EMERTON—At Bluehill, April 19. to Mr and
Mrs Daniel L Emerton. a daughter.
FOSS—At Hancock, April 22, to Mr and Mrs A
I Foss, a daughter.
LAKKWOOD.
GRAY—At Bluehill. April 16, to Mr and Mrs
Herbert M Gray, a son.
R. H. Young, of Hancock, was here last GRAY—At Brooksville, April 20, to Mr and
Mrs Frank B Gray, a daughter.
week buying fur.
GOTT—At Tremont, April 12, to Mr and Mrs
Miss Emma Kenney, of Ellsworth, is
Montelle D Gott. a son
HAYES—At Stonington, April 18, to Mr and
visiting relatives here.
Mrs Martin Joseph Hayes, a daughter.
Ralph Garland went to Millinocket last
[Mary Agnes. \
HOOPER—At Bluehill, April 19, to Mr and
week to seek employment.
Mrs Edwin E Hooper, a daughter.
Rodney Hart has gone to Hartland to LORD—At West Brooksville, April 20, to Mr
Mrs Melville Lord, a daughter.
and
work for his brother Roscoe.
[
MITCHELL—At Tremont, April 11, to Mr and
Mary Garland has been chosen to teach
Mrs Charles M Mitchell, a son.
school at Moose Hill. She began her du- PHIPPIN—At Cranberry Isles, April 18. to Mr
and Mrs Harry V Phippin. a daughter.
ties April 17.
I POWERS—At Deer Isle. April 19, to Mr and
The Easter concert postponed from SunMrs William M Powers, a son.
day evening, April 15, was given last Fri- RUM ILL— At Tremont, April 5, to Mr and Mrs
Arthur Rumill, a daughter.
day evening.
SARGENT—At Ellsworth Falls, April 24, to
Mr and Mrs Roscoe Sargent, a son.
Sidney Moore, who has been visiting
relatives here during the past week, re- I SELLERS—At Deer Isle, April 14, to Mr and
Mrs Isaac E Sellers, a daughter.
turned to his work at North Ellsworth
WOODS—At Ellsworth. April 24, to Mr and
Mrs William W Woods, a daughter.
Monday.
WOOSTER—At Tremont, April 15, to Mr and
Mrs Joseph E Wooster, a daughter.
DEER ISLE.

L.

Hodgkins.

Here

to meet all my old

and

customers,
new ones

as

I make a

many

to come.

specialty

Cleansing, Pressing
J. A.

as

care

and

of

Repairing.

FRENCH,

Ellsworth,

Maine.

JORDAN,
FURNITURE
ANI)

UNDERTAKING.
I have leased the ground
floor of the Eno building

State street, and have
moved from my temporary
location on Main street.

on

L. W.
Ellsworth,

JORDAN,
Maine.

vSE&ICAX has subscribers at 107
7 post-offices in Hancock county.

Th
h

9j

AU
bi

ner

only paper printed in
ounty. and has never claimed to
va the only paper that can prop
ailed a County paper; all the
merely local papers. The circulaThe American, barring the Bar
of the

can

JBa*u

b*,
mly
ye*/
te

list, is larger
of all the other papers printed
>ck county.
*cord's

Har
th
in

papers in the County comso many. The Ameri-

:ot reach

'*

summer

Tuesday.
Gardner Hinckley, wife and child, rtf
Stonington, are the guests of Mrs. Horace
for interment

LIBERALITY

X atchelor.

Smith has gone to Melrose,
Mass., where he will be employed in an
automobile shop.

(JNTY NEWS.
ttomal

Otmnty News

see ot*e*

pages.

W. Griffin took a load of supplies to
A. E. Farnsworth’s clam factory at South

Saturday.

R. Babson’s house, recently occupied
by Frank Staples.

Capt.

goods

household

Frank

moved

Stewart

to Ellsworth

Staples'
Saturday,

will live.

Miss Alice Herrick spent Saturday and
Ingalls has begun his spring farm- Sunday at Sedgwick last week, the guest
and
peas.
ing, having planted potatoes
of Miss Marion Wilson.
Capt. Joseph Wooster, who has been at
Mrs. Laura York, who was called to
Hockland scalloping, came home Satur- Thomaston last Wednesday by the illness
day.
of her mother, returned home Sunday.
B. B. Heed has returned from Ellsworth,
UK* Fkmm*.
April 23.
where he has beeil serving on the traverse
NORTH CASTTNB.
jury.
W. A. Clark spent Friday at home, leavW. G. Conner is recovering from hit reing Saturday for Owl’s Head, where he is cent illness.
at work.
Miss Annie Dunbar begins her school at
„oseph WTooster and wife are receiving Penobscot village to-day.
congratulations on the birth of a daughter
The schooner Mineola is loading bricks
born April 15.
at A. K. Dodge's wharf.
Otis

Ellsworth on
th* Percy V. Sunday morning for a short
v.sit with her sister, Mrs. John H. Leland.

land

M. Angell left very suddenly

scot

.Mrs. F. W. Lunt went to

Rev. D.

Wednesday morning for his
Brockton, called by illness. He
return

the

Mrs.

in

home

not

will

Bragg,

the winter

spent

friends before moving her household goods there,
do

cast,

n

came

here to visit

where she intends to live.

Capt. John Pomroy took a party to Milbridge Tuesday and bac k Thursday. In
the parly were Capts. Thomas, Elias and
James Rich, who go

to

take

command of

a

Sadie Lacoont and

Bert, of

son

to

from

came

spend a

Virgil P.

Wardwell and Devereux

home for

short

a

Han-

stay the past

week.
Miss Hattie Dunbar

her

resumes

school

district to-day to the
satisfaction of parents and pupils.
Mrs. Percy Ward well came from Penobwork in the Dunbar

scot

Saturday

her

husband's

to

spend

Fred Ward well

and wife.

despatch received Sunday

announces

WardwelJ Oakes,
at he* home in Hardwick, Vt. No parthe death of Mrs. Maud

years. She was cared
Mrs. Alice Perkins.

COUNTY NEWS.
additional Count* A>«r«

fW

*M

(MW

JMff«

EAST BLUEHILL.
returned from Hardwick,

Roscoe Green

V;., Wednesday.
Richard Ashworth went to Mt. Waldo
last

George Carter and lister Grindle leave
this morning for Mt. Waldo.
The schooner Woodbury M. Snow arrived Sunday with coal for the Chase
Granite Co.

__

OBITUARY.

The death of Tillie Chapman occurred
W ednesday at the home of her parent#.
Stic had been a great sufferer for eight
months, but had borne her pain with

by

for

her

sister,

irrange hall.

in

daughter

and

guests

are

of

Eugene Snow and Brooka Grindle were
Ellsworth last week as witnesses in the

.Snow

man v*.

Green

case.

Word was received here Sunday from
New York, announcing the death from
appendicitis of Vera Grace, six-yearold daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Hawes. The remains wUI be brought here
Tuesday for interment. Mrs. Hawes was
native of this

a

of J.

place, being

the

with her

to the

rigging

wif®.

visit to Stockton

daughter

F. Hawes and wife.

the launch

Douglass Richardson, who is at Westbrook seminary, has been very ill
with the
mumps, bat is now slightly better.
Guy Parker and wife have returned from
their wedding trip and are
keeping house
in the rooms over Mr. Parker'* More.

Dodger,

Rev. I. B. Conley is
visiting at J). 8,
Gott’a. Mr. and Mr*. Conley have
i*en
abroad since September. Mrs.
Conley i*
now at their home in
L).
Washington, C^
but will join her husband here soon.
April 38.
Y. Y Z.

be given

Mum lMdore Cornwall is returned last
from Hears port, when she has been
with her sister since the death of the
latter's husband early in the winter.

Soothes Itching skin. Heal* coU
without s scar. Cure* pi)*,,
rheum, any Itching.
druggist Mils II.—Adel.

week

The memorial

sermon

ticulars

were

Shhftttfifmfr.ts.

will

delivered by the Rev. Mr. Pierce at the
Unitarian church.

New Smelter

The high school boys made a trip to
Camden Saturday on the launch Dodger
and crossed bats with the Camden boys,
winning the game by a score of 12 to 4.
Owing to the fog and rain they were not

Revolutionizes

Mining
Ex-Mayer Ashley of New Bedford
Heads Big Boston SyndicateStock of Maggie Murphy Cooper
Company Has Risen from 25c to

_

entertained Mr. Carter while he

was

in

Schools began Monday. April 9.

Myra

H. Powers

Miss

the

taught by Miss Cora
She boards with Mrs.
Nettie
Kumiil.
Miss Powers boards at her home at Seal
Cove.
th*

a

fleet of coasters sailed from here

past week. On April IS the
Barbour, Capt. Sullivan

Haitie
left

for Sullivan to load stone

stone for Providence.

Salisbury,
a

Miss Mae Patten

of Bar

Harbor,

keeping

sermon

April 22,

before

store

Maria is loaded with wood for

is

doing carpenter

work for

Fred Cotton.
E.

ing

C. Mason and A. A. Condon

on

are

work-

the

Clark

yawl for an engine.
The Lizzie J. Clark arrived from Port-

house

going

to

freight Thursday.

land with

Capt.

Ira

in

for

badly

con-

Franks

Friday

jammed
that

is

to have

Angers so
Hagerthy was

his

Dr.

MT. DESERT FERRY.

Augustus

B.

Foss is working for 8. J.

ference.

Johnston.

There was a large attendance at tb
ladies’ circle in the Baptist vestry April
19. Everybody enjoyed the delicious clam
chowder and other good things for which

Mrs. Julia Johnston visited relatives in
Sullivan last week.

Baptist circle is famous.
having some interior work

Lewis Jordan and I.
painting their houses.

the

The circle is
done at the

parsonage.
Mrs. Annie Bl&isdell is anxiously waiting for news from her daughter Willa,
wife of Rev. Harvey
Luckeubach, who
was
formerly of Lewiston and later

Howard

days

Tracy and
Bangor.

wif„*

recently spent

a

in

Miss Edith

Keif

L.

Wardwell

begins

North Hancock to-dav.

a

beautiful

Degree

The

are

school at

of

Honor

carna-

the

and

grange also gave pretty floral offerings.
The funeral services were conducted

Baptist church, Rev. K.

Friday

from the

L. Olds

officiating.

father, mother and brother mourn her
have the sympathy of a large
circle of friends in their bereavement.
Jim.
April 23.
A

loss and

GOULDBBORO.

SOUTH
Miss Hilda

Swazy

is

visit *ng her

parents

at Seal Cove.

his

Hodgkins, of
uncle, A. B. Holt.

East port, is

visiting

his daughter, Mrs. Sedelia
ill in the Waltliam hospital. Mrs. Ham died a few hours before
he reached there. Much sympathy is felt
for him for he has been to her a father and
mother, too, as her mother died when
she was three weeks old. 8hc was loved
and respected by all w ho knew her. 8he

Hhe

is

ment

night

to

see

Ham. who

was

by
sister, Mrs. K. G.
Burnham, of Ellsworth, a husband, and
survived

one

fourteen years old and
one nine years.
The remains will
be
here
and
buried in the family lot.
brought
The funeral will be held Tuesday.
Ark.
April 23.
two

daughters,

one

HALL QUARRY.
James Harkins is visiting his family in
Waldo boro.

is

thought

The programme

ganist.

was

as

w

ho

Morris’ mother.

Alton Bunker and w ife, of Birch Harbor, spent Thursday with his grandparents, Jonathan Sargent and w ife.
Fred Hamilton recently left for New

Fred Hooper and wife arrived Saturday
with their household goods, and are occupying one of the McMullen houses.

York, where be
steamship which

home after

will work

as

oiler

sails between New

on a

York

Rico.

J. W. Bunker, second selectman, has
been in Prospect Harbor the past w’eek
assessing taxes. William Hammond is

Voluntary; singing, choir; invocation.
Lorimer; recitation, Lizzie Frazier; singing, choir; recitation, Bernard
Sprague; exercise, “Nature’s WordB of
Life,” eight children; motion song; exercise, “Easter;” solo, Mabel Donnell;
recitation, Angie French; song, Edna
Gates; exercise “Lilies;” dnet, Hazel and
Marion Bragdon; exercise, “Risen Triumphant;” singing, choir; recitation,
Mrs. Grace Butler French;
solo, Julia
Macornber; recitation, Marcia Bragdon;
offering; remarks, pastor; closing song,
choir.

April

23.

__R.

BROOKLXN.
Nelson Griffin, who has been ill, is better.
H.

H. Bartlett launched his

new

boat

Saturday.
A daughter was born to Thomas Candage and wife April 10.
Miss Caro Mayo is visiting her
aunt,
Mrs. Byron Mayo, at Bar Harbor.
Bert MarkB bas moved into the
George Hall house, the Enterprize.
Mrs.

Marks and Ernest Allen went to
Ixindon. Conn., Saturday to go yacht-

Bert
New

ing.
Oscar

day,

Ford

came

where he is

from

living

with

mother.
News

was

received

Sedgwick

Bun-

his grand-

here Sunday that
the Fall River
steamer Satur-

Oapt. Elijah R. Powers, of
line, dropped dead on his

good shape and running this

The ladies of the Congregattonal circle
a supper at the vestry on Thursday
evening, w hich was well patronized and
netted them a nice little sum. The tables
gave

were

bountifully spread

arranged.
on

wa«

the

Miss

and

After the supper

enjoyed.

Among

programme

Kelley,

one

of

was

a

60c Share.

j

very prettily
an

IkMTOH, April 6. Kx*MiV"f «’h .r ^8.
Auhley, of New Bedford, ih th«* u- tr. head
of • new nyndicmte ju*t f irmed, f >r th*
purr**® of rxjdoiting a new method for
9melting or®, which mcam a complete

entertain-

the number*
recitation

by

the normal student*. j

which was a very amusing description of
the tribulations of the w idow on April
Fool's Day.
The many friends here of Mrs. A. A.
Robinson were much saddened to learn of
her death last week in East Homerville,
Mass.

Mrs.

residents

Robinson was one of our
but for the last year

for years,
two has made h

Capt. Charles

begins this morning, with Miss
M. Tracy, of North Franklin, as

at

ret urned home Thursday.

Etta Foss, who has been at W'est
Gouldsboro, and Miss Madge Spurling,
who has been at Steuben, came home to
attend school.
Miss

OAK

Moore and family, who have
in Bar Harbor for some years,
will

friends

of

Willard

Rodney Eaton

POINT.

Frank A. Meader has gone

as

Capt. F. L. Murch.
George Colson has moved

oc-

cupy Marshall Young’s hoose.
Rev. C. B. Bromley preached hia farewell
sermon in the Methodist
church, Sunday
evening. This week he attends the East
Maine conference at Vinal Haven.
The many

of

new

Mrs. Nancy K. Page is the guest of Mrs.
Evle Meader.

living

Saturday. They

shop

Little Deer Isle.

a

last week

in

moved back here

has received

Among other yachtsmen who went aw ay
were Capts. Ralph
Gray, ^Jack
Stinson and Marsh Thompson.
April 23.
E.

Venia Dyer, who has been emWinter Harbor since November,
ployed
Miss

Charles

Scott

rowboat from the

teacher.

been

Seawall.

Rev. H. L. Sklllins and wife spent a lewDan by and wife have moved
last week with Mrs. Mary Sawyer
spending the w inter with their days
and family.
daughter, Mrs. Ambrose Blanchard, on
Owen Lurvey is in town calling on
Beech Hill.
friends.
Ho will work tor R. Roth,
April 23.
Pebble.

School
Sadia

William Conner is still very low.
Miss Helen Sawyer is teaching school at

William

with Miss

follows:

Pastor

in

to be

begin Monday, April 30,
NORTH DEER I8LE.
Tarr, of Etna, as teacher.
assisting in the store during bis absence.
Carlton Davis and wife, of
Roekport,
Mrs. George A. Foss is visiting her
The windows have been put in the
preached In the Free Baptist church in
were visiting here last week.
Ellsworth. Mr. Luckenbach went from daughter, Mrs. Mari* Haynes, in Trenton. church, and add very much to its apWinsor Torrey has gone
^p Tiverton,
here with his family to Oakland, Cal., as
pearance. The three memorial windows
Mrs. Stephen Stratton, of Hancock, is
R. I., to join the yacht Hope.
pastor of the Free Baptist church there, visiting her niece, Mrs. Humphrey Jor- are much appreciated. One is in memory
Mrs. Charles Eaton and Miss Josephine
of Mrs. Francis Bunker, presented by her
and from Oakland to San Francisco as dan.
of Boston. The other two are in Eaton have been visiting in Brewer.
pastor of the Richmond Congregational
The schoolhousc has received a coat of daughter,
church, near Golden Gate park. Mrs. paint, and the interior has been kalso- memory of William Tracy and Mrs. HanCapt. Charles Gray has gone to Beverly,
nah Tracy, presented by their daughter, Mass., to take
Luckenbach’s many friends here are still
charge of the yacht Athene.
mined, which greatly improves it.
Mrs. Nora Bunker.
hoping for favorable new’s. Mr. and Mrs.
Capt. Charles Haskell sailed from StonApril 23.
C.
H.
Luckenbach have two children.
April 23.
ingtou last Friday with stone for New
The Easter concert at the Baptist church
York.
GOULDSBORO.
l5otrtiBnr.rr.tB.
■was a great success, and much credit is
Frank Mayo, of Belfast, and Irvin# LitWinslow Perry spent a few days last
due Misses Della and Edith Bragdon, who
week at Steuben with his cousin, Elmer tlefield, of Penobscot, were doing business
had charge.
Miss Lela Gordon was orhere last week.
Dorr.
jchool

will

is

morning however.

home at Somerville
Dean Grindle left this morning for or
has been ill so
with her two brothers. The body was
Stonington, where he w ill be employed.
gaining.
Mildred Robertson left last wreck for brought here on Friday for interment.
School commenced Monday, April 16,
The remains were accompanied
by her
Bangor, where she will attend a millinery
taught by Emma Nelson, of Cherryfleld.
two daughters, Luotta and Beulah, aud
school.
George Jacobs, wife and two children, of
her two brothers.
Mrs. Robinson was a
Miss St illman and Miss Ward attended
Iron Bound Isle, recently visited relatives
woman much loved and respected by a
the
teachers’
convention
at
Bar
Harbor
of
friends who sympathize
here.
large circle
last Friday.
with the family in their bereavement.
W. H. Bunker returned from Ellsworth
23.
G.
April
William Morris and wife were called to
Saturday night, where he has been serving
Long Cove last week by the death of Mr.
on the traverse jury.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Jonathan Sargent,

and Porto
a

bosquet

of

Allen

W. Hutchinson

obliged to amputate the two middle fingers on the right hand.
C.
April 23.

few

presented

long,

her brother, J. H. Patten, this spring.
Rev. C. E. Petersen preached his farewell

his

She graduated from the George Stevens
academy in the class of 1905. Many of
her classmates attended the funeral and
tions.

Gray

Levi
is

while.
is

Frank

F. Gray is having

season.

EAST FRANKLIN.
East Franklin for

L.

charge of the schooner Adam Bowl by this

Thjelma.

23.

Clarence

Bangor.
Capt.
painted.

Knight cottage.
schooner
I>e Forest Gray launched a very fine
Webster,
gasoline launch last week.
for New
Capt. E. C. Orcutt is preparing the
too.
On

Mrs. Webster has gone
April 19 schooner J. M. Harlow, Capt.
Charles P. Lunt, sailed for Belfast to load
ice for New York.
Schooner E. Arcularius, Capt. E. Ashton Lunt, left with
York.

April

Emilie Belle is loading gravel for

place in the
pupils are
The primary is
The Ellen
Turner, of Surry. Rock port.

has her old

grammar school, and all
pleased to have her hack.

Quite

esteem.

Franks.
The

town.

),urM

lx*

C.
April 23.
the will o.' Hun who doeth all things well.
given.
MARLBORO.
Miss Chapman was nineteen years of
Rev. A. E. Luce preached his last sermon
Tbad iLnigkin* is at work in Bar Har- able to return until Hunday
age. Her character was above reproach,
morning.
at
Bethany chapel Sunday afternoon, and she was loved and
respected by all bor.
The steamer Golden Rod seem* to have
before leaving for conference which conhouse on Dix Point.
who knew her. Bhe was superintendent
Nahum
who
has
been
Hodgkins,
venes at Vinal Haven this week.
quite been rather unfortunate the past week,
Rev. A. B. Carter, of Brook!in, a former
of the junior Christian Endeavor, and e
ill. is better.
she having lost one fan from her propeller
L.
April 23.
pastor here, gave a stereoptieon and
faithful worker in the Sunday school.
George Treadwell and Oscar Ford art* the first of the week, and on Friday meetgrapbopbone exhibition at the Methodist
The beautiful floral tributes given by the
SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
ing w ith an accident to her shaft causing
repairing Matthew McIntyre’s house.
church Tuesday, April 17. Henry Weband
J. J. Bake man is painting for Levi societies were tokens of their love
her withdrawal from service Saturday.
8. H. lieraick went to Boston Thursday
ster and wife and George Walls and wife

Massachusetts, formerly of this place,
She is stopping at F. W.
came this week.
Bunt’s until her household goods arrive,
when she will keep house in the old Dix

or

Duan'sOI.Yoor

Hon. Elmer P. Hpofford, of Deer Isle, has
been secured to deliver the Memorial
address.

M

H*rry Alb®®, who hu bwn
working jn
Lawrence the past fall and
winter, „
home for a vacation.

by the Coburn
glee club in the interests of the graduating class of the normal school at Emerson
hail Wednesday evening, April 26.

Day

”

°®*

Mia* Ethel Thom peon, of Orland
i* hen
grandparents, Montelle I)orr,nd

for Ma-

party from here paid

on

an,] wife
°f
few d,„
*"•

a._

week

and inspected the improvements there.
Rev. Mr. Lace leaves to-morrow for
Vinalhaven, where he will attend the
Methodist conference. It is hoped Mr.
Luce will be returned here.
A concert will

Mrs. Nellie Hopklnr
Florence, of Montana,
William Oain and wife.

a

a

BASS HARBOR.
Capt. Charles Dix ia vary ill.
Mra. Eva Benaon (woke her
arm u.,
week. She haa the
.sympathy of all.
Mias Ina Billings, who haa been
in p„land moat of the
winter, ha* returned
home.

teaching.

Yesterday quite

There will be s masquerade ball at Durgain’s hall. May 1, and a supper at the

Wednesday.

April

Miss Alice Cox has accepted a position
as teacher at South Penobscot, and left
last week to take up her duties there.

"gooSTABILITY

town

for • abort vacation.

three-masted schooner.

a

Peabody

In

Dr. Frank R. Ober, who I*
employ*,
Carney hoapltal, South Boeton, i,,,'h

Bills are out announcing an entertainment, ball and supper on May 1 by Wi-

of

were

week.

Mrs. Carter, of Bluehill, and Mrs. Cloason, of Sedgwick, are visiting their sister,
Mrs. M. E. Collins.

a

time with

some

parents,

|

Prof. Franei* a.

Pearl Danforth left last week to
husband at South Berwick, w here

companion court.
Henry Gardner left last
chias, where he will attend

are

Cambridge,

her

he is

BANK,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

week at home.

B. Conner went to Penobyesterday to teach at Marks' corner.

join

Mra. Sumner, of
Winter
gueeta of Mrs. Oti* ober.

Mr. and

bor.

nona

THE FIRST NATIONAL

Port-

Miss Annie

A

coaster.
Mrs.

Saturday

son were

coming year.
who has

Miss Annie E. Leach

Mrs.

,t7n7~

Friday.

J. P. Whiting has returned home after a
visit of several weeks with his sister in
Boston.

on our next interest quarter, Al'KII. 1, 1906.

ACCURACY

Ina Sparling and Sylvia
C>ockm
teacher®’ meeting at I Ur

the

o<*er jwe*

Mrs. Jennie Wood is her® visiting her
parents, E. S. Perkins and wife.
Mrs. Adriana Kicker left last week for a
visit of several weeks in Boston.

A large number of people have said, “It Is no use for me to try
and save, because I CAN’T.” That is not so, because a yerson
CAN if he, or she, will only try.
Quite a proportion of our depositors said the same thing when
they opened their accounts in our Savings Department a little over
two years ago, but the amount now entered on their bank books
proves they were wrong, and the accounts are continually growing.
If you have not already an account, we invite you to open one

Augusta Staples has moved to Mrs.

Mrs.

«•’

CASTINE.

COURTESY

“Whatever your station in life,
Your duty perform like a man.
Through the toils of this world and its strife.
Not I CAN’T wins, but always I CAN."

E.

where he

WEST THE MONT.

|

,sa7.

Wallace

Blue hill

AVwt

vMtitonnl CWim*

R.

«

COUNTY NJSW&

2U>bnrtiftmmt».

The remains will be brought here

day.

mate

Joseph Grindle, of Bluehill,
brother, Daniel M. Grindle.

his

Mrs. E. M. Milan is having her house
shingled and other repaira made. Edwin
Hersey is doing the work.
E. D. Lurvey took the J. T. Morse for
Bar Harbor last week.

He will visit Ells-

worth, Bangor and Winter Harbor.
Mrs. Percy Lurvey has gone to Brewer
to spend s fortnight with her mother.
Mrs. L. T. Dodge is keeping house for her.
Capt. Henry Trundy has charge of the
pumping station at Long pond in the
absence of Henry Uray, who has work at

•>

Ex-Mayor

April

23._

SPEC.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Joy & Whitmore have returned from
business trip to Boston.

Ralph
Kraz ier

Banking.

Is what your money will
invested in shares of the

and wife, Mrs. Howard
Misses Laura McCarthy,

A
la

now

open.

WHY

xU&mietraaitft.

Capt.

is

visiting

f

"'LE. RALPH,
Architect and Builder.

NEW 8EBIE8
.Shares, SI caM; monthly par
menu, SI per share,

PAY

RENT

when you can borrow on your
shares, rive a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but llttl*- more
than you are now paying fjr
rent, and In about ten years you
will

OWN TOUR OWN
For

into

van

Ellsworth Lorn aui MlK^i
a

Robinson
sod

&>pp

profit

Stonington.

with

John Colson's cottage.
Mrs. George Foss is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Warren G. Haynes.

Young

Northeast Harbor.

revolution in mining methods, «uy« the
lier
Boston Pott U.H Sunday. The m-w
will cost only $30,oral, wh?ro to-day .» piani
<
«>-:
to reflne the same ore would
fa»),000.
dido
This smelter means every mm
herehla own smelting and that pr ipcri;
tofore not worked can be with ! •>' grade
ore at a big profit.
A»hlcv is the president of the
Maggie Murphy
Company, ru* of
the largest copper properties in W yerninf.
Those who bought stock at 25c h*
reaped
.’uarkri
a
of 130 per cent., ns t
price has gone to ®>e, and w ill advance
still higher before long.
The r*markable
story of how Ex-Mayor Ashley
control of the Maggie Murphy mmf.and
the big copper strike, will be sent to any
one.
Address Maggie Murphy Oppcf
Co., 16 State street, Boston.

Northeast Harbor, Maine.
A. W.

HOME.

particulars Inquire of

IlEKMY W. CCSIIEAS. NWT.
First N'at’l Han*

Kino. President

SURE. Sift, CHEAP

POjijj

FAIRBANKS

shocked to hear of his death in
F. A. Meader has sold his herd of
Jersey
Chicago last Sunday, as the result of an cows to Charles King, of Eden.
accident in which he lost both legs and
School in district No. 1 is taught by
was
otherwise terribly mangled.
Mr. Miss
Angie A. Alley and No. 3 by Miss
Young was about twenty-six years of age, Alice Minton.
unmarried, and left a father, mother j
The schooner Minnie Chase,
and one brother. He was a
Dolllver,
native of
j and schooner Hattie Lewis, Seavey, have
Gouldsboro.
to
Hancock
to
load
stone.
gone
Jen.
April 23._
April 23.
Plutarch.
NORTH BROOKSVILLE.

start, run and stop right; need Yew **;
pairs ; are most economical; have ni»J
exclusive advantages which make toe®
8UPEBI0H TO ALL. Every Fairbanks
engine guaranteed faultless. EWJS

Mrs. Agatba Snow is very ill.
Devil’s Island Torture
is no worse than the terrible case of Piles
Stage Driver Melvin Green has traded that afflicted me
ten years.
Then I was
his horse with Mr. Sweet, of Penobscot.
advised to apply Bucklen’s Arnica
Halve,
Emma F., widow of George O. Gray, and less than a box permanently cured
writes L. 8.
of Ragles, Ky.
Napier,
died April 16, aged fifty-five years. Mrs. ; me,
Heals ail wounds. Burns and Sores like
Gray had been an invalid for a number of magic. 25c at E. G. Moore’s, Druggist.

The Fairbanks Company

were

I

STATIONARY

PORTABLE

MARIK*

ENGINES

demonstrated

at our store.
parts and second-hand engine* P*’
ways on hand.
Write us your po*e‘
needs TO-DAY.

106

Exchange St., BANCOR-

fl

Folk

v..t
**

Like

allfornl#
llear of It•
*

In

to

Maine mectiag In
rc.,1 »t a «*<• o«
val-by r o W oo.ler ]

r^J.r.

rnCRTII PAPER.
after my arrival at the old
* dav or two
from
I received » telephone message
..joe" la a long-time friend of
in the West; bnt. like myold home in an
ia on a vialt to hia
* l( he
'imm! town, which ia separated from
and a short
a beautiful river

Xe "living

*7^ by dountry, wooded in part and
*Z^b o(
of Held* and pustule*.
lart consisting salt walerwsy-a long

beautiful boy. The tide run* out
naaweed-covered ledge*
teacr* brown,
,

a

in

arm

IS a

The rivi r

and
and

„nd long stretches of flat* and
tide covert what the
dam bed*. Flood
Mya U*W, *o that every day we
k,

alblld)

change of'acenery very pleating to
river valley.
y* fee in the
Aana

hanging mood* afof delight and
forded me a great deal
m my boyhood day* npon the
cons, lali n
Farm work waa to irksome, so
lorn,
wearisome, no trying *° my Impatient
I sought relief looking away from
oaton
river with il*

This

Did you ever bring her a bud or a
blossom frora your garden at
home, or
pluck for her one from the roadside as you
came along to school?
Did you have your
lesson* well? Did you
get reward* in the
shape of bit* of paper with the word
“Merit” printed or written on each. And
road?

T1IK old home.

<

if

did,

yon

you not pleased, and
proudly mentioned the fact to your
schoolmates and the folks at home?
were

Did you ever go to the spring for water
the path that led through the

myself

believe that young men
should not hang around home In a country
like our* so full of opportunity for one
to

now

hia

measure

qualities

Nothing will develop
draggling for himself.
*r,

the

western

of

a

man

active life’s great drama.

in

men

among

own

a

man

young

like

schoolmates trod upon them and not
wore off the bark but wore them
smooth?
No doubt you remember the
fence of cedar poles
you were obliged to
climb very near to the spring, and how
you took the cover from your tin dinner(tail and pushed aside the green moss that
clung to the stones of the wall and floated
out into the centre of the month of the
your

only

spring, and bow you dipiwd your cover
deep down and brought to your thirsty
lips the cooling draught? Did you enjoy

sky

splendor

in

that cannot

be expressed in words; walking along one
banks at times, in evening twilight,
when calm lay the waters, I had beard
clean r and sweeter notes of the bell on
the belated cow than at
any other time of
d*y- I had had the pleasure of sailing on
this river in skiff and
scow; and on
schooner and raft. Gunners upon ledges
aDd in boats,
dropping ducks and coots
while they were going in aud out of the
river a-w mg, attracted
my attention w itb
no Unit* interest.
Now, on my visit here,
I could linger by this river for some time
and re-live my boyhood
upon its shores.
But this will do for this time.
My message from “Joa” was an invitation to meet him at a picnic to be held on
of its

certain

•

day,

at

beach

a

w

near

hat

was

known to us as the “Point”.
On that beautiful summer morning of
the day
appointed, a nephew of mine
hitched the family nag to a two-seater,
taking one of his sisters and me along
down the stretch of pretty
country road
toward t he

place.

We had not covered much more than
one-third of the diatance, charmed with

the

landscape

view and entertained

by

birds singing their sweetest
tongs, when
came upon a
spot very dear in my
memory, that looks out on a stretch of
and land scenery hard to match
anywhere on the coast of New England.
We

\onder

are

mountains

and

lowlands

bounding

the waters of the bay on the
while south and east, lie numerous green forest-clad islands
resting
>n a
There is
silvery shiineriug sea.
neither storm nor calm upon the waters,
but a gentle breeeze fans the bosom of the
deep into ripples or wavelets that gently
top st the prow and sides of the boatman's
ersft as she glides over the surface like a
thing of life, proudly and stately walking
upon the brine.
«y point of view is where once stood
the little red schoolhouse of
my young
•ciiool days. And here 1 am inclined to
loiter aw hile, at least in
memory, and call
UP a few of the scenes and acta of the
koy* and girls in and around this hall of
karnmg; and they come to my bidding
like regiments of
men to bugle-call.
The
building was small, so small that
we used to
that it was only 7x9,
My cj
whatever that meant; and yet I had seen
crowded w ithin its walls, many a winter
loath west,

term,

as

many
sixty pupils, among
them young men home from
sea, seizing
uPon the opportunity afforded for the imas

provement

of their minds along the line
the studies of common school.
This schoolhouse stood
gable to the road,
a
door in the center. Will you
indly imagine yourselves little boys and
girls again
attending that school, in summer? Don’t
you remember how you used
to scratch
about the door like a hen, In
*earch of stub slate
pencils w'itb a gun
on one end?
Didn’t you enjoy trundl«g the hoop along the road and over the
green?
°t

J\‘la

^*P

Birtu

t you

dig tiny well* by the roadcurb them? Didn’t you make
pies? Were not you among the bevy
°
girls that ran to meet and
greet the
^chir as you saw her
down the
1,1

e

and

“jod

coming

To Cure

*ovx e

a

Cold In One Day
**°*0 Quinine Tablets.

signature is

on

each box.

dred.

How many had he?” And another:
“A fish’s head is nine inches long, and his
as long as his head and one-half of
his body, and his body is as long as his
head and tail. How long is the fish?”

tail is

There

were

boys

in that school who

were

You know that. The master
found it out, too. Probably some of you

Ke.

among the
puzzle In

were

every

boys

who

could solve

“Greenleaf's National

Higher”. You have seen the master
scratch bis head and finally refer to his

Perhaps some of
ing him out of

more

me

that I

of Cherryfield, has been

G. E. Robertson’s.

The sewing circle will meet with Mrs.
T. Jell iso n May 2. All are invited.
Norman Hale has rented the

town

new’

Monday night, April
by Joy’s orchestra, of

dance

a

90.

Mary Alice Preble
Andrews

were

George Ernest
Saturday evening,

and

married

April 21, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
John Andrews. About forty relatives and
friends were present. The ceremony was
performed by P. L. Aiken, esq. Handsome
and valuable presents were received. Refreshments were served and a very pleasant evening was enjoyed by all.
The
many friends of the bride and groom wish
them much happiness.
T.
April 23.
MARIA VULLE.

are all in session. No. 1 is taught
Young, No. 2 by Jennie Dunham,
by Nira Newman, No. 4 by Miss

Schools
Ethel

Frost, of Waterville, is visiting her parents, Charles Black and wife.
Mrs. Monro

AprU

23.

M.

Too many men who run into debt don’t
attempt to crawl out.
Pat—This is a great country, Mary
Ann. Mary
Ann—How’s that? Pat

even
—

—

money yez

the

don’t do

that

now,

you

know.
w

ill remember

pictures

made

of beautiful

ships,

of time and golden opportunity,
and many a pupil got a sound w hipping
for doing It, don’t you? Perhaps there
waste

ridges

are tome

on

some

now, left from the yellow
it. They don't whip

of your tacks
birch crawling

pupils for improving their minds nowaday, do they?
Perhaps some of you were among the
boys who killed a porcupine ’tween
schools, and then carefully laid it away in

over

If you were, you

master's desk.
minded

of that

row

of

about

art* re-

fourteen

boys who had the dust taken out of their
jacketsduring an afternoon session.
that schoolroom
wide cracks and knot-holes
which allowed plenty of fresh air to play
around one’s feet, especially w hen a good
norther was sweeping the landscape and
the

fioor of

were

very

many

throwing

snow

about.

here to-night, or ought
to be, who, when the weather was mild
enough, improved considerable of their
time rigging out gear, using bent pins for
hooks and common twine for lines, and
then fished for mice that abounded, using
cheese for bait; and so the knot-holes and
cracks were utilized to good advantage.
You will remember that afternoon
sessious began with reading, including all
the classes, running backward; that is to
say, beginning with the fifth or sixth
There

pet. He

was

what's

the

are some

There were many excellent readers, to the
joy and delight of the whole school; and
there were a few who read like a harrow
over

av

soap.

out of the

room

in

was

his mother.

mutter?” asked

“P-p-papa hit his finger with the hammer,” answered Tommy. “Well, you
should not cry at a thing like that,” said
his mother. “Why didn’t you laugh?”

“I-I-did,”

sobbed

Hhrlupt’t

Tommy.
Pacific Coast.

Lake City, accommodations being provided at
the best hotels. The Itinerary includes a side
trip to Cilpple Creek, with an opportunity to
visit the celebrated gold mines, as well as the
ncomparable trip over the Denver & Klo
Grande railroad, “The scenic line of the world.’
Ten days will be
and the Rocky mountains.
spent In touring the state of California, wind,
lng up at San Francisco
Two routes are < ffered for the return, one via
the Graud Canyon of Arizona, and the other
via Portland, Se ttle, Vancouver, and the
Canadian Rockies, with stop-overs at Glacier
and Banff. For those who prefer to return via
other routes, Independent tlcktta are provided.
The patty will travel In charge of an ex
perlenced conductor, and all details are carried
Illustrated Itinerary
out in first class style.
may be obtained by calling on or addressing,
Geo. L. Williams, N. E. P. A., 3t8 Washington
street, Boston, Mass.—Advt.

tTbijcrtisnucnts.
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And then right here, one seems to be in
a position to feel that he had never loved,
but felt sure he was going to love somedectime, and so he breaks out with the
laration: “I shall or will love,” and seems
to be thinking of some future time when
he will be able to say: “I shall or wUl
have loved;” and right on the heels of this
he appears to be very much in doubt
about it, and says: “If llove” and “if 1
have loved;” and then he seems to rally
from bis fears, and says: “1 can, I must

"ri
i<

;!

|
—Dr, LaFranco's—

Compound e,'r%:f%“lro
Safe,

Quick,

Superior
Cur*
gists

Regulator.

Reliable

to other retried 1m

add

at

high prlrrt.

guaranteed. Prlc* ‘i,l Cent#,

at drug-

Testimony*: did booild free.
Dr. UFramo,
'eiphU, Fa
or

bv mail.

Pauper Notice
worth
HAVIKG

may need
amt

are

contracted with the

WE,

!

I

[

™

NOTICE

J

model, sketch or photo oi invention for <
For free book, <
d free report on patentability.

us

love in the rear, as though it were something he had at a certain time, when he
had met you, but did not now enjoy.

(

< * Bend

information as to our feelings in
the matter at different times. The indicative mood made one feel that he had
gotten possession of love in a crude or
imperfect form, but as it was allowed to
run on it became perfected; then the possessor seems to have passed on and left

give

IT

very

Shrine, and a great reduedon Id rate has becu
made In consequence, the tour Is available for
the general public. The parly will travel In the
finest Pullman vesttbuled equipment, and ail
meals en route will be In dining-cars.
On the outward journey stops will be made at
Chicago, Denver, Colorado Springs and Salt

stumps.

Of coarse, you have not lorgoiien our
lessons on love in the congugation of
verbs. The idea seems to have been to

Tour to the

delightful spring tour to the Pacific
eoast has been arrangid to leave Boston April
und
while
under the auspices of the Myttlc
27,
A

reader, hearing and dismissing one class
another, and ending with the primer.

drawn

for th’ cake

came

tacking down a carcrying lustily. “Why, Tommy,

which his father

after

j being

me

boy

houses

and many other things on their slates, and
that the master considered such doings

In

give

'I he little

the exercises in addition, and how that every boy and girl
that could add entered into the spirit of
them, and how quick hands went up on
results. What a racket was made with
No such music in
slates and pencils!
schools now. You remember how pupils
who had t&leut in the art of draw ing
You

A

Hammond.

pupils. They

out

Brobate

Olive Close, of Bangor, is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Abram Warren, and her aunt,
Mrs. Mary Carr.

No. 3

3Lcfl.il Xcticcs.

A

The disappearance of George Whittier
still remains a mystery, and causes great
anxiety to his family. The last beard of
him he was at the opera house at Bangor
accompanied by three other men. It is
the opinion of many here he has been a
victim of foul play.

question. Then the teachers went
around from seat to m at and assisted the

because he hadn't time to work

cgal Notices.

Music will be
Bar
Harbor. Mrs. Hale and Mrs. Bartlett are
making arrangements. A good time is
expected, as this will be the first dance in
the new hall.

Shure, the pa-a-pers sex yez can buy a
foive-dollar money-order for three t int?.
Oi’m afther havin’ wan now wid th’

key

j

L.

hall for

toning

«

SORRENTO.
at

expelled.
gently,
positively,

I

along this line, but it seems to
am getting whiffs of delicious

from Joe’s smothering haddock, and
feel that it is dangerous to delay longer.

visiting

to operate a ferry between Green Hea
the
said town of Stonington and Crotch
ndL
The termini of said ferry to be lor Uu rexrt
specticeiy, fifteen rods westerly of tf
owned by Frank m. Warren on sain
m
Head, and on land occupied by Jot
gg
and near the house known as the Dat
obblns house on Crotch island.
Said lice< se to be so made as not to
diet
in any manner with tbe present
of
I
en
quarry owners In convey'ng men
Stonington village and saitl Crotch 1*1
Fred E. W» bb
and Twenty-one os
s.
IN USE 84 YEARS.
STATE OF MAINE.
If worms are present
Hancock
ss.:—Court of County
twin*
will be
If no worms exist
siouers, April Term, A. D. 190;.
this wonderful medicine acts
in
yet
isUpon tbe foregoing petition the
the
whole
to
health.
sioners
satisfied
that the pet
up
being
ra
system
rugged
»re responsible, that an
Ckstki. Aiiimutom. .Mash.
ho
inquiry
UR. TRUK.
! merits is expedient, and that 'he p«rs
I>har Sm:~ l wl*h to Inform von of the *ucbe
heard touching the m
ought to
e»,
| have had In lining your Kilxir. I gave it
forth in their petition, order that th
ty
to my children and after the third doss, one of
Commissioners
Be
meet at tbe
nhi
them, a boy nix year* old. panned a long round
which
Office
in
worm
I believe in more than nix inches
he
Stonington, on Wedne d
5^
long, what you call a Stomach worm. I n]«o
16th day of .May, A. D.
k
:906, at I
wmn jo miv it is one or tlie
P. M., and thence proceed to view t>
to
safest and beat medicines to
mentioned
in
said petition, itmnedin<
er
bare In the house for chilwhich view, a hearing of the parties
itdren. I would not
nesses will he had at some conveule
t** without It now.
r«
in the vicinity, and such other n
Mncondy yours.
ea
Mrs. Henry
Joy.
taken in the premises as the Comm.
era
sold by all dealI shall judge proper. And it is furthei
ers ~*i<\
.ihI
60c.
Ordered—That notice of the time, y
rid
•!■'*». Write for tree
booklet
repurpose of the Commissioners’ meeti
Children
ami their biaeaaea.”
said be given to all persons and cor*,
n»
interested
ho
Dr. J. F. True & Co.
by serving an attested cop.
ho
petition and this order thereon, u
Auburn. Me.
Clerk of the Town of Stonington, a
Kstnblinhed IWil,
py
n
upon Wm. H. Grant, and alsoalikeco
Fied E.
'Vebb, one of the p«
rs,
and by posting
attested
a*
u'd
up
copies
in three public places in said town
onme
iugton, thirty days at least before
t
iband
I
appointedthe for said view,
lishing
on,
petition and order if
three weeks successively in the El
rib
STATIC OF MA1NK.
!sAmerican, a newspaper published
To all persons interested in either of the esTkkasurkr'h Ofhicb,
1
worth, in the County of Hancock, t
irst
tates hereinafter named.
Augusta, March 28. 1906. \
fore
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and publication to be thirty days at lea*
ml
TPON the follow!ok townships or tracts of
for the county of Hancock, on the third the time of said view, that all pers ■;
be
corporations interested may attend
day of April, a. d. 1906.
land not liable to be taxed iu any town,
FI1HE following matters having been pre- beard if they think fit.
the following assessments for the State tax of
X sented for the action thereupon hereinAttest:—John F. Knowlton, *
k.
1906 were made by the legislature on the 24th after indicated, it is hereby ordered that noA true copy of tbe petition and order
on.
tice thereof be given to all persons interested,
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, ( ; rk.
day of March, 1905.
by causing a copy of this order to be pubHANCOCK COUNTY WILD LANDS.
STATE OF MAINE.
lished three weeks successively in the EllsNo. 3. North Division,
$165 30 worth American, a newspaper published at
Hancock sb.—At a probate court h
at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may ap- Ellswoith, in and for said county of Han >ck,
No. 4, North Division,
165 30
pear at a probate court to be hela at Eden, on the third day of April, in the v
of
58 SI in
Strip North of No. 3, North Division,
said
on
the
first
ot
our Lord one thousand
county,
nine hundre
day
md
58 83 May, a. d. 1906, at ten of the clock in the six.
Strip North of No. 4, North Division,
CERTAIN instrument purporting t
65 40 forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see
No. 7, South Div., North part,
te
cause.
a cooy of the last will and testament
85 71
No. 7, South Div., South part,
James Lord, late of Ellsworth, In said coun- and codicils thereto of Emily Meigs
iddle,
48 00
No. 8, South Division,
A certain
instrument pur- late of Philadelphia, in the county of Philatry, deceased.
2160 porting to be the last will and testament of delphia, and state of Pennsylvania, riece s d.
No. 9, South Division,
said deceased, together with petition for pro- and of the probate thereof in said m ite of
68
114
No. 10,
bate of same, presented by Arno W. King, Pennsylvania, dnly authenticated,
having
68 88
the executor named therein.
No. 16, Middle Division,
been presented to the Judge of probt»t»- for
Alphonsine C. Madison, late of Franklin, in our said county of Hancock for the purpose
68 88
No. 21, Midcle Division, Moose Hill,
said county, deceased. A certain instrument of being allowed, filed and recorded in the
82 65
No. 22. Middle Division,
purporting to be the last will and testament probate court of our said connty of Hancock.
165 30 of said deceased, together with petition for
No. 28, Middle Division,
Ordered: That notice thereof be given to
of same,
presented by George W. all persons interested therein, by publishing
20
110
No. 32. Middle Divison,
iadison, the executor named therein.
a
of this order three weeks successively
copy
110 20
No. 33, Middle Division, Great Pond,
Charles H. Closson, late of Sedgwick, in in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
192 85 said county, deceased. A certain instrument printed at Ellrworth. in said county of HanNo. 34. Middle Division,
to
be
the
last
will
and
testament
purporting
cock,
82 65
prior to the first day of May.
No. 85, Middle Division.
of said deceased, together with petition for a.
d.
1906, that they
may appear at
82 27
No. 39, Middle Division part of,
probate of same, presented by Henry W. Sar- a probate court then to be neld at * den,
the
executor
named
therein.
“Black
No. 39, Middle Division
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
Tract,
gent,
Albion F. Jordan, late of Eden, In said o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
25 00
Tannery Lot’*,
county, deceased. A certain instrument pur- any they have, against the same.
161 52
No. 40. Middle Division.
O. P CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Pro ate.
porting to be the last will and testament of
206 62
said deceased, together with petition for pro- A true copy, attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register,
No. 41, Middle Division.
7 00 bate of same, presented by Harriet E. Jozdan,
Butter Island,
STATE OF MAINE.
tbe executrix named therein.
12 50
Eagle Island,
Rubie A. Hackman, late of Bucksport. in
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
50
said
deceased.
A
certain
2
instrument
Head
and
Bear
county,
Island,
in
and for said county of Hancock,
Spruce
Ellsworth,
purporting to be tbe last will and testament on the third day of
in the year ot our
1 9°
Beach Island,
of said deceased, together with petition for Lord one thousand April,
nine hundred and six.
4 00
Hog Island,
probate of same, presented by Henry C. BuckCERTAIN instrument purporting to be a
the
executor
named
therein.
3
00; man,
Bradbury’s Island,
copy of the last will and testament of
Isaac Britton, late of Bucksport, in said Isabella Dove, late of Andover, in the
50
county of
Pond, near Little Deer Isle,
county, deceased. A certain instrument purand Commonwealth of Massachus- t%
60 porting to be the last will and testament of Essex,
Western island,
deceased, and of the probate thereof In suld
said deceased, together with petition for pro- Commonwealth of Massachusetts, dulv au63
Little Spruce Island,
12 50 bate of same, presented by Mary 8. Britton, thenticated. having beeu presented to the
Marshall's Island,
the executrix named therein.
judge of probate for our said county of un25
8
Aaron G. Page, late of Orland, in said counPickering's Island,
cock for the purpose of being allowed, filed
ty, deceased. A certain instrument purport- and recorded in
timber and grams on reserved lands.
the probate court of our aid
be
the
last
will
and
to
testament
of
said
ing
county of Hancock.
16 00
No. 3, North Division,
deceased, together with petition for probate j Ordered, That notice thereof be giv.-n to
6 00 of same presented by Melissa J. Page, the all
No. I, North Division,
persons interested therein, by publishing
ex* c-ttrix named therein.
55
a copy of this order three weeks successi vely
No 7, South Division,
A. Cobb, late or Buck sport, in said
schuyler
the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
in
60
3
No. 10,
county, deceased. A certain instrument purprinted at Ellsworth, in said county of Man1 80
No. 16, Middle Division,
porting to be the last will and testament of cock. prior to the first day of May, u d.
said deceased, together with petition for pre2 40
1906. that they may appear at a probate
No. 22, Middle Division,
bate of same, presented by Mary L. Cobb, the
court then to be held at Eden, in uud
600 ;
No. 28, Middle Division,
executrix named therein.
for said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in
3 60
No. 32, Middle Division,
Lincoln C. Wright, late of Eden, in said the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
Petition that Joseph E. have, against the same.
7 20 county, deceased.
No. 34, Middle Div.sion,
Tripp or some other suitable person be ap- !
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
2 40
No. 35, Middle Division,
pointed administrator of the estate of said de- I A true copy.
2 4»
No. 39, Middle Division.
ceased, presented by Evle M. Wright, widow
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
said
deceased.
5 40 of
No. 40, Middle Division,
Charles A. Hunnewell, late of Lamoine, in j
NOTICE.
FORECLOSURE
7 SO said
No. 41, Middle Division,
Petition that Electa
county, deceased.
Oramandal Smith,
Hunnewell or some other suitable person be TI7HEREAS Henry A. Pierce, of Ellsworth,
Hancock
Maine,
VV
county,
ny his n ortappointed administrator of the estate of said
State Treasurer.
deed dated November 30, a. d 1888. and
deceased, presented by Electa Hunnewell, gage
recorded in the Hancock county, Maine, regisof
said
widow
deceased.
of deeds, in book 227, page 340, conveyed
Mary Ann Jarvis, late of Ellsworth, in said try
in mortgage to William F. Cousins, of FrankSTATE OF MAINE.
county, deceased. First account of Everard lin, Hancock
county, Maine, a certain 1<> or
I
H.
filed
for
settlement.
Treasurer's Office,
Greely, executor,
of land situated in Trenton, in said
Charles Jarvis, late of Ellsworth, in said parcel
Augusta, April 11, 1906. f
county, and bounded and described as foldeceased
Third
account
of
Everard
county,
PON the following townships or tracts of
to wtt:
H. Oreelv, administrator, filed fo- settlement. lows,
J
Beginning at the east line of said Pierce’s
land not liable to be taxed iu any town
John N. Swazey, late of Bucksport, in said
home lot at a point 49 rods north o*-_
sk
the following assessments for county tax of county, deceased. First account of AlbertC. from the southeast
corner of said Pierce’s lot;
Swazey, administrator de bonia non with the thence south
lk 06 were made by tt.e County Commissioners
84^'east 86 and
rods; tbeuce
will annexed, filed for settlennntnorth
east
93
rods
to a corner on the oath
of Hancock county on the 23d day of March,
J. Thomas Hinckley, minor, of Blnehill, in
side of John Ferrell’s lot; thence westerly on
said countv. First account of Nahum Hinck1906:
the south line of said Ferrell’s lot 81 and i7-25
filed fer settlement.
guardian,
ley.
thence south 8^2* west aboufc
rods to a
866 12
No. 3, North Division,
Emily F. Farnsworth, late of Southwest 93 rods tocorner;
place of beginning, containing 18Lj
66 12
Harbor, in said county, deceased. First ac- acres more
No. 4, North Division,
or less.
And whereas the s»id
count of Alton E. Farnsworth, administrator
23
63
North
F.
William
Cousins sold and assigned said
Division,
Strip N. of No. 3,
with the will annexed, filed for settlement.
to Joseph H.ljWest as appears by
mortgage
23
53
North
N.
of
No
Division,
4,
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of said court.
Strip
dated November 80, 1889. and re26 16
A true copy, Attest:—T. F. Mahonbt, Register. assignment
No. 7, South Division, North part,
corded in said Hancock county registry, in
19 20
book 407, page 82.
And whereas the said
No. 7, South Division, South part,
8 64
To the Honorable Board of County Commia- Joseph H. West by his assignment dated May
No. 9, South Division,
7, a. d. 1904, sold and assigned the above dethe
Hancock:
87
aionera
45
of
for
County
No. 10,
scribed mortgage to me, the undersigned; and
27 55
whereas the condition of said mortg &«- has
No. 16. Middle Division,
Gentlkmrn:
been broken, now therefore, by reasou tn the
33 06
No 22, Middle Division,
the undersigned, citizens of Hancock breach of the conditions
thereof, I olajm a
66 12
county respectfully represent that foreclosure of said mortgage and I do
No. 28. Middle Division,
.hereby
and convenience requite a
necessity
44
08
public
No. 82. Middle Division,
give notice of my intention to forecfdse the
bet
ween Castine and
established
to
be
ferry
same.
Fannie B. Pikkch.
44 08
No, 33, Middle Division,
Brooksvilie. the termini of said ferry to be
Dated April 18, 1906.
77 14 substantially the name as those of the old
No. 54, Mtddle Division,
•‘North Castine Ferry”, so called, or between
33 06
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
No. 86, Middle Division,
such other points in said towns as to your
32 91 Honorable Board may seem expedient.
In the District Court of the United Statue fo*
No. 39, Middle Division,
the
Hancock District of Maine.
Gkokok
M.
1906.
00
Warrp.n,
10
27,
Feb’y
No. 39, Middle Division, Tannery Lot,
In the matter of
)
and sixty-four others.
80 61
No. 40, Middle Division,
In Bankruptcy.
James Foley,
STATE OF MAINE.
82 65
I
Bankrupt,
No. 41, Middle Division,
Hancock hs.:—Court of County Commis- To the creditors of James Foley, of Rdeh. in
Butter isianu,
the county of Hancock and disuick,^foresioners, April Term, A. D. 1906.
5 00
Eagle Island,
said. a bankrupt:
Upon the foregoing petition the Commls1 00
is hereby given that on ttofe ytlt
sio ers being satisfied that the petitioners are
spruce Head and Bear Island,
1906- 'he
day of
April, a. d.
80
responsible, that an inquiry into the merits is said James
Beach Island,
to
Foley was dulv adjudicated
that
the
and
ought
petitioners
expedient,
1 88
Hog Island,
be heard touching the matter set forth in bankrupt; and that the first meeting of his
1 28
Id ala
their petition; order that the County Commis- creditors will be held at m
Bradbury’s Island.
street, in Ellsworth, Maine, on the 6th clay of
20 sioners meet at Dodges’ Wharf in Brooksvilie
Pond near Little Deer Isle,
May, a. d. 1906, at 2 o’clock in the afterA. D. 1906, at
on Friday, the 18th day of May,
20
Western Island,
noon, at which time the said creditors, may
1 o’clock P. M.,and thence proceed to view the
28
attend, prove their claims, appoint a trustee,
Little Spruce Island,
route mentioned in said petition, immediately
5 00 alter which view, a bearing of the parties and examine the bankrupt ana transact suelx
Marshall's Island.
other business as may properly come p* tore
w itnesses will be had at some convenient place
3 80
William E. Whitino,
Pickering’s Island,
in the vicinity, and such other measures said meeting.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
TIMBER AND GRANS ON RESERVED LANDS.
taken in the premises as the Commissioners
Ellsworth, Me., April 21, 1906.
And it is further
2 40 shall judge proper.
No. 8, North Division,
and
notice
of
the
time,
Ordered-That
place
2 40
No. 4, North Division,
In the District Court of the United State* for
purpose of the Commissioners’ meeting afore22
the Hancock District of Maine.
No. 7, South Division,
said be given to all persons and corporations
In the matter of
attested
of
the
an
interested
1
serving
copy
44
by
No. 10,
George H. Ha soman,
In Mnnkrwpt'//.
and this order thereon, upon the
petition
72
No. 16, Middle Division,
I
Bankrupt.
Clerk of the Town of Castine, a like cony
To the creditors of George H. Hardman, of
96
Town
of
Biooksville.
of
the
the
Clerk
No. 23. Middle Division,
upon
Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock, and
and a like copy upon George M. Warren, and
2 40
No. 28, Middle Division,
district aforesaid, a bankrupt;
by posting up attested copies as aforesaid in
1 41
No. 82, Middle Division,
is hereby given that on the
three public places in each of said towns,
14th day of April, a. d. N0«, the
2 88 thirty days at least before the time appointed
No. 34, Middle Division,
said George Hi Hardiudn
d,«l» a*4u<|i < ited
and
the
said
view,
petition
90
for
by
publishing
No. 35, Middle Division,
and order thereon, three weeks successively bankrupt; and that the first meeting of his
96
No. 89, Middle Division,
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper pub- creditors will be held at my office, in Ells2 18 lished at Ellsworth, in the County of Hanworth, Maine, rop hha 5th dapdafr May,
No. 40, Middle Division.
8 12 cock, the first publication to be thirty days at a. d. 1906, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon,
No. 41, Middle Division,
at
which time tfre
said
creditors may
least before the time of said view, that all
Oramandal Smith,
persons and corporations interested may at- attend, prove tbuic claim*, appoint M tiustee, examine the bankrupt and irausact
State Treasurer.
tend and be heard if they think fit.
such other business as may cdtae befote said
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
William
meeting, ull ,'
subscriber hereby gives notice that A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
Referee m Bankruptcy.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
he has been duly appointed administraDated Ellsworth, Me., April *0. 19Q». «
tor of the estate of Sabin J. Hardison, late
of
Hancock,
of Franklin, in the county
hereby gives notice that rilHE subscriber
rpHE subscriber
gives notice that
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
X he has been duly appointed adminis- Xhehas been duly hereby
appointed executd* of the
All persons having demands against the es- trator of the estate of Sylvester Snowman, late last to-ill and testarnem
atni oodioii of Joshua
to
are
desired
present of Bucksport, in the county of Hancock, P,
tate of said deceased
Hooper, late of Bmcksport, in the couu y of
the same for settlement, and all indebted deceased, and given bonds as the law directs. Hfcncock,
deceased, wo bonds be inf inquired
thereto are requested to make payment imAll persons having demauds against the es- by rhatejeny* ot said wili.
AMPsbradiWiHving
mediately.
tate of said deceased are desired to present
the estate of sai<f deceased
demands
against
Harry L. Crabtrer.
and all indebted are dfekiWa to'
April 8, 1906.
the same for settlement
present the same ftri^eettleto
make
imthereto are requested
payment
mont, •RDdjaWtinUebtedithfrfetq ajte requested
notice that mediately.
rpHB subscriber hereby Rives administraWalter Snowman.
1
be has been duly appointed
April 8, 1906.
late
of
tor of the estate of ThomaH Milan,
Southwest Harbor, in the county of Hancock,
subscilber hereby gives notice that
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
he has been duly appointed executor
All persons having demands against the es- of the last will and testament of Maria D«ll< Uie, Iasi «W!1 and t>mui,at, <tft Rltaa O.
tate of said deceased are desired to present
Fry, late of Eden, in the countyjrof^
the same for settlement, and all indebted
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
thereto are requested to make payment Imby the terms of said will. All persons luwtin# bytb*u,rvs<'f BRidBritl, AU McuBBiiavin,
mediately.
demands against the estate of said deceased
8bth W. Norwood.
April 8,1906.
are desired to present the same for, Settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested met, .ad al! itwlsItVod thakol*. are requested
to make payment immediately.
to make payment immediately.
Charles Fey.
The
April 11, 1SKXS.
William O. Kmert.
April 11, 1906.

they

you boys assisted in
a window.
At any

Lindsay,

in,
>le
nt

DR. TRUE’S ELIXIR

odors

Charlie

oek

can’t tell you what it has or how it feels—it
only shows it is
sick and miserable. If it is restless and peevish, doesn ’t
sleep
well, has pains in the stomach and bowels or has an erratic
appetite the trouble undoubtedly is stomach or pin worms.
Give the little one a few doses of that famous old life saver

putrate,
your old schoolmaster is gone, and the red
school house with him. Both have had a
day; and it was an important day in this
American life of ours. I would like to
say

County Commissioners of
County:
rI^HR undersigned, residents of 8t<>
X
respectfully petition your Hobody to grant a license to William

Your Sick Child

tured to you the red school house schoolmaster. Well, you knew him. Home of
you loved him. Borne of you hated him.

by

ILcflal Nottcra.
To the

«nd do you remember how the bare roots
of the trees interlaced and that you and

brainy.

IBM nvcr, at all seaer-ns
1 had seen sunsets that painted

and

to

you know, and all thoroughly enjoyed
woods, analyzing and parsing Young’s “Night
Thoughts” and Bryant’s “Thanatopsis”.
You will observe that I have not pic-

over

it?
!
And, you boys, do you remember how
you swung in the tree top* of the saplings
tack of the schoolhouse. And how sometimes you broke one and came tumbling
down, and that you only saved yourselves
I looked upon the river with a keen
d
from broken limbs, not always from
with pleasure objects
inter. «t and noted
bruises, because the sapling was kind
floating upon ita surface carried by the
enough to yield gradually to the weight
currents, i saw that some object a of
you hung upon it?
drift-stuff were pushed aaide, as it were,
You “big hoys and girls”, go with me
from the direct sweep of tho tide, and so
into the schoolroom on a day of a winter
were caught In whirling rddie* going
term. Don’t you remember that there was
round and round, and gaining nothing, no
janitor, that you “big boys” took turns
while those In the on-sweeping current
building fires, and you “big girls” hAdtbe
sailed proudly on.
same sort of arrangement m
sweeping the
Bound down sa I was to the routine
room? Don’t you remember how the
work of the old farm, 1 felt that I waa
seats and desks were arranged, four rows
caugbt in the eddies, and I longed for ad- four in a
row, on each side of an open
venture that would throw me out into the
space that ran through the centre of the
main current of life where I could go on
room from entrance to the master’s box of
unhindered. Nothing seemed grander,
a desk?
Don’t you remember that those
freer and more majestic to me than veaseats and desks were made of soft pinestla. with all canvas spread to a spanking
soft to sit on, easy to carve, and that the
breeie, sailing out of port, showing teeth,
desks on the boys’ side were more elabo■a it were, and seeming mad, ready and
carved than those on the girls’ side?
anxious to give battle to storms of “old rately
You remember the recitation seats along
ocean."
the front desks in the open space, and
I used to debate this question of farmthat here, in the morning session, the
ing with father, with a great deal of
classes m figures were arranged to recite
emphasis and onthusiaam, always taking
and tell all about the fundamental rules of
the negative side of it, snd one of his anarithmetic, and practice on them upon the
swer* was: "O, yon think when you get
blackboard?
to be your owo man you can sail through
Of course yon remember your mental
the world like a shaving.’’ And, when he
found it waa getting pretty hot for him arithmetic exercises, of which this is one
the puzzles, vi*:
“Good morning
with me around, he let me get a taste of of
with your hundred sheep.”
the outside world, and 1 must confess that neighbor,
Said he: “1 have not a hundred, but if 1
many times my experience* led me to the
conclusion that home waa “8weet Home", had as many more and half as many more
snd wished
hack to it. Neverthe- and two and a half 1 would have a hun-

lea* I do

SfebtTtiscnuntc.

then the tide of tils affection
turn, and he says: “I might,and I
should love;” and then he seems to be lout
»n contemplation of the
subject, and says
to himself: “To love, to have loved.” And
“what is the moaning'of it all?” And then
he seems to get possessed with an
imperative feeling in behalf of his schoolmates
and he says: “Love you, or do you love?”
Grammar was a very interesting study,

love;”
aeema

City of I1U-

to support and care for those who
assistance during the next five year*
legal residents of Ellsworth. I forbid

all persons trusting ibem on my Account as
there Is plenty of room and accommodations to
care tor them at the City Farm bouse.
M. ). PuUMJtXY.

NOTICE

THE

THE

ajHassss

Subscribe for

American.

i*VR

Mt. Desert
The Rodiek Realty Co.
Island Teachers* Convention.
Bar Harbor, April 34 (special)—The
llodiek Realty Co., controlling a vast
amount of real estate on Mt. Desert Island
comprising shore front and mountain
—

tops, wood land and rent
blocks and dwellings, has

of $20,000 in cash and $10,000 in
second mortgage bonds.
widow of
Rod ick,
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Edward B Rodick, received a9 her share
the

HARBOR.

land,

business

become

a

of the estate about

best interests of all.

mortgage of almost
Nearly year ago
|100,000 on the undivided half interest of
of the late Serenas H. Rodiek was foreclosed by John A. Peters and J. Frank
Whittaker, who had held the mortgage
Last fall attachments
for many years.
were made covering not only the interest
of Strenus H. Rodiek, but also that of
Fountain Rodiek and F. A S. H. Rodiek as
well. Added to this large indebtedness
a

a

was an

indebtedness of

some

f60,000,

held

by unsecured creditors of the estate of S.
H. Rodiek.
With the mortgage being foreclosed on
the one hand and the attachments made
on the other, there seemed to be but small
chance for the unsecured creditors t get
their pay, although it was believed that it
a large enough amount of money could be
secured in a block to finance the whole
indebtedness, there was probably enough
to pay the de bts of all and leave a handfor Fountain Rodiek, the
some margin
person in interest, outside of

principal

creditors.
One of the large unsecured creditors
was Harry C Hodgkins, of the firm of Asa

these

Hodgkins

He

A Sons.

employed

to look

interest and the interests of some
others of the unsecured creditors, George
H. Morse, of
Pittsfield, and to his
antiring energy, his refusal to get dis-

after his

couraged by all sorts and kinds of disappointments that have arisen daring the
progress of the financing of the scheme,
the largest credit is due for the present
satisfactory combination.
Mr. Morse employed to look up the
titles of the various properties A. K. Butler, of Bkowbegan, who is an expert in
this line of business. Mr. Butler, after
his work, was a valuable assistant to Mr.
Morse in bringing about the present adjustment. The names of many other men
might be mentioned who have contributed
to the successful outcome.
Mr. Morse tried at first to arrange for
the money for the entire indebtedness
with first mortgage bonds issued to cover
it. Failing in this, he had recourse to another scheme whereby first mortgage
bonds were to be issued for quite a large

mortgage

Hunt

tion

building Friday

well attended and

a

Bar

held at the

was

school

It

interesting meeting.

organization consisting of the following
Mt.
towns:
Desert, Tremont,
Eden,
Lamoine,
Trenton,
Hancock, Sorrento, Sullivan, Goulds boro
Harbor,

and Winter Harbor.
The following officers

elected:
were
H. Cowan, principal of the Bar Harbor high school, president; George R. Fuller, superintendent of the Southwest
Harbor schools, vice
president; Miss
Fred

Stinson, of Bar Harbor, principal of the Heald school, secretary and
treasurer; Prin. F. H. Cowan, ex officio,
chairman, Supt. M. L. Allen, of Mt.
Desert, Prin. E. E. Martin, of Bar HarSusie

W.

bor, executive committee.
The programme of the day’s exercises
was as

was

in

Bangor Thursday

business.

follows:
For moon.

Opening exercises
Reading for teachers-Miss France# C Small
Discussion, Writing in the Public Schools.
Opened by Supt C J Richards
Value of the Diagram in Teaching English.
Prin Wm H Crafts, Mt Desert
Discussion. Spelling Reform,
Opened by Prin R W’ Martin. Bar Harbor
What Constitutes a Practical Education
for To-day?.State Supt W W Stetson
Afternoon.
Social half hour
Business
As Others See It,
Julian Emery, Eden School Board
Qualifications of a Teacher,
Prof Damon, of Bangor
Discussion: Geography in the Grammar
Grades. Opened by Prin E E Smith,
Central School
What Should be the Preparation for Admission to the High School?
Miss Ieoh W Gale
Question box, conducted by Mr Stetson

J. J. Roberts
last

week

was

in

Surry and Ellsworth

business

on

with

connected

town affairs.

Martha Hammond, who has been
ill for several weeks, is somewhat improved in health.
Sargent left Wednesday

Swan’s Island to visit her daughter,
Carrie Reed.
was
in
Ellsworth
E. C. Hammond
Thursday to attend the convention of
road commissioners.
Schoodie grange observed its third anMrs.

niversary Thursday night by a special
programme and supper.
H. G. Tracy and wife, * ho have been
the winter in

Philadelphia

and

New York, are at home.
Mrs. C. A. Miiliken has purchased the
Grant Scott cottage, and will occupy it
during her stay in town.
been
Mrs. Louise Newman, who has
visiting relatives in town, returned to her
home in Gouldsboro Thursday.
P. A. Sumner, wife and son Sheldon will
for

Saturday

leave
where

they

Los

Angeles,

Cal,

to make their borne.

are

part of the selectmen to
broaden and otherwise improve the streets
through the village are meeting the
Efforts

on

the

of all.

approval
April 23.

E.
_

HANCOCK.
Mrs. H. W. Johnson will entertain the
aid

society Thursday

afternoon.

Addison W. Lorimer, of Bangor,
will deliver the Memorial address here.
Rev.

Harvard Crabtree, who has basn spending his Easter recess at horns, returned
Saturday to Harvard.

THE BEST REPUTATION
A STORE CAN POSSIBLY HAVE
IS TO GIVE HONEST VALUE ON
EVERY DOLLAR YOU SPEND.

F. Ward well has gone to Bangor
to ship for Boston, coasting.
Burke Sellers is in Stockton
Mrs.
visiting W. J. Oumer and wife.

Springs
The postponed Easter concert was held
Sunday evening at the Methodist church.
The attendance

was large.
Annie Dunbar, of North Castine,
who has met with unosua! success as a
teacher here, begins her third term to-day.

Miss

The second

That is M. Gallert's

degree will be worked on a
a special meeting of Rising

candidate at
Star lodge, F. and A. M., Wednesday

CONSI IMittIJitJ QL'ALI I'Y

even-

store in Maine.
Our store is

ing.

Hugh Smith, of Waterville,

for

| spending

p*H**

Wells

Mrs.

Mrs. William D.

etkm

FENOB8COT.

move*! his family to

Sanford Joy was taken to the hospital
at Bangor Thursday for an operation tor

was

Among the speakers were .State SuperW. Stetson and Prof.
intendent W.
Damon, of the Bangor high school.
It was voted to form a local teachers’

Southwest

h»»

SbbtrttintunU

NEWS

1

siHttMtiwl OmiM^

•*•»*<»

high appendicitis.

Harbor

afternoon.

Cherry field.
F. E. Weston
on

teachers’ convention.
A Mt. Desert Island teachers’ conven-

Ul'M

i

WINTER HARBOR

Shirley Scboppe

bonds.

Mrs. Edward B. Rodick recently sold her

business

problems

in second

Aswe

*y..'vmaI n»iu,

«,

in cash

fifth of Bar island to Mrs. Mabel
Slater, of Boston and Bar Harbor.

live

corporation, with vast problems
before it affecting the interests of Bar
Harbor and vicinity, but with the busithat these
ness machinery so adjusted
will be solved to conserve the

partly

and

$10,000, partly

news.

iouvn

sum

in

has been

Wilton, Brussels
Tapestry. Large Rugs is Extensive and

of the work

programme
dered and ice-cream was served.
a

We will save you

unsecured creditors to advance
eqoal to the amount of the claim
proved, taking second mortgage bonds to
for

the

operation performed, will be glad to
learn that she is rapidly recovering and

j

Everything

be at home.

Rev. C. H. Bryant, pastor of the Methochurch, leaves to-day for Vinalhaven
to attend the annual conference of the
Methodist society. Mr. Bryant has many
friends here, and he will probably return
to this charge for another year.
dist

Mrs.

>

j
,

SHOE

All the schools in town begin to-day
the following teachers: Bay, Annie
Dunbar; Cove, Alice Cox; Leach district,
Cecil Hutchins; North Penobscot district, Mary L. Sperry; Herrick district,'
Jennie Quigley; Perkins hill, Mildred
Wilson; Dunbar district, Hattie Dunbar;
Devereux district, Mary Hutchins; Farnham district; NelU Ward well; Marks
corner, Annie Conner.
Suba.
April 23.

family, and Henry
Durney was with
A few people patriotically subscribed to her daughter who was attending school in
Mrs. Mary Sleuman and Mrs.
the second mortgage bonds in order to Berkeley.
prevent the failure of the undertaking. Mary Noyes were also on the coast.
The Rodick Realty Co., therefore, starts ;
The proposed Easter concert was given
a
its actual life with
first mortgage 1 Sunday evening to a large audience. Miss
bond indebtedness of $260,000 and a second Gertrude Ordway was at her old place at
mortgage bond indebtedness of $100,000, ; the piano, after an absence of nearly two
covering property that was appraised by years
in
New
Everard
Hampshire.
the court appraisers as having a value of Noyes accompanied with the violin. The
approximately $450,000 and a present in- choir rendered excellent music. There
come estimated at about $20,000, an income
were exercises by the primary and interwhich it is believed can be greatly in- mediate
classes, recitations and reading.

cover

both the claim and the cash advance.

creased in

the

near

future.

The board of directors of the

new

cor-

poration are chosen, two by Fountain Rodick, who owns all of the stock of the
corporation, two by the second mortgage
bond holders, and one by the first mortgage bond holders. Directors have already
been chosen consisting of Fountain Rodick, Charles H. Wood, Judge John A.
Peters, Thomas Searls, cashier of the First
national bank and Vernon G. Wasgatt.
assistant treasurer of the Bar Harbor
Banking & Trust Co. A treasurer or
manager of the property will at once be
chosen to carry out the wishes of the
directors.
It is already well understood that the
Rodick house, so long unoccupied and so
long regarded as a menace to the

safery

of the town with reference to fire,
will be sold to the highest bidder, who

purchase it for the value of the lumber uf which it is built and remove it as

will

soon as

possible.

There

are

large tracts of

land that have valuable lumber
ti*at will

probably

be

sold

standing

from time to

Various other lots, which at the
present time are valuable, but not yieldtime.

ing any profit, will, without doubt, be
placed upon the market.
The tenants of the property, especially
those who have erected buildings on land
leased of the Rodicks,
are
anxiously
awaiting the decision of the board of directors as to the rents that they must pay.
The directors have a very nice question of
judgment before them. They w’ill doubtincumbent upon them
to arrange the rent roll that the taxes,
coat
and
insurance,
maintenance, and
other expenses can be met, and that the
interest of the first and second mortgage
bondb can be paid.

less feel that it is
so

The trustee for the

mortgage securing the
first mortgage bonds is the United States
Trust Co., of Portland, and for the second

mortgage the Bar Harbor Banking &
Trust Co. The first mortgage bonds were
underwritten by J. A. Peters, J. Frank
Whittaker, and Luere B. Deasy, and will

probably
about

be placed upon‘the market at
par and interest, the bonds bearing

5 per cent, interest per
ond
mortgage bonds

annum.

The

sec-

bert Hammond and

Simpson.

Mrs. Carrie

The care of the concert has rested upon
Mrs. E. E. Bragdon. The superintendent,
Capt. O. P. Bradgon, who celebrates hia
eightieth anniversary to-day, was as full
of zeal and enthusiasm as a generation
ago.

April

H.

23.

Ellsworth, returned to her
here last week.

of them
and

Mills, head keeper at Goose Rock
light, who was called here by the death of
his wife, returned to bis station this
Albert

morning.
John R. Mather, who
April 10, were brought to
! Brooksville and buried at Mount Rest on
The remains of

can

bay.

be

seen

They

and towed out
which

the

gain’s mill
April 23.

for

at

Dur-

Our New

students of the high school of which
The family have the sincere
sympathy of their friends.
Q.
April 24.
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Work at the clam factory of the Farnswortu Packing Co. continues good. Foreman E. B. Kane says that about
tw'entytwo are employed, and the output is about
forty cases a day. The factory is at pres-

GOOD CORSETS.

Farnbam, Harry Austin and Melvin Ladd leave here this morning for
Newport, where they have employment
for the summer.
Tombon.
April 23.
Ivan

weeks’ vacation.
Mrs. Hattie C. Quinn, of Eagle Inland,
spent a few days last week with her sister,
Mrs. H. 8. Dunbar.

W. Blai&dell is confined to the house
by illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Davis, of Boston, are at
the Bell camp.
WT.

of

teacher.

The ice is fast leaving the lake, and sevplaced as to its leaving

eral bets have been
before May 1.

Edgar Emery

is

pretty well advanced

on

log cabin, and in two weeks expects to
have it finished. A grand opening is ex-

his

Hosiery

Augustine Mason Bhipped a vessel
of spool edging to Rockland Friday.

Agents for the Ladies’ Home Journal paper pattern.*.

load

M.

Mrs. Flora Dorr arrived home Wednesday from Providence, where she has been
on

two weeks’ visit.

SEAL HARBOR.

A. A J. Clement are having their hotel,
the Seaside, repaired. It is to be heated

by

steam.

John Hadley and wife were in town
Sunday visiting their daughter, Mrs.
Everett Jordan.

and Underwear.

We are sole agents for I-ord & Taylor’s
Onyx hosiery and Merode
I’nderwear. Spring and >ummer Weights, in plain Cotton. Lisle or
Lace, in Black, White, and Tans.

T. F. Mason will start the manufacture
box-shooks Monday.

School opened to-day, with Miss Kenney
as

_

cation.

NORTH BLUEHXLL.
Miss Eleanor G. Wescott is at home
from the Maine general hospital for two

word of complaint do we hear of “Warner's Bust-proof
Better try a pair. Ask for them. Prices from *I.<M> to

a

*3.50.

va-

_

was one.

j

Corsets".
short

M.
April 23.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Halcyon grange celebrated its eighth
TREMONT.
anxiety felt by Mrs. A. W. Clark anniversary with an all-day meeting April
21. Visitors were present from East Blueover the safety of her brother, Hon. ClifMarion Pray left Tuesday to resume her
ford Coggins, who had recently visited her hill, North Penobscot, Brooksvllle and Btudies in
Bangor.
and other relatives in Lamoine, was oap- Sedgwick granges.
The ladies aid society will meet Friday
D.
April 23.
pily relieved by a telegram on Sunday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Thomas
announcing his arrival at his home in
BURRY.
Tapley.
Chico, having reached San Francisco on
Mrs. Hattie Bessom, of Lynn, Maas.,
Capt. Harry Wood arrived from Rockthe Saturday preceding the earthquake,
came Saturday and
is housekeeper for
and not being detained any length of land last 8unday.
time in the doomed city, was safe at
Friends here were sorry to hear of B. S. Oapt. A. J. Bunker.
Chico when the destruction fell. Mr. Scammon’s loss by freshet at West FrankRandall Stanley, of Mark Island, has
been spending a ’few day at the home of
Coggins, who has been a member of the lin.
state Senate four years, greatly enjoyed his
Rev. J. D. McGraw was not able to con- his sister, Mrs. Leslie Rich.
brief visit to his eastern friends, as it had duct services last
Leslie Rich came home from Rockland
Sunday evening, on
been twenty years since he was last in bis account of a severe cold.
Thursday in his sloop Mermaid, and made
native place. His sister, Mrs. Clark, visa short
B.
visit with his family, leaving
April 24.
ited him in Chico two years ago.
again Monday.
BLACK
ISLAND.
Spray.
April 24.
Mrs. Mary £. Marshall, who has been
Work at the quarry here is soon to bespending the winter here with her daughCASTINE.
gin. The Percy V. landed a crew of a do- ter, Mrs. J.
Kelley, left Thursday for
The community was saddened Monday zen on April 16, with Charles Ella, of
Swan’s Island, to viait relatives for the
afternoon by the death of t-arl Perkins, Surry, as superintendent.
The quarry summer.
youngest son of E. S. Perkins and wife. here is operated by J. E. Dutton, of New
The Sunday school of the CongregaEarl had been ill some weeks with a bad York, mostly on platforms. Work here is
tional church ga/e an excellent Easter
attack of grip, which seemed to settle in expected to continue this season until
concert Tuesday evening.
The church
his head, but his parents felt little appre- cold weather.
was prettily decorated with lilies, everhension until yesterday morning, when
Spec.
April 19.
green and potted plants.
inflammation of the bowels set in and he
Rev. John A. Lawrence, pastor of the
BU CKSPORT.
rapidly grew' worse until he passed away
churches of this town and
about 5 o’clock Monday afternoon.
The
Elizabeth, wife of John D. Wardwell, Congregational
deceased was fifteen years of age, of exem- died Monday evening, after a short illness. Southwest Harbor, left Monday for Banplary character and much loved by his Mrs. Wardw ell leaves, besides her husband, gor to attend a conference of the Congrefive daughters and three sons.
gational pastors of Maine all this week, at
circle of friends and
playmates. The
Bangor theological seminary.
funeral will take place from the home toGREEN LAKE.
L.
April 23.
morrow forenoon, and will be attended by
he

Another lot of new Laces and Embroideries at popular prices.
Pretty designs in Mechlin and Vais with insertions to match.

EAST ORLAND.

The

the

LACES AND DRESS TRIMMINGS.

Never
a

Spring and Summer Dress Goods

In all varied assortments of shades, colors and patterns. We have
all the season's favorites In our selections. White good* in all qualities and styles. Muslins for graduating dresses.
Dimities, Lorraine
Checks. Sateens, Dragoon Chiffons, Cotton Taffetas. Ginghams and
all kinds of Wash dress goods.
In Woolen Dress Goods we are showing Serges, Henriettas,
Eoliennea,Poplins, Cashmeres. Mohairs and Veilings. These Fabrics
are the stylish Fabrics for this season.
For Tailor-made walking and Shirtwaist Suits we have a fascinating assortment of new designs in Checks and Mannish Suitings.

D.

Herman Dorr is at home for

ex-

small children.

died at Castine

Thursday.

already

We make a specialty of children's shoes; If you have had any
trouble in the wear of children's shoes try ours. We are the only dealers who carry a full and complete line of shoes for misses,
boys, and

up the river
schooner Nat Ayer,

loading staves
Rondout, N. Y.

DEPARTMENT.

The Walkover shoe for ladies we have added to our
tensive line.

came

has been

■

are better.
Our shoes for men. for very high grades, we offer the celebrated
makes, the Graham. Stetson and Walkover. Everybody knows these
as being the best any manufacturer can produce.

day in the river
loth to leave here.

The steam tog Delta

!

they

every

seem

Department.

Our special shoes for women, the Hurt and I’atrtctan. They fit
better, they wear better than the ordinary shoes at the price;

WEST SEDGWICK.

home

Cloak

ate cost

with

eral weeks in

our

Coverings

The Tourist Coat Is taking the lead among the young
people, the
short among the older. Every Suit, Skirt and Coat is original and dig.
tinctively a model as though it was made for yon. It will need no
special effort on our part to get you to appreciate what we have for
you in the matter of stylish, rich-looking outside garments at moder-

..

Her-

I

In the line of Curtains, Portieres, Couch
and Oraperies.

We Hit it this Season in

!

COUNTY

have many relatives in town are
Helen Bunker Hamsdell and family,

on

EXTENSIVE.

Mrs. Charles Snow is very ill.
Rev. Dr. Charles L. White, president of
There was an Easter concert at the
Colby college, delivered an interesting
sermon here Sunday afternoon.
chapel Sunday evening.
The ladies’ aid society will have a sale of
There will be a masquerade ball at DurNEWS. fancy article*, candy and maybaskets at gain’s hall. North Brooksville, May 1.
Far additional County A'«m. im o(A«r p«0»« the town hall Monday evening, April 30.
Mrs. Hopkins and daughter, of Mon*
At the State grand council L O. of R. M
tana, are visiting at William Gain’s.
EAST SULLIVAN.
at Calais April 26, Charles H. Wooeter will
Schooner Joanna Durgain is loading
Eben Smith is having a piazza built on represent Omaha tribe and J. E. Bowden sawdust for the ice works at
Saigentville.
W.
and
H.
Elinee
council.
A.
B.
Crabtree
his cottage.
Mrs. Minnie Staples, who went to the
will attend the public meeting
Johnson
Miss Beatrice Johnson left Monday
hospital at Bangor for treatment, is much
and kindling of the council fire of Etchmorning for a summer at Salisbury Cove,
better.
amount of indebtedness and second mort25.
min
tribe
April
! followed
by the good wishes of the friends
Rev. A. B. Carter, who has preached
gage bonds for the balance, but sufficient
C.
April 23.
who have appreciated her faithful efforts
here two years, has preached bis farewell
money could not be raised for this pur- j
in every good work.
WEST BROOKS VILLE.
pose, and the final plan adopted was to j
sermon, and will go to Tremont.
The residents of San Francisco who
issue first mortgage bonds for $280,000, and
Wild geese seem very plentiful; flocks
Miss Caroline Joy, who has passed sev-

cash

each ling if you buy of us.
M ATTINOS, FLOOR
OILART SQUARES and CARPETINOS Is 1

$5.00

LINOLElinS.

CLOTHS.

was ren-

j

soon

and

Our line of CARPETINOS, STRAW

The many friends of Mrs. Louis* Wardwell, who is at the Eastern Maine general
hospital, where she has had a successful

will

an.

Handsome.

A candidate received the degrees of the
order at the regular meeting of Penobscot
chapter, O. E. S.. Saturday evening. At the
close

sell goods cheaper than

especially interesting to housekeepers at the present

Waterville party.

a

Reputation.

Our Line of Axminster.

town several days, the guest of George
Leach and wife. It is reported that Mr.
Smith has sold his house at South Penobscot to

we

|

GALLERT.

■-—-;---_

COUNTY NEWS.
ftf additional

(onntp .Viwt

im

otArr papM

Dr. E. J. Hinckley, of Bar Harbor,

waa

who

spent the winter
with relatives away, arrived home last
week.
be given in Town hall
the benefit of the Bluehill base-

A concert will

May

4 for

ball team.

Miss May Ober, who has spent the win-

cities,
opened Ideal lodge

ter

in different

and
the

has arrived home
on

South street for

season.

Mrs.

Lizzie Gott and her sister,

Mrs.
have been occupying for
time the bouse owned by W. E.
Orindle, located near his ow n residence.
Annie

Tripp,

some

At

a

recent

meeting

Garfield W. R. C.

Q. M. Allen’s raft, loaded with lumber,
adrift Sunday, and sailed sway down
the pond.
Mr. Allen rescued it.
and wife visited Mr.
Mrs. (Moore at the Lynn mo re hooee,
I>ecr Isle, Saturday and Sunday.
Easter concert was held here Sunday
evening. There were pretty decorations
of potted plants and cut flowers of earns*
tions and Easter lilies.
Programme:
Organ voluntary, Mrs. 8. M. Thompson;
singing, ladies’ quartette, responsive
reading; prayer; singing, Nellie Anderson; recitations, Harold
Staples, Cora
Carter; exercise, Harold Staples,
Garter, Forest Closaon, Clarence Carter;
singing, Florence Alien; recitalions, her*
nice Garter, Robert Allen; singing, d™
girls; recitation, Florence .Allen; bibleex-

Harry Thurston

in town
Mias

In

went

BLUEIIIU.

Sunday.
Maria (Irons,

one

of

the James A.

new

member

was

by initiation, and Mrs. Mary Peters
presented with a junior president’s
badge. Refreshments were served.
The postponed Easter concert was given
Sunday evening, April 2i, in the Baptist
church, which was filled by an interested
audience. The floral decorations were
fine,

added
was

and the entire programme waa well
dered under the direction of James

and

ercise, boys and girls; tinging, Beolah
Allen; recitations, Leslie Carter, Faye Carter, Edith Torrey; singing, Katie llaakeil,
recitation, Virginia Allen; singing, ladies
quartette; reading letters from Alaaka
mission; collection; exercise, Blanch
pies, Cora Garter, Virginia Allen, Bernice
Carter, Faaye Carter; benediction.
April 23.
1<ae*^

ren-

iUjbfrtificmrnts.

Bettel,

the efficient superintendent.
Perhaps no horse in town was more
widely known than faithiul old “Spot”,
owned by John M. Snow and used
mostly
by himself and family. Spot was kicked
recently by anothet horse in the stable
and so seriously hurt that it seemed an act
of mercy to bring his life of useful service
to

a

close.

Healthy

at 70

A Good Record for "L. F's.
4

Bear Sirs:—
I have used

March

2.),

I9°4-

foj

your "L, F.” Bitters
number of years and find them Ip
what they are recommended to be.
best faintly medicine we have ever use*
Also have an uncle over (70) sfU*P
yean of age, who says: “There is ;;■ :n“
ing that ever could take its place 1°*
a

members of the class of 1906 B. Q.
S. A., who were in
town, went to East
BluehiU April 20, to attend the funeral
service of Miss Tillie
Chapman, one of
their classmates. Within a month three
of the alumni of the
academy have passed
The

visit his sister, Mrs. Kdith Hartwell,
Lincoln for a few days.

Will

The summer visitors are beginning to
of course,
are,
pected.
arrive.
largely held by the unsecured creditors.
George L. Btebbins and family
Amos Hardy, of Bangor, has been renoAlready many applications have been
his cottage, and preparing to and Mrs. Boggs arrived last week.
vating
made for the purchase of the first mort- ent filling an order of 600 cases to be
P.
April 24.
entertain several members of the K. of P.,
him.”
The clam canning of Bangor, over Thursday. Quite a crowd
gage bonds by investors, and while the shipped to Seattle.
WEST
GOULDSBORO.
is expected to spend Thursday.
Respectfully,
second mortgage bonds are perhaps not as season closes June 1.
away—Alice Witham.Jclass of 1900; Edith
School commenced Monday with Miss Ralph, ’03, and Tillie Chapman, ’06.
MRS. C. S. MOODY,
saleable, there seems no reason why
Saturday brought the following parties
April
STONINGTON.
Mr. Lewis, of Steuben, teacher.
Skowhegan, Me.
to spend Sunday at their cottages:
M
they should not finally be worth par. The
23.__
first mortgage runs for twenty years and
Mrs. Hannah Kingsley returned Friday
R.F.D..NO-7*
Charles Alexander, of Everett, Mass., and Mrs. Lowell, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
NORTH
SEDGWICK.
and Mrs. Gill in, Dr. Nealley, from a few'
the second mortgage for ten years.
died at his summer home on the West side Adams, Mr.
days’ visit with friends in SulTo keep well, beyond the usual act
Messrs. E. Blake, Head, and Hardy, Mr.
M. L. El well, who has been
In this adjustment of the Rodick estate road, Friday, aged
livan.
very ill for •ve time of
sixty-nine years. Mr. and Mrs. Natter and Mr. Miller.
life, is a blessing. But'!.«
more than a
year, is no better.
both Mrs. E. B. Rodick and Mrs. S. H. Alexander had been in ill health for some
Mrs. Linwood Sargent and Mrs. George
easily done if you use the True ‘c. r*
Mrs. Beulah Allen and Mrs. Clara
Rodick have profited. for her interest in time, and spent the winter at his
who
are in the Bangor hospital,
Atwood's
Bitters.
Allen,
Cole
cottage
Capt. Horace F. Lord has received a new
the estate Mrs. Phebe Rodick, widow of here in the hope that his health would be line of
are slowly improving.
apent Thursday and Friday in Bangor.
fishing tackle, preparing for the spring
23.
S. H. Rodick, received, it is understood, benefited.
L.
D.
E.
April
Allen
fisherman.—Advt.
left Haturdsy for Boston. He
Subscribe for The American
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